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Abstract

Information, in the form of data and services, pervasively resides in the vast num-

ber of nodes in wireless ad hoc networks and sensor networks.To obtain these data

and services from the hosting nodes, two procedures, peer discovery and data rout-

ing, are executed. Nodes that contain desired data/services are first discovered through

peer discovery. After revealing the identity of these peers, data routing transports the

data/service from these peers to the requesting node. As nodes in ad hoc networks are

generally constrained in resources such as energy and processing power, it is essential

to maximize the efficiency of information discovery and retrieval.

While existing solutions mostly focus on improving the efficiency for specifically

chosen application requirements, my thesis is that intelligent models of complex net-

works are needed to provide a better understanding of the general factors that contribute

to efficiency, and that analyzing these models can lead to thedesign of much more ef-

ficient information discovery and retrieval schemes.

In the first part of the dissertation, we mathematically model ad hoc networks to

find the optimal information discovery parameters such as the total number of search-

ing attempts and the searching radius of each attempt. We first study a general scenario

where nodes are uniformly distributed and targets are identical. We then study a special

scenario where route caches cause nodes to be non-uniformlydistributed and create

non-identical targets. In the second part of the dissertation, we develop approaches

to improve the efficiency of data routing. For mobile ad hoc networks, we propose a

scheme that discovers routes with long lifetimes rather than random routes. For sensor

networks, we provide a general data routing model to evaluate different sensor deploy-

ment strategies from the perspective of network lifetime and monetary cost. Finally, we

look at a concrete peer discovery and service retrieval example by designing a smart

document system using a peer-to-peer architecture.

By using the techniques developed in this dissertation, information discovery and

retrieval will be much more efficient than what is possible today, enabling the real-

ization of ad hoc networks for important applications, suchas real-time audio/video,

sensor networking, and peer-aware systems of devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent advances in microchip and wireless technology have boosted the research in

wireless ad hoc networks to a new level. In wireless ad hoc networks, devices equipped

with wireless transceivers communicate with each other andorganize their own net-

works without the necessity of infrastructure support. These devices generally have

limited energy reserves and limited processing capabilities. Bandwidth is also a scarce

resource, limited by the nature of the wireless medium and the fact that this limited

resource has to be shared by nearby devices. To improve resource usage efficiency,

nodes usually transmit using a low power to reach a short distance, saving energy

as well as enabling better channel spatial reuse. To propagate information to reach

a farther distance than the transmission range, devices must forward packets for other

devices. Devices cooperate with each other in this manner toallow information to

spread within the network. Since information can be quicklyobtained by setting up

new ad hoc networks, various types of information-based applications, such as military

communications, emergency communications and environment monitoring, can thus

be implemented through ad hoc networks.

To retrieve information from other devices in a network, twoprocedures are gener-

ally executed: peer discovery and data routing. Through peer discovery, the nodes/peers

that contain the desired information are first discovered. Through data routing, infor-

mation is forwarded from the host nodes/peers to the requesting node. Unlike wired

networks with infrastructure support, limited bandwidth and energy resources are the

main challenges for ad hoc networks. Therefore, improving the overall network effi-

1
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ciency becomes the primary design concern for ad hoc networks.

My thesis is that rather than inventing new schemes and examining their perfor-

mance through experiments and simulations, it is necessaryto model the peer discov-

ery and data routing problems, which enables us to analyze the impact of the essential

model factors that have the largest impact on the resolutionof these problems. Since

modelling cannot cover every aspect of these complex networks, we use simulation to

verify the solutions and to discover how to micro-adjust thesolutions to compensate

for any missing factors in the model.

In this dissertation, we describe several new ideas that usethe above approach to

improve the efficiency of information retrieval, i.e., improving the efficiency of both the

peer discovery and the data routing procedures. Since querypackets, used to discover

peers, are generally broadcasted by intermediate nodes, reducing redundant query re-

transmissions becomes the major goal of our peer discovery study. On the other hand,

discovering and applying good routes during data routing, either from the individual

nodes’ perspective or from the global network’s view, are the major goals for data rout-

ing.

1.1 Overview of Wireless Ad hoc Networks

The study of wireless ad hoc networks is not new. There has been much research by

DARPA throughout the 70’s and into the early 80’s. In the mid 90’s, interest in and

research on ad hoc networks for personal or industrial applications blossomed, thanks

to advances in micro-fabrication and wireless technology.Some of the applications of

wireless ad hoc networks include: military communications(establish communications

among soldiers for tactical operations), emergency systems (establish communications

for rescue teams in disaster areas) and wireless sensor networks. Wireless sensor net-

works, as a branch of ad hoc networks, have attracted considerable research attention

recently. In these networks, a large number of low-cost sensor devices equipped with

wireless network interfaces are deployed to execute certain applications.

In general, an ad hoc network is comprised of mobile computing devices that are

equipped with wireless tranceivers for communication, without support from a fixed

infrastructure (such as a base station in cellular networksor access points in wireless
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local area networks.) To support portability and mobility,devices tend to be battery-

powered and must transmit using a minimal power and thus reach only a short distance.

Data packets have to be forwarded in order to reach destination nodes that are further

away. Different applications and scenarios have other different assumptions as well.

For example, for mobile ad hoc networks, nodes move according to a certain pattern,

while for sensor networks, nodes are generally assumed to bestatic in position.

There are many challenges that need to be addressed during the design of ad hoc

networks. The major areas undergoing research are: Media Access Control (MAC),

routing, multicasting, quality of service, self-organization, service discovery, and scal-

ability. For different applications, different criteria may be stressed during network

design. These criteria include energy efficiency, fairness, throughput efficiency and

network latency.

1.2 Research Motivation

The top challenges for ad hoc network design are the limited node energy reserves

and the limited communication bandwidth. Due to the ad hoc nature of this type of

network, network devices are often required to be battery-operated, and thus limited

in their energy supply. Bandwidth, on the other hand, is limited by communication

through wireless channels in several ways. First, the bandwidth is limited by the phys-

ical operating frequency of the wireless channel. In wired networks, bandwidth can be

doubled by adding another cable. This solution, however, isnot feasible in the wire-

less territory. Second, wireless resources have to be shared by devices in the vicinity,

and some resources have to be utilized to coordinate these devices. Finally, wireless

communications are unstable in nature. Packet retransmission due to packet failure fur-

ther reduces the already limited bandwidth. To compensate for the resource scarcity,

improving efficiency unavoidably becomes the top issue for ad hoc network design.

Despite the variety of ad hoc network applications, the ultimate purpose of an ad

hoc network, as with other types of networks, is to convey information. Information,

which resides in devices as data and services, can be retrieved by other devices. This

information retrieval procedure is generally composed of two phases: peer discovery

and data routing. Through peer discovery, the devices/peers that contain the desired
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information are first discovered. Data routing is responsible for finding routes between

the peers and transporting the information in the form of data packets using these routes.

This dissertation focuses on improving the efficiency of information retrieval for

ad hoc networks. In other words, we strive to improve the efficiency of both the peer

discovery and the data routing procedures. We are especially interested in answering

the following questions in terms of efficiency:

1. Peer discovery: How do we search for one specific peer that contains the desired

information? How do we discover several peers that contain similar data infor-

mation or services? How do we take full advantage of node caches to achieve the

same goal while reducing the negative effects of stale caches?

2. Data routing: How should data be efficiently routed from the source node to the

requesting node? Since mobile ad hoc networks and wireless sensor networks

have different underlying networking assumptions, how should we address data

routing in these networks differently?

In mobile ad hoc networks, data routing problem is studied from the per node

perspective, and we are interested in the following questions. How is a wireless

link affected by node mobility, and how is a route affected correspondingly? How

much data routing overhead is brought by route discovery, and how much data

routing overhead is brought by excessive data forwarding? What type of routes

should we look for to reduce the data routing overhead from both peer discov-

ery and data forwarding? What is the major difference betweenthese routes and

the traditional shortest-path routes? How can we discover these routes in a dis-

tributed manner, and how close to optimal are these routes? How much routing

performance improvement can we achieve using these types ofroutes? What are

the benefits and drawbacks of these types of routes, and what tradeoff is involved

to achieve the desired improvement?

In wireless sensor networks, data routing in wireless sensor networks is essen-

tially different from that in mobile ad hoc networks. Rather than maintaining

energy efficiency for each individual node as in mobile ad hocnetworks, it is

more important to maintain a balance of power consumption insensor networks

so that certain nodes do not die much earlier than others, leading to unmonitored
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areas in the network. Therefore, our questions are: what is acommon goal of a

typical sensor network? How can data routing be generalizedin wireless sensor

networks, and how can we determine the optimal data routing schemes? How

does the solution vary for different sensor network scenarios and deployment

strategies? How do we evaluate different strategies when they are all possible

solutions? What should be the general evaluation terms and methodology?

3. The application perspective: During the design of an information/service discov-

ery and retrieval system, what should be the design goals? Correspondingly, what

architecture should we choose for building this system, theclient/server architec-

ture or the peer-to-peer architecture? How can we improve the efficiency of the

system when abundant resources are available to choose from? How should we

implement these resource management modules, and where do we store them?

The answers to these questions will enable us to build betterinformation retrieval

applications.

1.3 Research Contributions

This dissertation investigates information discovery andretrieval in ad hoc networks

from the efficiency perspective. We will discover general trends for common scenarios

of peer discovery and data routing through modelling. Specific information retrieval

cases will be studied after the factors that have the most impact are discovered and

resolved. Specific contributions to the wireless ad hoc network research community

include:

• We formulate the single peer discovery and multi-peer discovery problem based

on general ad hoc network assumptions. We demonstrate how wecan apply this

model to find solutions in real applications. The optimal searching strategies for

different scenarios are thereby proposed.

• We propose an adaptive local searching scheme for a popular peer discovery

case: discovering a route towards a specific node when there are route caches in

the network. This case is different from the previous case inthat there may be

false route information returned unintentionally by nodesthat have stale routes
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in their caches. This problem is also part of the data routingproblem, and it is

worth a separate study.

• For data routing in mobile ad hoc networks, we propose a distributed routing

scheme that discovers long lifetime routes. We demonstratethat our routing

scheme is able to achieve better performance by effectivelyreducing routing

overhead and maintaining efficiency during data forwardingwithout the need

for complex cross-layer designs.

• For data routing in wireless sensor networks, the goal shifts to maintaining a

balance of energy in the entire network so that the network lifetime does not

degrade from early energy drain in some “hot spots.” We modelthe problem and

provide a global formula that can determine the optimal datarouting method for

a given network deployment scenario. More importantly, we present a general

methodology to evaluate different sensor deployment strategies from both the

lifetime and the monetary cost perspective.

• Finally, we design a smart document system that is composed of printing devices

equipped with network interfaces that can communicate withother devices in the

network through a peer-to-peer architecture. During the design of this system,

we reveal which criteria should be considered for this ad-hoc type network and

how the design choices are made to meet these design requirements.

1.4 Dissertation Structure

Related work from the current literature is first presented inChapter 2. Chapter 3 il-

lustrates how we determine the optimal peer discovery strategies for general network

scenarios through modelling. In Chapter 4, we propose some local searching strategies

that adapt to the current route caching conditions in ad hoc network routing. Chapter 5

tackles data routing in mobile ad hoc networks by proposing adistributed routing dis-

covery scheme that can find long lifetime routes with short route lengths. An advanced

routing scheme based on these long lifetime routes is also proposed. The results show

the effectiveness of our long lifetime routing scheme. In Chapter 6, we propose an
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optimal data routing scheme that maximizes sensor network lifetime for various sen-

sor network scenarios. Furthermore, we propose a general methodology for evaluating

different sensor deployment strategies. The design of a smart document system based

on the information retrieval structure is illustrated in Chapter 7. The dissertation is

summarized in Chapter 8.



Chapter 2

Related Work

In this section, we review some of the work from current literature that is relevant to this

dissertation. We start by introducing other peer discoveryframeworks and methods,

stressing the difference between these studies and our proposed methods. We then

review existing data routing methods in both mobile ad hoc networks and static sensor

networks. Since we implement a printing system based on the information retrieval and

peer-to-peer (P2P) networking framework, we also include areview of P2P networking

and the topics of resource management.

2.1 Peer Discovery

Peer discovery is the starting procedure for nodes to discover peers or target nodes that

contain the desired information. Peer/target discovery can be divided into two branches.

The first branch is to find at least one target from one or multiple targets. The most

common use of this one-out-of-multi discovery is in routingprotocol implementations.

Typical examples are DSR [31] and AODV [52].

In DSR, when a source node needs to find a path to a destination node, it first asks

its neighbors by broadcasting a query message. If any neighbor contains the route to

the destination, it simply replies to the query. If the source node does not receive any

response after a certain amount of time, it learns that no neighbor knows a path to the

destination. Therefore, the source node floods its query message to the entire network,

and eventually it discovers a valid path to the destination.

8
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In AODV, a source node also starts its search by querying its neighbors. However,

it doubles the searching radius instead of performing a network flooding if it fails to

discover a route from its neighbors. This exponential increase of searching radius con-

tinues until either the destination is discovered or the maximum searching radius is

reached.

The other target discovery branch is a more general case, which is to find more

than one target from multiple members. Examples that require a mandatory multi-

target discovery are NTP (Network Time Protocol) [43], ITTC(Intrusion Tolerance via

Threshold Cryptography) [65], sensor localization [4], andsensor information collect-

ing [46]. In NTP, three time references are required to calculate accurate time at the

current location. Similarly in sensor networks, several location references are required

to calculate the location of the current sensor. Other observations of the local area are

also often calculated based on the data obtained from surrounding sensors. Thus, local

sensor information collecting inevitably requires multiple target discovery.

Examples that require a multi-target discovery for robustness are NIS (Network

Information System) [61], NTP and any application requiring auxiliary backups. Ex-

amples that require a multi-target discovery for load distribution are peer-to-peer sys-

tems [48] and distributed computing systems [57]. Depending on various application

requirements, different portions out of the total targets are to be found. For NTP, only

three servers are required. For temperature monitoring sensor networks, quite a few

sensors are required. For peer-to-peer systems or distributed computation systems, as

many as possible peers are usually preferred.

There are some target discovery problems that the previous general target discovery

model cannot cover. Take DSR and AODV as an example. If the route reply is returned

from the destination itself, the route contained in the route reply is the actual path to

the destination. If the route reply is returned from intermediate nodes instead of the

final destination, only a route cache is returned, and this cache may be stale. Although

a destination can be exclusively specified by a node ID, routecaches in the network

make the problem more complex. Since caches are likely to provide false information

when they are stale, treating this problem using a general one-out-of-multi discovery

model becomes insufficient. Researchers generally resort tosimulations to study the

impact of route cache optimizations. We will separate the study and initiate a new
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research topic on this problem.

In order to reduce the query overhead from the flood of query packets using tradi-

tional broadcasting, two alternative query propagation techniques, gossiping and ran-

dom walk, have been proposed. In gossiping [38], a node forwards a query with a

certain probability rather than automatically forwardingevery new query it receives.

Gossiping is able to achieve nearly full coverage with much less overhead compared

to broadcasting. To query all the nodes, only a portion of nodes need to forward the

query instead of having all the nodes repeat the query as in flooding. Some variations

of gossiping have also been studied. It has been observed that normal gossiping often

terminates at an early stage of propagation. One solution toavoid this is to use flood-

ing during the initial propagation phase and use a smaller gossiping probability during

later propagation. Another variation is to associate the forwarding probability with the

number of neighbors. Obviously, this requires knowledge ofneighbors, and the larger

the number of neighbors, the smaller the propagation probability. The last variation is

to associate self gossiping behavior with the neighbors’ behavior. If enough neighbors

have forwarded the same packet, a node must refrain from gossiping [38].

Using random walk query propagation, a node only forwards the query to one of its

neighbors instead of broadcasting to all its neighbors. It has been shown that random

walk does not reduce the searching cost for a moderate coverage ratio [1]. There-

fore, random walk can only be used in some particular applications rather than general

searching scenarios, and we do not consider random walk in our model.

In this dissertation, we study the peer discovery problem toreveal general trends and

applicable strategies for most searching scenarios. Therefore, some particular search-

ing scenarios with special requirements are not covered. First, our model deals with

either proactive data dissemination schemes from data sources, such as SPIN [26], or

reactive data query schemes, such as general ad hoc routing protocols. It does not

cover certain hybrid data query schemes that combine both proactive and reactive com-

ponents, such as SHARP [54], SPAN [8], ZRP [24], TTDD [66], rumor routing [3]

and expansion ring in data replica [37]. These solutions usually require extra hardware

such as GPS for topology setup. Also, these schemes have to find the balance point

between the proactive and reactive components. This process either requires certain

global knowledge about the data/query ratio, or it requiressome complex adaptation
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schemes. Second, our model only deals with one-shot queries. Although complex

queries can be divided into multiple one-shot queries and solved individually using our

model, it is more efficient to handle them together within onequery process. For a

complete overview of data querying and solutions for complex queries, the reader is

referred to [58].

2.2 Route Discovery with Route Caches in Mobile Ad

Hoc Networks

As mentioned previously, route discovery with route cachescannot be effectively cov-

ered by the general peer discovery study in the previous section. This is because the

targets and returned peers are assumed to be identical and trust-worthy in the previ-

ous section, while routes returned from route caches may be invalid if the route cache

is stale. Considering that route discovery is a very important part of data routing, we

initiate a separate study on route discovery.

An on-demand routing protocol is composed of two phases, route discovery and

route maintenance, both of which operate reactively and entirely on demand. In the

route discovery phase, taking DSR for example, a source nodefloods a Route REQuest

(RREQ) when it has a packet to send but has no route to the destination node. Upon

receiving the RREQ packet, intermediate nodes without route caches for the target

attach their addresses in the RREQ packet and continue to flood the packet. If an

intermediate node has a cached route for the destination or the destination is reached by

the RREQ packet, it unicasts a Route RESponse (RRES) following the reversed route

back to the source node. After discovering a route and placing it in the cache table,

the source node switches into the maintenance phase. In thisphase, packets follow

the cached route instead of initiating a new discovery process. If a packet fails to be

forwarded through one of the links indicated in the source route, the intermediate node

upstream of this broken link will unicast a Route ERRor (RERR) packet to the source

node, indicating the broken link. The source node then removes all the route caches

that contain the broken link and initiates a new route discovery process for an alternate

route.

Caching strategies and caching designs for DSR are studied in[29]. The authors
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achieved some optimal choices for timeout and route cache capacity through exhaustive

searching over specific scenarios. In our work, we not only study the effects of caching,

but also the effects of performing a local search before a global search. Furthermore,

our caching strategies based on modelling can be applied to general scenarios, and we

use simulations mainly for validation purposes.

Some optimizations have been proposed and have been shown tobe effective in

reducing stale caches and improving the performance of route caching [31]. Thesal-

vagingtechnique allows intermediate nodes to use an alternate route cache of its own

when the attached route in the packet is broken. Thegratuitous route repairtechnique

helps intermediate nodes to remove stale caches by piggybacking the last route error in-

formation in the new RREQ packet. Thepromiscuous listeningtechnique takes advan-

tage of the broadcast property of the wireless medium and helps overhearing nodes to

learn the network topology without directly participatingin the routing process. Some

other proactive optimizations are proposed in [41].Wider error notificationcan be

performed to further reduce the existence of stale caches.Negative cachescan reside

in nodes to prevent them from adding invalid caches.Adaptive timeout selectioncan

avoid removing valid caches by observing route stability and dynamically choosing

timeout values. These schemes, although not taken into account in our analysis and

simulations, can cooperate with our routing strategies directly. Their existence only

changes the caching availability conditions in the network, while our routing strategy is

able to adjust itself adaptively based on the caching conditions and achieve the optimal

performance.

Compared to the extensive studies on route caching, study in the searching localiza-

tion area is relatively lacking. Although LAR [36] is able tolocalize its querying area,

it requires geographical information, which we do not assume in our study. In DSR,

thenon-propagating route request techniqueis performed by the source node to search

one-hop neighbors first before resorting to a network-wide flood. In AODV [52], an

expansion ring searching scheme is proposed. A source node starts a route discovery

process with an initial searching radius and increases the searching radius linearly upon

each failure. A network-wide search is performed when the searching radius exceeds a

predefined threshold. However, these two techniques are proposed without solid theo-

retical support. In [12], it is shown that when the existenceof caching availability in the
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network is weak (i.e., in networks with infrequent traffic),using one-hop local search-

ing has an only insignificant savings in overhead, while the expansion ring scheme has

more overhead than a simple network-wide flooding. When the existence of caching

is moderate, using one-hop local searching is likely to be too conservative and a larger

searching radius can reduce the routing overhead even more,as shown later in this dis-

sertation. When route caches are abundant, one-hop local searching becomes a good

scheme because there is no need to search farther for route caches in this case. Another

searching localization technique is also proposed in [6]. It utilizes prior routing histo-

ries but does not take route caches into account. Our scheme also utilizes prior route

histories, but in a different manner, and our work concentrates on the joint effects of the

route caching and the local searching techniques rather than only one of these. Also,

in contrast to the experimental study on cache validation and optimization schemes

in [47], our study exposes the underlying relationship between routing overhead and

caching optimization methods through quantitative analysis.

The authors in [60] studied the effects of DSR with both caching and local search-

ing, and they mentioned the possible ineffectiveness of theexpansion ring technique

under weak caching existence. They compared the performance of one specific expan-

sion ring scheme with the one-hop local searching scheme andanalyzed when a node

should switch from one scheme to the other. Instead, we analytically determine the

optimal local searching radius among all the possible choices in different scenarios and

propose a protocol to realize it. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on

finding the optimal performance of on-demand routing protocols for general scenarios

with both techniques applied. Once peers are found, the information/service must be

obtained through data routing, as discussed next.

2.3 Data Routing in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

Shortest-path routing is the most common algorithm in existing ad hoc routing proto-

cols [31, 52]. However, as pointed out by [15], using shortest path routing is not good

enough for finding stable links, even in static multi-hop wireless networks. In mobile

ad hoc networks, links are even more fragile due to node mobility. A good metric to en-

able adaptive routing protocols, as suggested by [2], is link duration, or in other words,
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link lifetime.

Several methods have been proposed for link lifetime estimation in different sce-

narios. In cellular systems, signal strength provides hints for node mobility patterns

and probable connection loss. If nodes are equipped with GPS, link lifetime can be

calculated from node distance and node speed. A theoreticallink lifetime prediction

method is proposed in [23]. This prediction method uses the current link age to predict

the residual lifetime. The lifetime distribution for various mobility patterns, which can

be used for link lifetime prediction, is achieved through experiments [42]. In our study,

we do not intend to invent new methods for link lifetime estimation since extensive

research already exists. Instead, we focus on designing a route discovery scheme that

can easily work with other lifetime estimation methods.

The idea of finding a “good route” rather than a random route isnot new. Several

routing protocols based on link stability have been proposed, such as ABR [62] and

SSA [20]. They both determine a link to be good if it has existed longer than a certain

period. The common idea behind these approaches is to preferstable links or strongly

connected links rather than transient links during route setup. However, these protocols

place too much stress on link qualities and neglect the fact that a route quality is re-

stricted by the quality of its weakest link. Discovering routes with good quality is more

difficult than discovering good quality links due to the lackof global information for

discovery.

2.4 Data Routing in Sensor Networks

Data routing in sensor networks is different from that in mobile ad hoc networks. In

sensor networks, sensors are deployed to achieve the same application goal rather than

operating on their own. Unlike the distributed peer based traffic in mobile ad hoc net-

works, the traffic model of a sensor network is likely to be converge-cast to the same

base station, especially when the application is for monitoring purposes. This charac-

teristic determines that the efficiency study of a sensor network should be performed

from the network perspective rather than from the node perspective. Since energy im-

balance due to the many-to-one traffic pattern causes the nodes close to the base station

to drain their energy much faster than other nodes, the majorissue is to find a data rout-
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ing scheme to balance the energy for the entire network and prevent premature energy

depletion around the base station.

Early work assumed that forwarding data packets towards a data sink over many

short hops is more energy-efficient than forwarding over a few long hops, due to the

nature of wireless communication. The problem of setting transmission power to a

minimal level that will allow a network to remain connected has been considered in

several studies [53, 56]. Later, others noted that because of the electronics overhead

involved in transmitting packets, there exists an optimal non-zero transmission range,

at which power efficiency is maximized [9, 18]. The goal of these studies is to find a

fixed network-wide transmission range for data routing. However, using such schemes

may result in extremely unbalanced energy consumption among the nodes in sensor

networks characterized by many-to-one traffic patterns. Therefore, in [28], the authors

attempt to optimize data routing for each sensor by adjusting an individual sensor’s

transmission range in a many-to-one wireless sensor network. In [10], the authors

attempt to optimize data routing by assigning different amount of energy to nodes at

different locations.

Other schemes such as mobile data sinks and clustering have also been proposed to

circumvent the design of complex wireless transceivers. The use of mobile data sinks

for wireless sensor networks has previously been proposed in [66], [59], [35], [33].

The basic idea of these schemes is to achieve better energy balance by allowing a base

station to move within the network. Another approach to solve the hot spot problem is

clustering, an approach that is used in [25, 39, 68]. With a clustering architecture, data

aggregation can be performed at the cluster heads to reduce the energy consumed from

radio transmissions.

However, these strategies mostly focus on specifically chosen application require-

ments. There lacks certain cross-comparisons among these strategies for situations

when multiple options are available. In our study, we fill this void by proposing general

models and terms, not only to investigate the performance ofeach individual strat-

egy, but also to provide a practical sensor deployment evaluation method from both an

energy-efficient and a cost-efficient perspective.
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2.5 P2P and Resource Management

To obtain experience and insight into a full ad hoc information discovery and retrieval

system, we have designed a smart document system, which is comprised of a large

number of document machines equipped with networking capabilities. Based on the

design requirements of such a system, we select a peer-to-peer (P2P) structure where

machines form clusters and allocate resources in an autonomous manner. A P2P system

has many features that match those of the smart document system. These features

include resource aggregation, reliability, ad hoc collaboration, transparency, increased

autonomy and the ability to exploit heterogeneity. To simplify the integration of the

resource management module with the rest of the system, however, we utilize some

centralized concepts to facilitate the decision-making procedure, and thus we design a

hybrid P2P system. The idea of incorporating centralized concepts in a P2P system is

not new. A complete review on the design of a P2P structure canbe found in [44].

Once the available resources are determined by the elected cluster heads, how to

allocate these resources properly to complete the task becomes the next research topic.

We categorize the problem into a job shop problem [14] and solve it correspondingly. In

this work, we focus on setting up the framework for future expansions. Therefore, we

choose linear programming as the general algorithm for the resource allocation module.

Through the implementation of such a system, we obtain a solid understanding of the

procedures involved in information retrieval and dissemination.



Chapter 3

Peer/Target Discovery

Retrieving information from other devices and disseminating information are the ulti-

mate goals of wireless networks. Before information can be propagated into the net-

work, the target peers, from which information is retrievedor to which information is

disseminated, first need to be discovered. This target discovery problem has extensive

applications in wireless ad hoc networks and sensor networks, such as route discovery

in several routing protocols [31, 52], sensor discovery in wireless sensor networks [30],

and service discovery in wireless ad hoc networks [64]. Usually, query packets are

propagated inside the network to search for the targets. Thetarget nodes will respond

upon receiving the query packets. Unlike most unicasting traffic, the query process usu-

ally involves a costly flooding process. Therefore, choosing a proper searching strategy

is crucial in reducing the searching overhead.

The most straightforward searching strategy is to search the entire interested area

only once. This strategy is usually considered over-simplified and some other solutions

are proposed to reduce searching overhead. In DSR [31], one-hop neighbors are first

queried and the entire area is searched if the target is not among the one-hop neigh-

bors. In AODV [52], an exponential expansion ring scheme is applied, which is to start

searching from one hop and increase the searching radius exponentially upon each fail-

ure. However, a comprehensive study on these searching strategies is lacking. Specifi-

cally, under what network conditions is one scheme preferred over the other schemes?

Is there any other scheme that outperforms the one-hop and exponential expansion ring

schemes?

17
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The answers to these questions vary for different searchingrequirements. When

there is only one available target, we call the problem a single target problem. When

there are multiple available targets, we call the problem either a one-out-of-multi target

problem or a multi-out-of-multi target problem, dependingon the required number of

targets.

All these types of target discovery exist pervasively in ad hoc networks. The single-

target discovery process is oriented for unique information such as the node ID in

routing protocols [31, 52] or a unique service provided by a specific service provider

[30, 64]. The single-target discovery problem can easily turn into a one-out-of-multi

target discovery problem, e.g., when intermediate nodes have route caches for the re-

quired node ID, or when there are several service providers offering the same services.

Multi-out-of-multi target discovery is also necessary formany applications to function.

For example, in NTP (Network Time Protocol) [43], the three closest servers are needed

to synchronize a node’s clock. In sensor networks, a node mayneed to find out the hop-

distance to the nearestk anchors in order to perform location estimation [4]. Also in

sensor networks, a mobile host may need to collect, say 20, temperature samples from

the nearby sensors to have an accurate overview of the local temperature situation.

There may be some other applications that perform multi-target discovery in order to

distribute the load evenly throughout the network. For example, in a peer-to-peer file

sharing network [48], a peer may locate a number of nearby peers and distribute the

load among them. Another example is to discover an ensemble of special nodes nearby

to distribute the computation among them. Distributing data to multiple sinks is an-

other example for sensor networks. Also, multi-target discovery may be intentionally

performed for robustness. A simple example is to locate moreservice providers than

necessary. When the primary service provider cannot function well, there will be some

backup to take the place to avoid interruption without initializing another search. For

security sensitive applications such as NTP [43] and NIS (Network Information Sys-

tem) [61], multiple-target discovery is almost a necessity, both for security and robust-

ness concerns.

Despite the extensive existence and importance of the target discovery problem in

wireless networks, the study of this field is almost non-existent. The schemes being

used are merely from intuition without analytical support.This chapter fills this gap by
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generalizing the problem and solving it both analytically and experimentally. Practical

conclusions and suggestions on searching strategies are revealed.

3.1 Multi-target Discovery in Infinite Networks: Mod-

eling and Algorithms

3.1.1 Problem modeling, assumptions and terminology

We assume a large number of nodes are placed randomly and independently in a two-

dimensional spaceR2. A source node wants to find at least one target within a unit area

of interest. Suppose thatm targets are distributed uniformly within this unit area. Our

question is: what is the optimal scheme to search this unit area with minimum cost? In

other words, how many searching attemptsn should be performed and what should be

the searching area setA(n) = {A1, A2, · · · , An} for thesen searching attempts?

Using this model, the searching strategies mentioned earlier can be exclusively ex-

pressed byA(n). For example, the simplest searching strategy, which is to search the

entire interested area only once, can be expressed asA(1) = {1}. The DSR search-

ing strategy, which is to query the one-hop neighbors first and then search the entire

area, can be expressed asA(2) = { 1
M2 , 1} if we denoteM as the maximum hop limit

allowed. For the exponential expansion ring scheme appliedin AODV, the parameter

set becomesA(⌈log2(M)⌉+1) = { 1
M2 ,
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M2 ,
42

M2 , · · · , (2⌈log2(M)⌉−1)2

M2 , 1} if we assume that the

searching area is on the order of the searching hop squared.

Here, we define the cost as the total area that has been searched. This general as-

sumption does not contradict the traditional cost definition as the number of transmis-

sions. In ad hoc wireless networks, a node needs to forward packets for other nodes,

and in order to search a certain area, the nodes within this area have to forward the

queries. Thus, the number of query transmissions to search an area ofA is propor-

tional toA by a constant coefficient determined by the forwarding mechanism such as

flooding and gossiping. Also, by defining the cost directly asthe searching area, we

minimize the number of variables and simplify our analysis without loss of generality.

The conclusions drawn from this definition can be specified for different applications

simply by mapping the area to realistic application parameters.
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Also, we ignore the potential increase of the packet length and the cost it brings

during packet propagation. For simplicity, we also ignore potential packet collisions,

which can be effectively decreased by inserting a random delay time before forwarding.

We also ignore packet loss from unreliable wireless links since a node fails to receive

a packet only when all its neighbors’ query forwarding fails. This is a very low prob-

ability event in well-connected networks. For example, with a packet loss probability

of 30%, if three neighbors forward the same query, the probability for a node to fail to

receive it is only(0.3)3 = 0.027.

During our analysis, we assume we are studying a snapshot of the network and

nodes are static during the analysis. However, even if nodesare mobile, there are

several reasons that our analysis is still valid. First, theflooding search time is short

and nodes will not move too far away. Second, since nodes are moving randomly

and independently, the number of nodes in a certain region isstable and will not have

adverse effects on our analysis.

The model we are going to use in this section is based on the assumption that the

source node is at the center of the searching area and the searching areas are concentric

circles within the unit area as shown in Fig. 3.1. This simplified model expedites our

current analysis and is easy to extend for realistic small-scale networks, as we will

illustrate in Section 3.2. Another assumption, that targets are uniformly distributed

within the area, may be invalid for certain scenarios as well. We will discuss other

possible target distributions in Section 3.3.

For quick reference, we use the termn-ring as a strategy that nodes attempt at most

n times to discover the targets. Other notations are listed inTable 3.1.

3.1.2 Finding 1 out ofm targets

Let us first look at the simplest case of multi-target discovery, finding only one target

out of a total ofm targets. The single-target problem can be seen asm = 1, and we will

discuss it as a special case of the 1-out-of-m problem. Let us restate this 1-out-of-m

problem briefly. Now, there arem targets distributed randomly and uniformly in the

unit area. The source node located at the center wants to find at least one target from

thesem targets with the least cost by using the optimaln searching attempts.
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0

A1 A2Ai An=1Ai+1

Figure 3.1: The simplified model of target discovery. The searching areas are concen-

tric circles. Both the target nodes (black dots) and non-target nodes (not shown) are

uniformly distributed in the searching area.

3.1.2.1 A two-ring approach

Suppose a two-ring approach is applied, and for the first searching attempt, the search-

ing area isA1. For the second searching attempt, the searching areaA2 is, of course,

the entire area hence equals 1. As long as not all them targets are located outside the

A1 area, the target will be found within the first attempt. Therefore, the probability

P1 to discover at least one target in the first attempt and the cost for the first searching

attempt are

P1 = 1 − (1 − A1)
m, C1 = A1 (3.1)

However, if the first attempt fails, another search has to be performed, and the total

searching cost for these two searchesC2 is

C2 = A1 + A2 = A1 + 1 (3.2)

Note that if a second search needs to be performed, the total cost is not only just the

second searching area, but includes the cost from the previous failed searching attempt.

If a second search is required, it means that all them targets are located in the

second ring outside theA1 area, and the probabilityP2 for this case to happen is

P2 = (1 − A1)
m (3.3)
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Table 3.1: Notations used throughout this chapter.

m the total number of targets

k the number of targets to be found

n the number of attempts performed

Cn cost of an n-ring scheme

D cost difference between two schemes

Ai searching area of the ith attempt

A(n) optimal searching set for n-ring search

Thus, the expected costC2 for a two-ring scheme to complete the 1-out-of-m target

discovery is

C2 = P1C1 + P2C2 = (1 − (1 − A1)
m)A1 + (1 − A1)

m(A1 + 1)

= A1 + (1 − A1)
m

(3.4)

It is easy to determine the minimumC2 for A1 ∈ [0, 1] by solving ∂C2

∂A1
= 0, which

results in

A1 = 1 − m− 1
m−1 (3.5)

In Fig. 3.2, we show the optimalA1 calculated from equation 3.5 for different selec-

tions ofm. Also, the minimum cost calculated from equation 3.4 for thecorresponding

m andA1 is shown in the bottom figure.

From this figure, we can see that when the number of existing targetsm increases,

the first searching area should decrease and the expected cost decreases as well. This

is obvious since when more targets are available, it is more likely to find a target by

searching a smaller area, resulting in a smaller cost.

3.1.2.2 Ann-ring approach

To aid the expression, let us define a virtual 0th attempt search for the area ofA0 = 0.

If the ith search attempt succeeds, the total costCi is simply the cost summation of the

first i attempts

Ci =
i∑

j=1

Aj (3.6)
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Figure 3.2: 1-out-of-m, the optimal two-ring scheme. The optimal first searching area

A1 (top graph) and the corresponding costC (bottom graph). The values vary according

to the numberm of existing targets. The more targets available, the smaller the first

searching area and the less expected cost are.

Similarly, in order to perform anith search attempt and complete the task, there

must be no targets in the areaAi−1 and there must be at least one target in the areaAi.

Thus, the probabilityPi for the task to be completed in theith attempt is

Pi = (1 − Ai−1)
m − (1 − Ai)

m (3.7)

Therefore, the expected costCn for a generaln-ring searching approach is

Cn =
n∑

i=1

PiCi =
n∑

i=1

((1 − Ai−1)
m − (1 − Ai)

m))(
i∑

j=1

Aj)

=
n−1∑

i=0

Ai+1(1 − Ai)
m

(3.8)

The final equality above can be easily proven through mathematical induction. Due to

space constraints, we skip the intermediate steps.
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3.1.2.3 Single-target discovery

The single-target discovery, as a specific case withm = 1, is briefly discussed here.

Whenm = 1, Equation 3.4 becomes

C2 = A1 + (1 − A1)
1 = 1 (3.9)

The optimal cost equals 1 no matter the choice ofA1. For a generaln-ring approach,

it is easy to prove through mathematical induction that Eq. 3.8 is larger than 1 when

n > 2. This means that if there is only one target, the cost of any two searching scheme

is exactly the same as the cost of searching the entire area only once, and all the other

searching schemes can only perform worse. Although specificad hoc network cases

may bring some cost saving as pointed out in [12], the cost saving is so negligible that

the above conclusion drawn from the model still holds true.

3.1.3 Findingk out of m targets

Now, we can extend the study to a general case of finding at least k targets out of a total

of m targets. Again, let us start from a two-ring approach.

3.1.3.1 A two-ring approach

Given the first searching areaA1, the probabilitypi for exactlyi nodes to be located

within theA1 area is a binomial distribution

pi = Ci
mAi

1(1 − A1)
m−i (3.10)

In order to find at leastk nodes within the first attempt, there must be greater than

or equal tok nodes within the first areaA1. The probabilityP1 for this case to happen

is the summation of the probabilitiespi for i ≥ k.

P1 =
m∑

i=k

pi =
m∑

i=k

Ci
mAi

1(1 − A1)
m−i (3.11)
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The probabilityP2 for the first attempt to fail is when there are less thank nodes

within A1.

P2 =
k−1∑

i=0

Ci
mAi

1(1 − A1)
m−i (3.12)

To simplify the expression, we define

I(p; m, k) =
m∑

i=k

Ci
mpi(1 − p)m−i (3.13)

For a given(m, k) pair, we further simplifyI(p; m, k) asI(p).

Eventually, we can write the cost for a two-ring searching scheme in a simpler form

C2 = P1C1 + P2C2 = I(A1)A1 + (1 − I(A1))(A1 + 1)

= 1 + A1 − I(A1)
(3.14)

3.1.3.2 Ann-ring approach

In order to findk targets in theith searching attempt, there must be more thank targets

within the areaAi. Also, there must be fewer thank targets within the areaAi−1, or

else the search would end in the(i− 1)th attempt. The probabilityPi for theith search

to complete the searching task is

Pi = I(Ai) − I(Ai−1) (3.15)

The cost of theith search, similar to the 1-out-of-m case, is

Ci =
i∑

j=1

Aj (3.16)

Thus, we have the expected cost for a generaln-ring search

Cn =
n∑

i=0

PiCi =
n∑

i=0

((I(Ai) − I(Ai−1)(
i∑

j=1

Aj))

=

n−1∑

i=0

Ai+1(1 − I(Ai))

(3.17)

Now, we have the searching cost in equations 3.8 and 3.17. In the next section, we

will determine how to determine the optimal searching area set A(n) to minimize the

cost.
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3.1.4 Algorithms

We will examine two types of algorithms to minimize the cost depending on when the

parameters are determined: pre-planned algorithms and online algorithms. For pre-

planned algorithms, the entire searching setA(n) is calculated before the first searching

attempt. The source node will refer to these precalculated values during the searching

process. For online algorithms, the source node only calculates the next searching area

right before the search. Online algorithms need less computation than pre-planned

algorithms since they only calculate when necessary. However, they may perform less

than optimal due to the lack of global knowledge.

3.1.4.1 Brute force (BF)

Givenn, there aren − 1 searching area variables fromA1 to An−1 (An is set to one).

BF tries every possible combination ofAi ∈ [0, 1] and calculates the cost based on

equation 3.8 or 3.17. It picks the smallest cost as the optimal cost and the corresponding

area set as the optimal solution. During implementation, the interval of [0,1] for each

Ai is discretized. With a granularity ofδ for each dimensionAi, the computational

complexity is on the order of(1
δ
)n−1 for ann-ring scheme.

This scheme, although simple to implement, requires excessive computation time

and becomes infeasible whenn increases. Also, due to discreization, the results will

only be quasi-optimal. We perform BF offline just to provide a benchmark on achiev-

able minimal cost for the other algorithms.

3.1.4.2 Ring-splitting (RS)

Since BF cannot find the optimal solution within tolerable time, especially whenn in-

creases and the granualityδ reduces, we attempt to find an alternative “good” algorithm

with fewer computations. One solution is to insert a new searching ring between exist-

ing searching rings to reduce the cost as much as possible until there is no more cost

reduction by inserting new rings. We implement this idea in the Ring-splitting scheme

described as follows.

1. Start with the ring[0, 1].
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2. For thenth calculation, the area set of{[0, a1], [a1, a2], · · · , [an−1, 1]} already

exists. Check all thesen rings and find out the ring candidates that can be split

to further reduce the cost. (We will describe how to find out the candidates right

after the procedure description.)

3. Terminate if there are no more candidates. Else, go to Step4.

4. Pick the candidate that will reduce cost the most and splitit. Go back to Step 2.

Now, we discuss how we determine a ring candidate. Suppose wealready have an

n-ring scheme. An(n + 1)-ring scheme can be derived from thisn-ring scheme by

inserting another searching attempt with searching areaAj between theith attempt and

the(i+1)th attempt. From equation 3.17, the cost differenceD between the oldn-ring

scheme and the new(n + 1)-ring scheme is

D = Cn − Cn+1

= Ai+1(1 − I(Ai)) − Aj(1 − I(Ai)) − Ai+1(1 − I(Aj))
(3.18)

Whether the ring between[Ai, Ai+1] should be split and become a candidate is a

maximization problem ofD and is determined as follows.

1. By solving ∂D
∂Aj

= 0, we achieve the possible splitting pointAj. Numerical

methods are required to findAj.

2. In order to reduce cost by insertingAj, the splitting point has to be within the

ring and the cost difference should be larger than 0. Therefore, check ifAj is

within [Ak, Ak+1] first. Then, check ifD(Aj) > 0. Only when both requirements

are satisfied, shouldAj be a ring splitting candidate for[Ak, Ak+1].

Since each splitting only adds two rings for calculations inthe next step, the total

computation will be2n0 − 3 if the algorithm stops at then0 ring. The number of

comparisons isi − 1 for the i-ring scheme, and the total number of comparisons is
∑n0

i=1(i − 1) = n0(n0−1)
2

, which is much fewer than that of the BF scheme(1
δ
)n0−1.

Although RS does not guarantee the solution to be optimal, it reduces the computa-

tion time dramatically compared with the BF scheme. Also, while BF has to calculate

for eachn-ring solution separately, RS is scalable ton by providing the solution for all

n-rings within one sequence of calculation. The only question remaining about RS is
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how its performance is compared to that of BF. We will come to this issue right after

we introduce the ORS algorithm in the next section.

3.1.4.3 Online ring-splitting (ORS)

Both BF and RS are pre-planned algorithms. The optimal number ofsearching attempts

and the entire searching area set are determined before the first search begins. ORS,

instead, calculates the searching area only for the next search right before the search

starts. In this algorithm, the source node always plans to finish the search within two at-

tempts by splitting the remaining area. Upon its failure, ORSperforms another splitting

on the remaining unsearched area to find how far the next search should reach. This

process continues until either the target is found, or therewill be no more cost saving

in splitting the remaining area.

ORS is very similar to RS. The only difference is that ORS can onlysplit the re-

maining unsearched area, while RS can split any of the existing rings. This is because

ORS is performed online, while RS is performed before the search starts and thus is

able to do the global splitting.

Here is how ORS splits the remaining searching area. Suppose the source node has

already searched the area ofS0 andk0 targets have been found. The new goal is to find

k − k0 targets from the remainingm − k0 targets in the remaining1 − S0 area. If the

source node plans to finish the searching within two attemptsby usingA as the first

searching area, the new cost would be

Ce = I(
A − S0

1 − S0
; m − k0, k − k0))A + (1 − I(

A − S0

1 − S0
; m − k0, k − k0))(A + 1)

= 1 + A − I(
A − S0

1 − S0
; m − k0, k − k0)

(3.19)

Again, some numerical methods are required to solve∂Ce

∂A
= 0. Also, the rootÃ

has to pass the following two checks to provide the maximum cost saving:Ã ∈ [S0, 1]

andCe < 1. If the check fails, just useA = 1 to finish the last searching attempt.

Otherwise, usẽA to perform the next search.

As can be expected, ORS performs even less than optimal compared to RS since it

can only split the remaining ring. However, it requires evenless computation. There is
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only one computation for each additional searching attempt, and the computation stops

as long as the searching goal is met.

Table 3.2: A comparison of different algorithms for finding k=1 out ofm = 3 targets.

Cost n A(n) Computations

BF 0.560 4 {0.251,0.594,0.851,1.0} 165,667,502

RS 0.567 6 {0.111,0.422,0.746,0.926,0.988,1.0} 9

ORS 0.581 5 {0.422,0.746,0.926,0.988,1.0} 4

3.1.5 Numerical results

3.1.5.1 Algorithm evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of algorithms BF, RS and ORS. We will reveal

how many searching attempts are generally enough and how these algorithms perform

compared to each other.

In Fig. 3.3, the expected costs for the solution of the 1-out-of-m problem calculated

by each algorithm are shown. The X-axis indicates the total number of available targets.

Let us first examine the the performance of the algorithms. BF and RS have such close

performance that their curves overlap with each other. ORS performs at most 5% worse

than the other two algorithms. As mentioned earlier, this isbecause ORS is an online

algorithm and lacks global knowledge. However, its performance is still very close to

that of the pre-planned schemes. For the pre-planned schemes, although a different

number of rings and different area parameters may be required to achieve their own

optimal point (see column 3 in Table 3.2), these algorithms perform nearly identically

in terms of cost (see column 2 in Table 3.2). The BF performanceshown in Fig. 3.3

is on a limited brute force search on up to 4-ring schemes witha granularity of 0.001.

BF uses over 165 million computations to achieve the cost of 0.560, while RS achieves

a very close cost 0.567 using only 9 computations. From this view, RS is much more

practical for realistic implementations.

Fig. 3.3 also reveals how many searching attempts are enoughto achieve near-

optimal performance. For 2-ring schemes, all the algorithms perform almost the same.
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Figure 3.3: The optimal expected cost of finding one target for each algorithm and

the optimal 2-ring and 3-ring cost for each algorithm. The x-axis indicates the targets

available in the searching area. The y-axis indicates the expected cost. Although the

number of ringsn to achieve the overall optimal cost is usually larger than 3,the optimal

3-ring scheme already performs very close to the real optimal.

For 3-ring schemes, ORS performs a little worse than the pre-planned algorithms, but

it is still close. Although the real optimal solution may occur at a larger value ofn, the

two-ring schemes have a major impact on the cost reduction compared with the 1-ring

scheme whose cost is 1, and the three-ring schemes only further reduce the cost by

around a trivial 2-5%. This informs us that it is very important to find a good searching

area at the first attempt, and more than 3 attempts are unnecessary.

We also show the results for thek-out-of-m problem using (m,k) pairs of (6,2),

(6,3), (6,4), (20,2), (20,10), (20, 18), (60,2), (60,30), (60,58). By investigating the

results of these discovery requests, we can have an idea of the trend of the searching

cost and the searching radius for different total numbers oftargets and for cases of

searching few/half/most out of these targets.

Only the results from BF and RS are shown. For ORS, after findingk0 targets, the
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Figure 3.4: The optimal expected cost fork-out-of-m discovery by different algorithms.

The x-axis indicates the targets available in the searchingarea. The y-axis indicates the

expected cost. 2,m
2

,m − 2 targets are to be searched for each algorithm.

goal of the next search is changed to findingk − k0 out of m − k0. Therefore, the ex-

pected cost of ORS is dependent on each searching result; hence it is hard to determine

analytically. The performance of ORS will be shown later through simulations.

As we can see from Fig. 3.4, the performance of these algorithms is still very close

to each other and the curves overlap with each other. The larger the number of targets

that need to be found, the less the cost can be reduced. Although the details are not

shown here, the 2-ring and 3-ring schemes are still dominantin the cost reduction and

more than 3-ring is unnecessary, which is the same conclusion as in the 1-out-of-m

case.

In summary, the two-ring RS scheme can provide close to optimal cost performance,

and the three-ring RS scheme can further reduce the cost by at most 5%. More search-

ing attempts can only reduce the cost by a negligible amount of less than 1% and are

unnecessary. When only a few number of targets are to be found,or whenk << m, the

cost saving is significant. When most of the targets are to be found, the cost is close to
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the simple flooding searching scheme.

3.1.5.2 Model validation

Since our model is stochastically based, we experiment withour algorithms in a large-

scale network to verify that their cost performance matchesthe analytical expected cost.

Also, we will examine how these algorithms affect the discovery latencies compared

to the one-ring searching scheme, which is not included in our analysis. Hence, we

place a large number of nodes,NT , in a disk area randomly and independently. Each

node has the same transmission range ofRt and the density is large enough to form a

well-connected network. The source node is located at the center of the unit area. The

targets are chosen randomly from theseNT nodes, and the number of targetsm <<

NT . The source node controls its searching area by appending a searching radius limit

on the query packet, and only nodes inside the distance limitwill forward the query

packet. Latency is defined as the round trip distance from thesource node to the target.

For example, for the source node to hear the response from theborder, the latency is

2 × 1 = 2.

We experiment on 3-ring BF, 3-ring RS and 3-ring ORS using the area set obtained

from analysis and record their cost and latency. The cost is compared to the expected

cost of the 3-ring RS scheme from analysis. In the top row of Fig. 3.5, we show the

results of the 1-out-of-m discovery, and on the bottom row, we show the results of the
m
2

-out-of-m discovery. In both cases, the cost of these algorithms is very close to the

expected cost of 3-ring RS. This verifies our model and analysis. For latency, ORS

performs a little better than the other algorithms. This is because it is more aggressive

in searching a larger area and tends to take fewer attempts tocomplete the task. Thus,

the corresponding latency is smaller.

3.2 Practical Target Discovery in Ad Hoc Networks

In the previous section, we studied the target discovery problem based on a simplified

model. When applying the proposed algorithms to realistic adhoc networks, we need

to resolve several other issues. First, since hop limit is generally used to restrict query
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Figure 3.5: The average cost and latency performance for each algorithm for geograph-

ical scenarios. The x-axis indicates the targets availablein the searching area. The top

row shows the results of 1-out-of-m discovery, and the bottom row shows the results of
m
2

-out-of-m discovery.

flooding, we need to map the searching area setA(n) to hop values. Second, nodes

are located at different positions in the network instead ofthe center as assumed in our

model. We want to discover how this location variation affects our model and the cor-

responding area-to-hop mapping. Third, since it is more likely that nodes do not know

their locations, what should be the global searching hop values to save the searching

cost from the network perspective? Finally, we want to determine the robustness of our

algorithms under erroneously estimated network parameters.
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3.2.1 Area-to-hop mapping

Note that the areaA in our model indicates the portion of the total number of nodes that

should be queried. The problem of mapping the area to a hop value is actually to find

the hop value that can be used to cover that portion of nodes. Statistics on the number

of nodes at different hop distances are required to help the mapping procedure.

In [12], we proposed an empirical estimation method to determine the number of

nodes at each hop distance for connected networks. Given thetotal number of nodesN

and the transmission rangeRt, the number of nodes̃Ni,x0 at i hops away from a source

node can be estimated. Since nodes at different locations have different views at the

network,x0, which indicates the distance between the node and the border, incorporates

this difference.

We show an area-to-hop mapping example for a node located at the border of the

network withx0 = 0 in Fig. 3.6. The network contains1000 nodes and the transmission

radius isRt = 0.1. The number of nodes at each hop distanceÑi,0 is shown in the

uppermost plot, and the total number of nodesTi,0 within hop distancei is shown in

the middle plot. After we divideTi,0 by the total number of nodes in the network, 1000

in this case,Ti,0 indicates how much portion of nodes are within hopi of this specific

node. For example, about 50% of nodes are within its first 15 hops and around 75% of

nodes are within its 20 hops, as shown by the dot lines in the middle plot.

Now we can consultTi for the area-to-hop mapping. Suppose the source node needs

to find 3 out of 20 targets. Using the two-ring RS scheme, we find the area set to be

A(2) = {0.489045, 1.0}. For the first searching area 0.489045, we checkTi at each

hop valuei and find thatT15,x0 = 0.48923 at hop 15 is the closest to the area value

0.489045. Thus, we choose 15 as our first search hop distance.The second hop can be

chosen as any integer large enough to search the entire network. By combining the node

estimation method̃Ni,x0 from [12] and the target discovery algorithm in this chapter,

we can find the optimal searching hop values for each individual source node.
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Figure 3.6: An example on how to transform calculated areas into hop limits. First,

Ni,x0 is estimated. Second, normalizedTi,x0 is determined. Finally, hop limits can be

found by matching the areas withTi,x0 .

3.2.2 Global searching parameters

Note that given a specific target searching requirement, thearea set calculated using

our algorithm is always the same. The variation of node location x0 only varies the hop

choices during area-to-hop mapping by using differentÑi,x0 values. In other words,

nodes should choose different searching hop values based ontheir own locations.

However, in general, nodes do not know their locations in thenetwork and thus can-

not performÑi,x0 estimation. Instead of choosing their own searching hop values, all

the nodes have to apply the same searching values. The globalvalues should minimize

the expected searching cost for the entire network rather than for each individual node.

We limit our scope to the two-ring RS searching scheme since the three-ring RS

scheme does not bring significant cost improvement. This conclusion is drawn from

the model, and we believe that it is also valid for hop-based networks. For now, there
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is only one parameter we need to determine: the first searching hophsys.

First, we can prove that for a uniformly distributed network, the Probability Distri-

bution Function (pdf) of a random node locationx away from the border is

fX(x) = 2(1 − x) 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (3.20)

Given a node located atx, we can reverse the earlier area-to-hop mapping to deter-

mine the searching area valueA(hsys, x) for the searching hophsys.

A(hsys, x) = Thsys,x =

hsys∑

i=0

Ñi,x (3.21)

PuttingA(hsys, x) into equation 3.8 or 3.17, we can obtain the searching costC(hsys, x)

for the node atx using the searching hop limithsys. Considering nodes can be at any

location with the pdffX(x), the system-wide expected searching cost can be expressed

as

Csys(hsys) =

∫ 1

0

fX(x)C(hsys, x)dx ≈
1
δ∑

i=1

fX(iδ)C(hsys, iδ) (3.22)

Here is how we determine the systematic searching hop using Eq. 3.22. For each

possible hop value ofh less than the estimated network diameterM , we samplex from

[0,1] using sampling intervalδ and determine the correspondingC(h, x). We then

use equation 3.22 to calculate the system costCsys(h), and determine the optimal first

searching hophopt where the minimalCsys is obtained. This computation only needs

to be done once, and the optimal searching hophopt will be applied by all the nodes in

the network.

We tested the above global first searching hop procedure in a network with 1000

nodes. We first investigate the effect of the sampling interval δ on the accuracy of the

first hop limit and the computational complexity. From table3.3, we find that when

δ decreases as the sequence{0.1, 0.05, 0.02, 0.01, 0.05}, the hop limit of the 2 out of

20 task is always 7, and the hop limit of the 10 out of 20 task is{14, 15, 14, 13, 13}.

Although a small interval may lead to more accurate hop countcalculation, the im-

provement is restricted since the hop limit must be chosen asan integer. Since compu-

tation increases linearly with1
δ
, we believe that the interval of 0.1 is good enough for

use, and we applyδ = 0.1 for the rest of our simulations. The∞ for the 18-out-of-20
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Table 3.3: The impact of sampling intervalδ.

δ Computations First searching hop

of {2, 10, 18}-out-of-20

0.1 10 {7, 14,∞}
0.05 20 {7, 15,∞}
0.02 50 {7, 14,∞}
0.005 200 {7, 13,∞}

task indicates that there is no better scheme to find 18 targets more efficiently than just

searching the entire area once by using a large enough hop limit.

In Fig. 3.7, we compare the system-wide cost and latency performance of our

scheme with that of the DSR and the EXPansion ring schemes. InRS, the first hop

limit of {7, 14,∞} are used for finding{2, 10, 18} out of 20 targets. Again, RS per-

forms consistently well for all the searching tasks. When thenumber of targets to be

found is small as for the 2-out-of-20 task, EXP performs close to RS in terms of cost

with a much higher latency. The estimated network diameter is 29 in the tested sce-

nario. Therefore, using∞ as the first hop means to choose any number larger than 29

and search the entire network just once.

Table 3.4: The impact of erroneousN andm on cost.

eN -50% -40% -30% -20% -10% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

1st hop 9 9 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7

em -100% -80% -60% -40% -20% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

1st hop 10 9 9 8 8 8 7 7 7 7
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Figure 3.7: Searching cost and latency comparison in small-scale networks for self-

location unaware nodes. RS performs consistently close to optimal in terms of both

cost and latency for all searching tasks.

3.2.3 Robustness validation

Our algorithm RS outperforms DSR and EXP because it utilizes knowledge of the

network parametersN andm to choose the optimal searching hop limits. The EXP

scheme, on the other hand, also requires this network information to a certain degree.

First, EXP needsm to determine if the task ofk-out-of-m is feasible by checking

k < m. Then, it requiresN to estimate the network diameterM so that it knows

when it should stop the expansion search. Failure to estimateM may lead to redundant

attempts to flood the entire network, especially when the task cannot be completed.

During the network design phase, the scale of the network is usually determined and

the value ofN may be roughly estimated. The information of the server numbersm can
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be achieved by letting each server announce its existence through broadcasting when

a service is available. Due to the dynamic nature of ad hoc networks, knowing the

existence of a service does not mean that nodes will know where the server is and how

to reach it.

Although both RS and EXP require knowledge ofN andm, RS needs it to be more

accurate. ErroneousN andm may lead to erroneous calculation of the first hop limit

and thus affect the final searching cost. In this section, we will study the impact of

erroneous parameters and test the robustness of our algorithms.

First, for a network ofN nodes, let us define the error ofN aseN = Ñ−N
N

. Ñ is

the estimated total number of nodes in the network. Similarly, we can define the error

for the number of targetsm asem = m̃−m
m

, wherem̃ is the estimated total number of

targets in the network.

Although eN and em are two different types of errors, when applying RS using

these erroneous values, they both end up in an erroneous value of the first hop limit.

For example, for the 2-out-of-20 task, the hop limits calculated based on erroneouseN

or em are shown in table 3.4.

An example of how these erroneous first hop limits affect the cost can be found

in Fig. 3.8. Only when the error is very large, e.g., as large as em = 100%, does the

cost increase from the optimal 265 transmissions per searchto 364 transmissions per

search. Even so, the cost saving is still substantial. For not so large errors, the cost will

be 279 or 315 transmission, which is not so far away from the cost of the optimal 2-ring

searching scheme, 265 transmissions.

3.2.4 Choosing the right strategy

Depending on the amount of information about the network parameters and the search-

ing task, different searching strategies should be chosen.WhenN andm can be ac-

curately estimated, RS can be applied to save cost while reducing the latency by about

50% compared to EXP. WhenN andm cannot be accurately estimated but the number

of required targetsk satisfiesk << m, EXP can be performed to reduce cost while

doubling the latency. Whenk is close tom or when no information is known about

the network topology, a simple flooding searching scheme is best since its latency is

the smallest and it may perform even better than an arbitraryn-ring scheme. The DSR
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Figure 3.8: The cost for all the possible first hops using a two-ring searching in small-

scale networks. The x-axis indicates the first hop limit. Erroneous network parameter

estimations result in erroneous hop limit choice. Substantial cost saving can still be

achieved using erroneous parameters.

scheme shows a trivial cost improvement and a trivial latency degradation compared to

the 1-ring scheme, and hence is of little practical value.

3.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we studied the target discovery problem in wireless networks. We mod-

elled the problem and proposed RS to discover the optimal searching parameters. We

illustrated how to apply the model to realistic network scenarios. General searching

strategies are concluded after we investigated the performance of our scheme and com-

pared it with that of other schemes. The amount of information about the network

parameters and the desired task determines the best searching scheme.



Chapter 4

Adaptive Local Searching and Route

Caching Schemes in Mobile Ad Hoc

Networks

The study of peer discovery in the previous chapter is based on two assumptions. First,

the normal peers and the target peers are uniformly distributed within the network.

Second, the information returned from target peers is always correct. In this chapter,

we will study a special but common peer discovery case: routediscovery with route

caches. This case violates both the assumptions if we consider nodes containing route

caches as multiple targets. First, target nodes are no longer uniformly distributed since

route caches are more likely to be closer to the destination node. Second, the routing

information returned from target nodes is no longer guaranteed to be accurate since

stale route caches may be returned from those intermediate nodes. Considering that

most of the routing overhead is from route discovery and route caches are widely used

in this discovery process, it is worth a separate look at the peer discovery problem for

this case.

In mobile ad hoc networks, on-demand routing protocols attract more interest than

table-driven protocols because they only initiate a route discovery process when a

packet is ready to be transmitted. Without the necessity of persistent maintenance of a

routing table as in the proactive table-driven protocols, on-demand protocols typically

have lower routing overhead, especially when node mobilityis involved. However, the

41
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routing overhead is still excessive from the query flooding during route discovery. Two

techniques have been introduced to further reduce routing overhead: route caching and

searching localization.

Route caching plays an important role in reducing both the overhead and the dis-

covery latency. With a route caching scheme, once a route is discovered, a node stores

it in a route caching table. This route is cached for two purposes. First, when the node

has another packet for the same destination, it refers to this route cache instead of ini-

tiating a new route query process. Second, when the node hears a route query from

another node for the same destination, it may return the cached route to the querying

node instead of continuing to forward the query. Route caching reduces the routing

overhead originating from the source node as well as reducing the discovery latency for

other nodes.

However, applying caching alone is not as effective as expected. This is because

that route queries are flooded and route caches may become invalid due to frequent net-

work topology changes. First, when an intermediate node returns a cached route and

stops forwarding the query, it cannot quench the flooding. The flooded query will get

around this node through other directions and continue to flood the whole network, just

like water flowing down from a mountaintop will reach the ground even though some

boulders may block the way. Therefore, routing overhead is not reduced by allowing

intermediate nodes to return a route cache. Second, although the discovery latency of

the first packet that triggers the route discovery process isdecreased by faster responses

from intermediate nodes, this gain may be counteracted by aneven larger propagation

latency for the following packets. This is because if the route cache is non-optimal (i.e.,

not the shortest path), the remaining packets that utilize this non-optimal route will have

a larger latency than necessary. Overall, fast responses from route caching only benefit

the first several packets while impairing the rest of the packets if the applied cached

route is non-optimal. Third, the worst case happens when thereturned route cache is

invalid. Using this route cache, the source node has to restart the route discovery pro-

cess after receiving a route error message returned from thebroken link. The unwanted

consequence is that both the routing overhead and latency are increased, plus several

data packets are lost due to the broken route.

Caching optimizations have been extensively researched. However, we will point
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out that in order to obtain full benefits from route caches, a local searching scheme

must be performed in conjunction with route caches. Also, a more accurate method

for quantifying the quality of caches is required in order toavoid the adverse effects

from stale caches. We will propose a route caching quality measurement scheme that

associates cache quality with node mobility. An adaptive local searching scheme is

proposed to adjust to the caching conditions in the network.We quantify the overall

routing overhead using these two techniques and determine the strategy for the local

searching scheme. We apply the strategy using DSR and demonstrate its efficiency

through extensive simulations.

4.1 Model and Analysis

4.1.1 Nomenclature and assumptions

Let us considerN homogenous nodes with unit transmission range that are randomly

distributed in a disk area. Nodes move with the maximum speedof Sm in the random

waypoint pattern. For the traffic model, we assume that each node has a total traffic

event rate ofλT . Event indicates a one-way traffic flow towards a destination that

is randomly selected from all the rest nodes. The arrival of the events is a random

process that follows a poisson distribution, and each eventlasts for a fixed event lifetime

Tl. During this lifetime, the traffic is not necessary to be bursty and continuous. For

example, for an event lifetime of 10 seconds, a node may have only 10 packets with

one packet per second.

During our analysis, we assume that the basic route caching options ofgratuitous

route repairandnon-propagation route requestare turned on. Withoutgratuitous route

repair, after a RERR is received, the source node will keep receiving invalid caches

from the same intermediate nodes each time it attempts routediscover again. The

loop of RREQ-invalid cache-RERR will continue until the cache inthe intermediate

nodes expires. The performance without this option is very poor to be studied.Non-

propagation route requestis the same as our local searching technique and will be fully

studied. Furthermore, we assume that each node has at most one route cache entry

for each destination. To avoid reply storms, we also assume that the destination only

replies to the first route query packet.
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Table 4.1: Key Notations used throughout this chapter.

Src the Source node

I the Intermediate node

D the Destination node

S node speed

M Maximum hops

N total Number of nodes

Pv route caching validation probability

λ event rate

Tl event LifeTime

Tv route cache Valid Time

ORR Overhead Reduction Ratio

Table 4.1 lists the symbols, definitions and variables that are used throughout the

chapter. We will extend our discussion on these assumptionsand other possible as-

sumptions in Section 4.4.

4.1.2 Route caching validation probability

The first term we are going to introduce isroute caching validation probabilityPv,

which indicates the probability for a route cache to be valid. By valid route, we mean

that a packet can follow this cached route to reach the destination. An invalid cache

will cause routing failure and lead to a new route discovery process, which adds to the

routing overhead.

Pv is related to three factors: the maximum node speedSm, the number of linksL

contained in the route and the elapsed timeT since its last use. It is obvious that the

larger the value ofSm, T andL, the less probabilityPv for the route to remain valid. In

other words, the functionPv(Sm, L, T ) decreases monotonically and continuously as

its variables increase.Pv(Sm, L, T ) can be decomposed as

Pv(Sm, L, T ) = PL
lv(SmT ) (4.1)

Here,Plv(t) is the probability for an originally connected link to remain valid after the
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two nodes of the link move for a time periodt with a random speed from[0, 1]. This

transformation simplifies the route validation problem into a unit speed link validation

problem. This transformation is valid sinceSm can be seen as a scale for time, and also,

for a route cache to be valid, each of its independentL links must remain connected

after timeT . Although the lifetime of different routes may be correlated by certain

common links, the lifetimes of different links within one specific route are independent

with each other. This is validated through simulations.

The derivation of the closed form forPlv(t) in a two-dimensional space is non-

trivial and we will discuss this later in section 4.1.6. In order to not deviate from the

main theme, for now, we just takePlv(t) and the correspondingPv(Sm, L, T ) as known

functions.

Pv, as a route cache quality measurement, can be used in route discovery from

several aspects. First, a source node can specify the quality of cache it desires before

sending the RREQ packet. The source node just needs to determine the validation

thresholdpt and appends this value in the RREQ packets. Intermediate nodeswith

route caches respond only if they have a qualified route cachewith its calculatedPv

larger thanpt. By adjustingpt, the source node is able to adapt to the current caching

situation and reduce unnecessary RREQ packets. Second,Pv allows the source node to

determine which cache to choose from multiple RREP packets. The route cache with

Pv close to 1 and a shorter route length will be preferred. Third, Pv also helps with

route caching management. Nodes can remove a route cache proactively if its Pv is

lower than a certain value. Also, when a new route cache arrives and the route caching

table is already full, this new route cache can simply replace the route cache with the

lowestPv.

The introduction ofPv enables us to handle route caches more properly. How to

set up a proper value of thresholdpt to avoid receiving “bad” caches will be resolved

later. Next, we will introduce another parameterlocal searching radius, which is used

to control the propagation of the RREQ packets.

4.1.3 Local searching radius

The local searching scheme and the caching scheme should work together. In the last

chapter, we show that if there is only one target peer and there are no caches in the
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network, local searching will not reduce any searching cost. On the other hand, with-

out local searching scheme, flooded route query packets willpropagate throughout the

network, and the caching scheme cannot prevent it from happening.

Combining both schemes is a double-edge sword. If a local search finds the target

itself or it finds valid route caches to the target node in intermediate nodes, the network-

wide flood can be avoided, thus reducing the searching overhead. However, if this

search fails to return any result, a network-wide search is still required and the overall

searching cost is even more than a simple network-wide flood.Thus, the local searching

radiusk should be carefully chosen (Note that route caching conditions are objective

and non-alterable.) If the radius, denoted byk, is chosen too large, the probability of

discovering a route returned from the destination itself islarge and little benefit can

be obtained from the route caches. If the radiusk is chosen too small, the chance of

discovering the destination or a cached route to the destination in this local search is also

small and little benefit can be gained from this local search because the first round local

search will be part of the total searching overhead. As we will show later, the radius

k is the key parameter in determining the RREQ overhead and is closely related to the

caching conditions in the network. How to determinek, plus the caching thresholdpt

from the earlier discussion, is the major objective of the rest of our analysis.

4.1.4 Life periods of a cache

To understand how a node responds to other nodes’ route requests, let us first clarify the

life periods of a route cache. The time interval between two traffic events from a certain

Src to a certainD can be divided into three caching periods, as shown in Fig. 4.1, which

are the guaranteed valid period I, the probable valid periodII and the invalid period III.

In different periods, a route cache is of different qualities and has different effects on

the routing overhead and the routing performance.

Starting from the leftmost of Fig. 4.1, when a new event, say event i, just arrives,

Src initiates a route discovery process and caches the discovered route for future use.

During period I, all of the traffic packets of this event will follow this cached route.

Meanwhile, if the route is broken due to node mobility, the route maintenance will

detect it and initiate a new route discovery. Thus, during the event lifetimeTl, this

node maintains a valid route forD. If the node receives a RREQ forD from another
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node, it can guarantee to return a valid route. Ideally, during this period, the route

cache validation probabilityPv for D equals 1. However, in practice, the traffic is in the

form of discrete packets instead of continuous data flow and there may be time intervals

between two consecutive packets. Within these time intervals, Pv is actually less than

1. Also, a RREQ packet may arrive when the route happens to be broken andSrc is

still in the route maintenance phase, although the probability for this case to happen is

quite small. Thus, strictly speaking, during period I, a node can respond with a route

cache whosePv is very close to 1.

guaranteed valid

period I

propable valid

 period II
invalid period III

Ti

event i event i+1
event i

finishes

Tl Tv

cache becomes

invalid

Figure 4.1: Time periods for a node’s route caching between two events towards the

same destination. During the guaranteed valid period I, thenode has traffic and main-

tains the cache. In the probable valid period II, the node hasstopped sending traffic to

the destination and therefore has only a probable valid route cache. In the invalid period

III, the route caching valid probability is so low that this route cache may be discarded.

During life period II when there is no more traffic betweenSrc andD, there are

no more proactive methods such as route maintenance to refresh the cached route. As

time elapses, this cached route becomes invalid gradually,i.e.,Pv decreases. If a RREQ

arrives with the validation thresholdpt, a route cache will be returned in response only if

its validation probabilityPv satisfiespt < Pv < 1. In other words, whenpt is given, the

time lengthTv of life period II can be explicitly found by solvingPv(Sm, L, Tv) = pt,

or PL
lv(SmTv) = pt.

During Period III,Pv is below the thresholdpt and we consider the cache no longer

valid. When a RREQ with the caching validationpt arrives, this node will not return

the route cache. This period lasts until the next event arrives and a new round starts.

Also, a node may remove a cache proactively when itsPv is very small. However,

since each RREQ may arrive with different values ofpt, correspondingly,Tv may vary
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for different RREQs as well. A route cache not satisfying one RREQpacket does not

necessarily indicate that it does not satisfy other RREQ packets. Therefore, a cache can

only be removed when it is guaranteed to be of no future use, i.e.,Pv is very small.

When a route request arrives at the intermediate nodeI randomly at any time, it

may fall into any of the above three periods. The probabilitythat it falls into Period

I, in other words, the probabilityPI for this intermediate node to return a guaranteed

valid route is

PI =
Tl

Ti

(4.2)

From a node’s view, its total event rate ofλT is evenly distributed towards the other

N − 1 nodes. Thus the event rate towards a certain node isλ = λT

N−1
≈ λT

N
. The

average time intervalTi between two events for the same source destination pairs is

Ti = 1
λ

= N
λT

. Thus equation 4.2 becomes

PI =
TlλT

N
(4.3)

The probabilityPII for the route request to fall in Period II, that is, for the interme-

diate node to return a probable valid route is

PII =
Tv

Ti

(4.4)

As mentioned earlier,Tv in equation 4.4 can be solved fromPv(Sm, L, Tv) = pt, or

PL
lv(SmTv) = pt.

Note that exceptpt, all the other variables in equations 4.3 and 4.4 are parameters

related to the network pattern or the traffic pattern, and they are not controllable by the

protocols. It is the source node’s responsibility to determine a goodpt so that there

will be route caches returned by intermediate nodes and these route caches are of good

qualities.

4.1.5 Overhead reduction ratio (ORR)

The primary goal of this chapter is to achieve the minimum routing overhead, i.e.,

to reduce the number of RREQ and RREP packets as much as possible. We define

overhead reduction ratioto measure the effectiveness of the combined caching and

local searching schemes. Since RREQ packets are required to beflooded while RREP
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packets are unicasted, RREQ packets are dominant in the overall routing overhead and

we only consider RREQ packets in the measurement ofORR. Suppose that with the

caching and local searching schemes, the overhead isO, and without these schemes,

the overhead isOn. ThenORR is defined as

ORR =
On − O

On

(4.5)

Next, we will derive the overheadO as a function of the variables ofpt andk and

other network and traffic parameters. The analysis ofO can be briefly described as

follows. If the destination is non-local, when a RREQ is floodedlocally with radiusk,

it may fall into different life periods of the required routecaches. Different caches with

different validation probabilitiesPv may be returned, and different routing overhead

occurs correspondingly. Therefore, the expected overheadcan be calculated based on

the validation probability of these returned caches.

The propagation of a RREQ packet in a local searching scheme canbe illustrated

as in Fig. 4.2. The source nodeSrc floods a RREQ packet looking for nodeD locally

with radius (hops)k and route cache validation probability thresholdpt. Each node

inside thek hops range may return a guaranteed valid route cache with probability PI .

Suppose there areNi nodes at exactlyi hops away from nodeSrc. The probabilityPg

for nodeSrc to receive at least one guaranteed cache is

Pg = 1 −
k∏

i=1

(1 − PI)
Ni (4.6)

This equation can be explained as the probability of obtaining no cache at all occurs

only when not a single local node has the cache, and by subtracting this value from 1

we find the probability of obtaining at least one cache.

Similarly, each node inside thek-hop range may return a probable valid route cache

if the RREQ falls into the cache life period II. Thus, the probability of receiving at least

one probable valid route cachePp is

Pp = 1 −
k∏

i=1

(1 − PII)
Ni (4.7)

The difference between equation 4.6 and 4.7 is thatPI is a constant value for all the

nodes, whilePII is distinct for each RREQ. In equation 4.7 we categorize nodes at the
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larger than

hops

Figure 4.2: Local searching example. The shortest distancefrom the intermediate node

that isi hops away from the source node to the middle of the non-local area is
√

M2+k2

2
−

i. k is the local searching radius andM is the maximum hop of the network.

same hop-distance from nodeSrc for a simpler expression, e.g., nodesI and I’ from

Fig. 4.2 are considered to have the same value forPII . Although this categorization

simplifies the expression and the analysis, it may bring error in the final results. We

will discuss the error and how to compensate it in section 4.2.3.

Suppose there areNl(k) nodes in thek-hop local area, and the total number of

nodes in the network isN . We can categorize the expected RREQ overheadO into the

following cases:

1. When nodeD is local: cost is localNl(k).

2. When nodeD is non-local and a guaranteed valid route cache is found locally:

cost is localNl(k).

3. When nodeD is non-local and a guaranteed valid route is not found but a probable

valid route is found, and it is valid: cost is localNl(k).

4. When nodeD is non-local and a guaranteed valid route is not found but a probable

valid route is found, and it is invalid: cost is local plus network-wideNl(k) + N .

5. When nodeD is non-local and no cache is found: cost is local plus network-wide

Nl(k) + N .

Considering the probability for a node to be local asNl(k)
N

and non-local as1 −
Nl(k)

N
, we can transform the above descriptions into the equation of the expected routing
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overheadO:

O =
Nl(k)

N
Nl(k) + (1 − Nl(k)

N
)PgNl(k) + (1 − Nl(k)

N
)(1 − Pg)PpPvNl(k)

+ (1 − Nl(k)

N
)(1 − Pg)Pp(1 − Pv)(Nl(k) + N)

+ (1 − Nl(k)

N
)(1 − Pg)(1 − Pp)(Nl(k) + N)

=Nl(k) + (N − Nl(k))[(1 − Pg)(1 − PpPv)]

(4.8)

Compared to a simple network-wide search without caching whose overheadOn is

the total number of nodesN , the Overhead Reduction RatioORR is

ORR =
On − O

On
=

N − Nl(k) − (N − Nl(k))[(1 − Pg)(1 − PpPv)]

N

= (1 − Nl(k)

N
)(Pg + PpPv − PgPpPv)

(4.9)

Equation 4.9 informs us that the caching scheme saves only when the target is in the

non-local area and when a valid route cache is found locally,either from a guaranteed

valid route cache or from a probable valid route cache whichis valid. The last item

PgPpPv needs to be deducted since there is a chance that both guaranteed valid caches

and probable valid caches are received while only one of themcan be chosen.

Let us first look at a scenario wherePg andPp are much less than 1. This is a typical

scenario in which the route cache availability is weak or moderate. NowORR can be

further expressed as

ORR = (1 − Nl(k)

N
)(Pg + PpPv − PgPpPv) ≈ (1 − Nl(k)

N
)(Pg + PpPv)

≈ (1 − Nl(k)

N
)(Pg + Pppt)

(4.10)

The expressions ofPg andPp from equations 4.6 and 4.7 are too complex to be

directly input to equation 4.10 for analysis. However, withthe assumption ofPg and

Pp being much less than 1,Pg andPp can be transformed to

Pg ≈ 1 − (1 −
k∑

i=1

NiPI) =
k∑

i=1

NiPI , Pp ≈ 1 − (1 −
k∑

i=1

NiPII) =
k∑

i=1

NiPII

(4.11)

Now, we have theORR as

ORR ≈ (1 − Nl(k)

N
)(Pg + Pppt) = (1 − Nl(k)

N
)(

k∑

i=1

NiPI +

k∑

i=1

NiPIIpt)

= ORR1(k) + ORR2(k, pt)

(4.12)
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ORR1(k) is the overhead reduction from local guaranteed valid caches, and it is only

related to the local searching hop numberk. ORR2(k, pt) is the overhead reduction

from local probable valid caches. Besidesk, ORR2 is also related topt since an ap-

propriate value ofpt can not only prevent the source node from receiving bad caches

by an overly largept, but also avoid receiving no cache and achieving no benefits from

caching schemes by an overly smallpt. With equation 4.12, we are able to determine

the optimal parametersk andpt to maximize the overallORR.

4.1.6 Optimize the parameters:k and pt

TheORR in equation 4.12 is composed of two items. The first item represents the over-

head reduction achieved from the caches in life period I. Thesecond item represents the

overhead reduction achieved from the caches in life period II. In this section, we will

optimize the parametersk andpt to maximizeORR1 andORR2, and correspondingly,

to maximizeORR.

First, from statistical results, in a network of limited size, the number of nodes at

certain hopsNi and the corresponding number of nodesNl(k) in the local searching

area of radiusk can be estimated as

Ni ≈
6(Mi − i2)

M3
N, Nl(k) =

k∑

i=1

Ni = N
6

M3
(
Mk2

2
− k3

3
) (4.13)

whereM is the maximum number of hops in the network. Figure 4.3 showshow close

the above two estimations are to the numerical results. In this experiment, 150 nodes

are randomly distributed in a unit circle area. Each node hasa transmission range of

0.35. The results are based on 30 simulations. As can be seen,the estimated number

of nodes in the left plot is close to that of the numerical results. Their major difference

is located at the trailer part for hop 7 and 8. At those hops, there may still be some

nodes in rare cases. However, these values are so small (lessthan 5) that we believe our

estimation is accurate enough. Also, the estimation for thenumber of nodes within hop

i is accurate enough for our analysis purpose.

Plugging these values intoORR1, we have

ORR1(k) = (1 − Nl(k)

N
)

k∑

i=1

NiPI = (1 − 6(Mk2

2 − k3

3 )

M3
)

6

M3
(
Mk2

2
− k3

3
)TlλT

(4.14)
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Figure 4.3: The number of nodes at each hopNi (left) and the number of nodes within

k hops (right). Both the experimental results and their estimates are shown.

It is easy to determine thatORR1 reaches its maximum atk = M
2

. In other words,

settingk = M
2

will lead to the largest overhead reduction achieved from the guaranteed

valid life period I.

The second itemORR2(k, pt) becomes

ORR2(k, pt) = (1 − Nl(k)

N
)

k∑

i=1

NiPIIpt = (1 − Nl(k)

N
)

k∑

i=1

6(Mi − i2)

M3
N

Tv(Sm, L, pt)

Ti
pt

(4.15)

In the above equation,L andTv(Sm, L, pt) are still needed to be clarified. From

Fig. 4.2, L is the hop distance from the intermediate node to the destination node.

Since the destination node is randomly distributed within the non-local area, we just

simply take the middle of the non-local area from hopk to hopM . Since the number

of nodes is proportional to the area and thus proportional tothe square of the hops, thus

we have the middle hopk′ that separates the non-local area equally as

(k′)2 − k2 = M2 − (k′)2 ⇒ k′ =

√
M2 + k2

2
⇒ L = k′ − i =

√
M2 + k2

2
− i (4.16)

L is the average shortest hop distance from the intermediate node located at hopi to

this middle point.

Now thatSm, L andpt are known,Tv, the time length of the cache period II, can

be determined through the functionPv(Sm, L, Tv) = pt. Next, we will determine the

expression forPv to solve forTv.
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In the earlier section when we introducedPv, we mentioned thatPv = PL
lv(SmT ).

Let us restate the definition ofPlv(t). A link is formed by two nodes of random distance

D uniformly distributed from[0, 1]. Suppose that they both have a velocity with a

random speed from[0, 1] and a random direction from[0, 2π]. If we say that the link is

broken when the distance becomes larger than1, thenPlv(t) indicates the probability

for the link to remain connected at timet. SincePlv is not linearly related with the

caching lifetimet, as seen from Fig. 4.4, our measurement for cache qualities is more

accurate than traditional cache timeout schemes.

We solved thePlv for a one-dimensional case in which the nodes of the link move

either towards each other or away from each other. The closedform of this one-

dimensional case is

Plv(t) =

{
1 − t

3 t < 1
1
t
− 1

3t2
t ≥ 1

(4.17)
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Figure 4.4: ThePlv(t) in 1-D and 2-D cases. On the left figure, the theoretical results of

Plv(t) in a 1-D case and the numerical results in a 2-D case are shown.They both have

a two piecewise tendency. On the right figure, two estimations for the 2-D numerical

results are shown.

The deduction of the closed form for the two-dimensional case is very difficult since

there are two more angle random variables involved. Numerical results show that the

2-D case has a two piecewise tendency, similar to the 1-D results, shown in the left part

of Fig. 4.4. Whent starts from zero,Plv decreases linearly. Aftert = 1, the decreasing

tendency starts to flatten. From this, we conjecture that theclosed form of the 2-D case

is of the same form as the 1-D case. For the first linear part where t < 1, it is easy to
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derive the estimated form from the numerical results

Plv(t) = 1 − 0.2338t 0 < t < 1 (4.18)

As for the second part wheret > 1, we estimate its form asa
tm

+ b
tn

, similar to the

form in the 1-D case in equation 4.17. Two estimated functions P ′ andP ′′ are shown

in the right part of Fig. 4.4.

P ′
lv(t) = 0.0998t0.08 +

0.7518

t1.2400
, P ′′

lv(t) = 0.0919 +
0.6762

t
(4.19)

The first curveP ′
lv(t) has a smaller mean square error thanP ′′

lv(t). However, we take

the second curveP ′′
lv(t) for our later analysis because it has a much simpler expression

for analysis and the error is not too large from the numericalresults. Note that we do not

consider the curve aftert > 10 becausePlv is already lower than 0.2, which indicates a

cache of too low qualityPv to be utilized.
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Figure 4.5: The optimal parametersk andpt. The optimalk value is consistently around
M
2

. The optimalpt is around 0.4 to 0.5, depending on the the maximum hop radiusM .

SinceL and the function ofPv(Sm, L, Tv) have been determined,ORR2 can be

rewritten as a deterministic form

ORR2(k, pt) = (1 − Nl(k)

N
)

k∑

i=1

6(Mi − i2)

M3
N

Tv(Sm, L, pt)pt

Ti

= (1 − Nl(k)

N
)

k∑

i=1

6(Mi − i2)

M3
N

(P ′′)−1
lv (p

1√
M2+k2

2 −i

t )

TiSm
pt

(4.20)
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In the above equation,P ′′
lv(t) is

P ′′
lv(t) =

{
1 − 0.2338t 0 < t < 1

0.0919 + 0.6762
t

t ≥ 1
(4.21)

AlthoughORR2 is expressed as a deterministic function with only two variablesk

andpt, it is still difficult to find the maximum value ofORR2 and the corresponding

maximum pointk andpt theoretically. Again, we use numerical methods to find the

optimal points. The results are shown in Fig. 4.5. As we can see, when the maximum

hopsM < 12, k should be set to⌊M
2
⌋, and whenM ≥ 12, k should be set to⌊M+1

2
⌋.

For pt, the optimal value is around 0.4 to 0.5 depending on the maximum number of

hops. Thus, to achieve a maximum overhead reduction from route caching life period I

and period II consistently, we choosek = ⌊M
2
⌋ andpt = 0.4.

4.1.7 Numerical examples

So far, we have found the optimal parameters forpt andk, which arept = 0.4 and

k = ⌊M
2
⌋, to maximizeORR. These results are based on the scenarios in whichPg

andPp are much less than 1. Typically, this kind of scenario represents low caching

availability at low event rate, fast node speed and low traffic lifetime. In other scenarios

wherePg andPp are comparable to 1, the calculation ofORR should be performed

by resorting to equations 4.6 and 4.7 instead of the approximations in equation 4.11.

In order to have a complete understanding of the relationship betweenORR and the

scenario parameters, we demonstrate some numerical examples in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7.

In both figures,pt is fixed at 0.4. The total event rate for each node is 0.05. The total

number of nodes is 150 and the estimated maximum hopM for the network is 7.Pg

andPp are shown in the left part of each figure, together with their approximationsPge

andPpe calculated from equation 4.11.ORR is shown in the right part of each figure.

Fig. 4.6 shows the results for the event lifetime as low as 2 seconds and the maximum

node speed of 0.004m/s (the upper part) and 0.04m/s (the lower part). Fig. 4.7 shows

the results for the event lifetime as high as 10 seconds and the maximum node speed of

0.004m/s (upper part) and 0.04m/s (lower part). If we map themaximum link distance

1m into the transmission range of 250m, the relative speeds of 0.004m/s and 0.04m/s
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Figure 4.6: The scenarios for event lifetime as low as 2 seconds. The maximum node

speed is either 0.004 (upper part) or 0.04 (lower part). The X-axis indicates the local

searching radiusk and the Y-axis indicatesPg andPp and their estimationsPge andPpe

in left figures andORR in right figures. The estimation ofPp go beyond 1 at hop 2 and

cannot be seen in the upper left plot.

can be mapped to the low speed of 1m/s and the high speed of 10m/s. Thus, the simu-

lation scenarios to be used in the simulation part correspond to the scenarios here.

As can be seen from the lower part of Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, when thenumber ofPg and

Pp is less than 1, the approximation equations are accurate andORR reaches its maxi-

mum whenk is near⌊M
2
⌋, the same as the conclusions from the last sections. However,

when the node speed is as low as in the upper part of both figures, the approximation

from equation 4.11 is no longer valid forPp andORR reaches its maximum atk = 2.

Pp becomes close to 1 and the approximatePp value using equation 4.11 becomes an
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Figure 4.7: The scenarios for event lifetime as high as 10 seconds. The maximum node

speed is either 0.004m/s (upper part) or 0.04m/s (lower part). The X-axis indicates the

local searching radiusk and the Y-axis indicatesPg andPp and their estimationsPge

andPpe in left figures andORR in right figures. The estimation ofPp go beyond 1 at

hop 2 and cannot be seen in the upper left plot.

unrealistic value larger than 1. We do not show these unrealistic approximate values

of Pp in the upper left part of Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 once they become larger than 1. There

are abundant caches available in this low speed network and it only adds to unnecessary

searching cost to apply a large radius. The number of caches from probable valid period

II dominates the number of caches from guaranteed valid period I, and the local radius

should be adjusted based on the dominating factor. Althoughwe could not determine

the optimalk andpt in a closed form in this abundant caching scenario, we know thatk

should be adjusted smaller than⌊M
2
⌋ andpt should be adjusted larger than 0.4 to reduce
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the overhead. This criteria will be realized in the protocoldesign in the next section.

Now we have a complete understanding of the relationship betweenORR and the

network parameters. In summary, when caching availabilityis moderate, the optimal

parameters from analysis should be applied to achieve the maximum overhead reduc-

tion. When caching is abundant, the local searching radius should be set where a cache

is very likely to be found. With these analytical results, inthe next section we will de-

sign a routing scheme that is able to dynamically adjust itself to approach the maximum

performance under all possible scenarios.

4.2 Protocol Description

Although the analysis is involved, the final conclusions arequite simple. Only two

primary parameters are needed, the caching validation probability thresholdpt and the

local searching radiusk. When the network is just set up, or a node just joins a network,

these values should be set topt = 0.4 andk = M
2

, assuming weak or moderate caching

conditions. When more abundant caching conditions are detected based on history,

k should be set to a smaller value according to the dominant factor, such asPp, the

probable valid caching period, shown in the upper part of Fig. 4.6 and 4.7. Also,pt can

be adjusted larger to reduce unnecessary caches of low qualities.

Therefore, only minor changes are needed for existing on-demand routing protocols

to fully attain the benefits of caches. In this section, we propose an add-on protocol for

existing routing protocols. Its three components, new datastructures, protocol proce-

dures and parameter adjustment rules, will be described in detail next.

4.2.1 New data structures

A new field for caching validation probability is required for both the RREQ and the

RREP packets. For RREQ packets, the value of this field is calculated through the

parameter adjustment rules described below and appended inthe RREQ packets to

serve as the caching validation threshold. For RREP packets, the value of this field is

calculated by the node that initiates the RREP packet to indicate the cache’s quality

using equations 4.1 and 4.21.

Also, each node maintains a statistic such as the number of recent RREQ attempts,
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the values ofk andpt applied, the number of guaranteed valid caches and the num-

ber of probable valid caches received. This information is used to estimate the current

caching condition to serve for the parameter adjustment rules. The counting of these

numbers does not differentiate destinations and only needsa little extra storage. This

non-differential counting is valid for uniform traffic scenarios. For biased traffic sce-

narios such as the client-server traffic model, a maintenance of the history of different

destinations may provide more accurate parameter adjustment. The tradeoff is much

larger extra storage for each destination node. In our current work, we utilize the gen-

eral statistical method without destination differentiation.

4.2.2 Protocol procedure

When a source node needs to send a RREQ, it calculates the parameters ofk andpt ac-

cording to the parameter adjustment rules and attaches the values in the RREQ packet.

Intermediate nodes calculatePv for their cached route to the destination from equa-

tion 4.1 and return a RREP packet withPv attached ifPv satisfiesPv > pt. The source

node picks the cached route with the largestPv. When two cached routes have closePv

values, the one with a shorter route length is preferred. Each node refreshes the statistics

each time it sends out a RREQ packet and receives RREP packets fromintermediate

nodes.

4.2.3 Parameter adjustment rules

The parameter adjustment rules determine the value ofpt according to the current

caching situation. A node first calculates the average number of guaranteed valid route

cachesNg and the average number of probable valid route cachesNp received from

its history, say the last 100 RREQ attempts. Also, from the history it calculates the

averages̃k and p̃t. These values indicate the current caching conditions. Ifk already

equalsM
2

andpt is already 0.4 andNp andNg are still less than 1, there is no need to

further increasek andpt since this is a weak or moderate caching condition and the

protocol is already running using optimal parameters. A running average over all the

past RREQ attempts instead of the last 100 attempts requires less storage. However, it

cannot represent the most recent caching conditions and is less accurate for the parame-
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ter adjustment. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between storage and parameter adjustment

accuracy.

WhenNg is larger than 1, guaranteed valid caches become the dominating factor.

k should be primarily adjusted according toNg towards the goal of receiving only one

guaranteed cache by usingk = k̃

Ñg
. For example, if the source node usesk̃ = 4 to

achieveÑg = 2 guaranteed valid caches in the history, it should usek = 4
2

= 2 to

expect to receive only one guaranteed cache this time.pt is set to a value at 0.9, which

indicates only guaranteed valid caches (or almost guaranteed, more strictly speaking)

are needed.

In a more general case, the average number of guaranteed valid caches is much

lower than 1 and the probable valid caches are the dominatingfactor such as in the

examples shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7. Thus,k should be adjusted towards the goal of

Np = 1 by usingk = k̃

Ñp
. If k is already as low as 1 and there are still more than

necessary caches returned,pt should be adjusted larger to accept only more qualified

caches by usingpt = p̃t

Ñp
. This indicates a very abundant caching condition such as

when the node speed is very low and traffic between nodes happens very often.

In summary,k andpt are adjusted towards receiving one guaranteed valid cache,

or one probable valid cache when the chance of receiving guaranteed valid caches is

small. However, the adjustment ofk should not exceedM
2

, and the adjustment ofpt

should not be lower than 0.4. Exceeding these values only brings about more routing

overhead although it may bring about more returned caches.

However, during our simulations, we notice that the adjustment towards the goal

of receiving only one probable valid cache is a little conservative in finding qualified

caches in some cases. There may be several reasons for this. First, in our analysis

part, we use the shortest hop distance from the intermediatenodeI to the destination

D for all the intermediate nodes with the same hop distancei from the source node.

However, most of these intermediate nodes, such as nodeI ’ in Fig. 4.2, have longer

distance and less qualified caches than the shortest hop distance from nodeI . Thus, the

results drawn for probable valid caches are overly optimistic in finding route caches.

Second, each destination has a different hop distance towards the source node. In our

analysis, we simply take the middle point of the non-local area to represent all the non-

local destinations. This makes it unfair for some farther destinations and makes the
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local searching radius not large enough for those destinations. One solution, as men-

tioned earlier, is to maintain a more detailed statistic forall the possible destinations and

take the difference among destinations into account duringthe parameter adjustments.

However, in our implementation, we use a simpler but more aggressive parameter ad-

justment method by settingk = 2k̃

Ñp
towards the goal of receiving two probable valid

caches. This simple modification can provide enough good performance and avoid the

excessive storage required by the per destination based statistic maintenance.

4.3 Performance Evaluation

4.3.1 Assumptions, metrics and methodology

We simulate our routing scheme as an add-on to the DSR protocol in a mobile ad hoc

network scenario. The simulations are performed using ns-2[19]. In order to focus our

study in the routing level, we programmed an ideal lower layer below the routing layer,

which is able to send packets without collision and detect link failures automatically

with no time and no cost. Working with this virtual bottom layer, the routing protocol

can be approximately seen as working at low traffic. As pointed out by [6], although

it is a limitation of the simulation model, it is able to make avery good qualitative

evaluation at the packet level without being confined by the specific design of the MAC

layer. We believe that realistic MAC will have negligible effect due to the broadcast

nature of RREQ packets. And for unicasting packets such as RREP, the MAC layer

should have the same impact on our scheme as on traditional schemes since there is

little modification on the packet structures.

We test all the scenarios in a square region of size1400m×1400m. Although the re-

gion is not of the disk shape as in the analysis part, this square scenario is roughly close

to the circular scenario, and it is easier for the setup of thenode mobility model. There

are 150 nodes inside this area, each moving in a random waypoint mobility pattern.

The number of nodes is chosen large enough for good connectivity as well as to make

it easy to investigate the performance difference between our scheme and the original

DSR scheme. Each node has a transmission range of 250m, and the estimated maxi-

mum hop value is 7. The maximum node speed of 1m/s can be mappedto 0.004m/s

for unit transmission range (10m/s maps to 0.04m/s), which enables us to compare the
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simulation results with the analytical results found in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 in Section 4.1.

The total simulation time is either 4500 seconds or 2000 seconds, depending on

the event rate. The simulation time is chosen longer than 1000 seconds to remove

the potential undesirable effects of starting the random waypoint mobility model [5]

simultaneously for all the nodes. Also the simulation time is long enough for each pair

of nodes to have an event rate larger than 1. For example, if a node has a total event

rate of 0.05 events/sec, it needs 4500 seconds to have an average of0.05
150

× 4500 = 1.5

events toward each other node.

In our simulations, basic metrics commonly used by former studies [31] are inves-

tigated, which are routing overhead, successful delivery ratio, discovery latency and

route optimality. However, in order to concentrate on our topic of reducing routing

overhead, we only show in the figures the metrics that have significantly changed. Other

metrics with little changes will just be briefly mentioned.

We study the performance of three routing schemes: the original DSR with No

Caching (DSR-NC), DSR with Caching (DSR-C) and DSR with our scheme of Local

searching and Caching added on (DSR-LC). We first validate our results of the selection

of k andpt through exhaustive simulations on DSR-LC. Then we simulate DSR-C and

show that the selection of the timeout value has a similar impact on the performance

as the selection ofpt in DSR-LC. Finally, we compare the performance of DSR-LC,

DSR-C and DSR-NC under different scenarios. We show that our scheme DSR-LC

is able to adjust to all the circumstances and shows an overhead reduction ratio up to

about 80% compared to DSR-NC and up to about 40% compared to DSR-C, depending

on the scenarios studied.

4.3.2 DSR-LC, effects ofk and pt

In this part, we will validate the claim thatk = ⌊M
2
⌋ andpt = 0.4 are optimal values by

testing all the possiblek andpt values in a scenario with moderate caching availability.

First, we fixpt at 0.4 and changek from 1 to 4. From the results shown in Fig. 4.8, we

can see that there is an optimal point for the selection ofk. In the tested scenario, it is

k = 3, which matches with our analytical resultk = ⌊M
2
⌋ = ⌊7

2
⌋ = 3. Although the

number of RREP also increases as k increases, this increase is not of the same order

as the number of RREQ. In addition, the decrease of the packet delivery ratio at k =
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3 is small (less than 1%). Another trend which is not shown butworth pointing out

is the increasing path optimality with increasingk (the difference is also very small,

however). With a larger local searching radius, it is more possible to find the target

itself. Therefore, the path optimality increases correspondingly.
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Figure 4.8: Performance of DSR-LC withpt fixed at 0.4. The X-axis indicates the local

searching radiusk, ranging from 1 to 4. The optimal point is atk = 3 for the number

of RREQ with almost no effect on other metrics.
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Figure 4.9: Performance of DSR-LC withk fixed at 3. The X-axis indicates the route

caching validation probability thresholdpt, ranging from 0 to 0.6. The tradeoff is be-

tween the number of RREQ and the the number of RREP plus the delivery ratio. A

good balance point is atpt = 0.4.
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Figure 4.10: Performance of DSR-C with one-hop neighbor searching. The X-axis

indicates the timeout value, ranging from 30 seconds to 5 seconds. The tradeoff is also

between the RREQ number and the delivery ratio. Just like Fig. 4.9, the increase of

TIMEOUT causes both metrics to decrease. A good balance point is at TIMEOUT=10

seconds.

Next we fixk at 3 and changept from 0 to 0.6. The simulation results are shown

in Fig. 4.9. When the thresholdpt is set low, intermediate nodes tend to return a route

cache and stop forwarding the query packet. Thus the number of RREQ packets is

lower while the number of RREP packets becomes higher. However, the reduction of

RREQ packets by loweringpt may not be desirable because the packet delivery ratio

also decreases. With a lowpt, the quality of the routes returned from intermediate nodes

tend to be low. It is more possible to fail to deliver packets by using these less valid

routes.

From Fig. 4.9, some point between 0.3 and 0.4 is a good balancepoint forpt. Before

this point, the increase ofpt leads to an approximately linear increase of RREQ while

leading to afasterdecrease of RREP and afasterincrease of the packet delivery ratio.

The knee of the curves of the RREP number and the packet deliver ratio is at around

0.4. Also, considering the delivery ratio to be larger than 90%, we choosept equal to

0.4 for the rest of the simulations. The study ofpt also provides us a method to trade

the routing overhead for the packet delivery ratio by adjusting pt.

So far, we have validated our analytic results by simulation. In the rest of this

section, we will apply DSR-LC with an initial value ofk = 3 andpt = 0.4.
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4.3.3 DSR-C, effects of timeout

We test DSR-C with the route cache timeout value of 5s, 10s, 20sand 30s, and the

results are shown in Fig. 4.10. In order to compare the results with the selection of

pt in DSR-LC shown in Fig. 4.9, we reverse the order of the cache timeout values on

purpose.

As shown in Fig. 4.10, there is a similar trend and tradeoff for the timeout value as

there was forpt shown in Fig. 4.9. The relationship between the timeout andpt can be

partially explained by equation 4.1. The larger the time fora route cache to be stale,

the easier it is for a route request to be satisfied with certain cached routes. However,

the sacrifice is a higher number of RREP packets and a lower packet delivery ratio due

to stale routes. We pick the balance point TIMEOUT equal to 10s as the representative

for DSR-C to ensure that the delivery ratio is larger than 90%.

4.3.4 DSR-LC, DSR-C and DSR-NC

In this part, we will compare these three routing schemes under different traffic rates,

different node speeds, different event lifetimes and different traffic patterns.

First, we experiment with a low event rate of 0.05 events per second. We test the

scenarios with the duplex [event lifetimeTl, maximum node speedSm] valued at [2s,

10m/s], [10s, 10m/s] and [2s, 1m/s]. These scenarios can allbe categorized as moderate

caching availability. From the results shown in Fig. 4.11, DSR-LC achieves a signifi-

cantly lower routing overhead for this low event rate, despite the fact that the savings

may vary depending on the other parameters.

Next, we test an extreme scenario with abundant caching availability. The event

rate is as high as 0.5 events per second and the maximum node speed is as low as

1m/s. As shown in Fig. 4.12, the overhead reduction ratio of DSR-LC in this abundant

caching scenario is as high as about 80% compared to DSR-NC, thanks to the caches.

DSR-LC eventually adjusts its local searching radius to around 1 andpt to around 0.65.

DSR-C may achieve a closer number of RREQ packets if it adjusts its timeout value to

40 seconds (shown in the fourth column) instead of 10 seconds. However, the number

of RREP packets increases correspondingly since more route caches are available for

returning. DSR-LC, with the adjustment of bothk andpt, restrains the number of both
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Figure 4.11: Routing overhead comparisons under a low event rate of 0.05 events/sec.

The X-axis indicates different scenarios tested, from leftto right stands for (event life,

node speed) pairs of (2s, 10m/s), (10s,10m/s), (2s,1m/s). This figure shows the ef-

fects of event lifetime and the node speed on routing overhead in a moderate caching

condition.

RREQ and RREP in a satisfactory range.

In the above experiments, each node has the same traffic pattern as other nodes and

has events toward other nodes with equal probability. In contrast with this peer-to-

peer traffic model, we experiment with a client-server traffic model. In this model, we

choose 20% of the nodes as servers and 80% of the total traffic is towards these servers.

The results shown in Fig. 4.13 are based on a maximum node speed of 1m/s and a total

event rate of 0.05. As can be seen from this figure, the shift from a peer-to-peer model

to a client-server model reduces the overhead reduction ratio of DSR-LC compared

to DSR-C but increases the overhead reduction ratio of DSR-LC compared to DSR-

NC. This is reasonable since the client-server model impliesa more abundant cache

availability. For this reason, DSR-LC eventually adjustsk to an average of around 1.3

in the client-server model, while it adjustsk to an average of around 2.5 in the peer-

to-peer model. Thus, in the client-server model, DSR-C with local searching radius

fixed at 1 is already close to the optimal value, and therefore, the number of RREQ

packets in DSR-C is close to that in DSR-LC. However, for the samereason illustrated

in the last paragraph, DSR-C has a large number of RREP packets when route caches

are abundant.

Another metric that is not shown in the figures but worth mentioning is the number
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Figure 4.12: Routing overhead comparisons under a high eventrate of 0.5 events/sec

and a low maximum node speed of 1m/s. This figure shows the performance of different

schemes in an abundant caching condition.

of forwarded data packets. DSR-LC shows up to 10% less data forwarding than DSR-C.

This implies that the path chosen in DSR-LC is closer to the optimal path than DSR-C.

That is because in DSR-LC, nodes can differentiate the qualityof a route cache from

the value ofPv and determine whether they should replace the old route cache or not.

In DSR-C, only the route cache lifetime is checked, which cannot accurately reflect the

real quality of a cached route.

If any of the caching optimizations, they just increase the caching availability and

the quality of the caches, similar to how the client-server model increases the quality

of the caches. Our routing scheme adjusts its parameters in response to the caching

availability conditions.

Overall, DSR-LC can achieve an overhead reduction up to 80% compared to DSR-

NC and up to 40% compared to DSR-C, depending on the caching level in the network.

When the route cache availability is moderate, DSR-LC has a largerORR compared

to DSR-C. When route caches are abundant, DSR-LC has less overhead reduction in

RREQ packets compared to DSR-C while it has much larger reduction compared to

DSR-NC. Besides, DSR-LC can restrain the number of RREP packets by adjustingpt

without degrading cache qualities, while DSR-C does not havean effective method to

control the number of RREPs.
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Figure 4.13: Routing overhead comparisons for peer-to-peerand client-server traffic

models.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we studied peer discovery with route cachesfor mobile ad hoc networks.

We proposed to adaptively adjust the local searching radiusto the current caching con-

dition. We also proposed a route cache quality measurement method to quantify the

caching condition. We showed that routing overhead from route query flooding is

greatly reduced and other routing performance metrics are also improved.

In the next chapter, we will shift our research on information retrieval from peer

discovery to the area of data routing. Although the study in this chapter also deals with

certain aspects of data routing, the goal is to reduce the cost/overhead of peer discovery.

This is different from the goal of the data routing study in the next chapter, which is to

discover “good routes” to improve the routing performance.



Chapter 5

Data Routing in Mobile Ad Hoc

Networks

In this chapter, we switch our topic from information discovery to information retrieval,

i.e., data routing. In mobile ad hoc networks, node mobilityis the major factor that af-

fects the performance of data routing. Since a link break from node mobility invalidates

all the routes containing this link, alternate routes have to be discovered once the link is

detected as broken. This new discovery phase incurs network-wide flooding of routing

requests and extended delay for packet delivery. Furthermore, the upper transport layer

may mistake this temporary route break as long term congestion and execute unnec-

essary backoffs. Since ad hoc routing protocols usually have their own retransmission

scheme for route discovery, failure of synchronization between the routing and trans-

port layers often occurs, resulting in poor overall performance.

Discovering long lifetime routes (LLRs) can reduce the impact of node mobility

and improve the overall performance compared to using randomly chosen shortest-path

routes. When a route with a longer lifetime is chosen, less frequent route discovery,

which usually involves expensive network-wide flooding, isrequired, thus less routing

overhead is incurred. The impact of long lifetime routes on upper layer protocols is

also obvious. First, an LLR can reduce the chance of a route break, thus reducing the

chance for abnormal TCP transmission behaviors observed in [27]. If two LLRs can

be provided at a time, the routing protocol can save the longer LLR as a backup and

use the shorter LLR, which usually has a shorter route length and is thus more energy-

70
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efficient, as the primary route for transmissions. The routing protocol can switch to the

longer LLR to maintain the flow of traffic when the shorter LLR breaks. Meanwhile, a

new route discovery procedure can be initiated, and when thenewly discovered LLRs

are returned, the old LLRs can be replaced.

In this chapter, we first present a global LLR algorithm (g-LLR) that discovers the

longest lifetime route at each different route length for a given pair of nodes. This

algorithm requires global knowledge and provides the optimal LLRs for analysis. The

study using g-LLR suggests to us that only LLRs with short route lengths are desirable

since they can reduce route break frequency and there is no sacrifice on packet delivery

efficiency from using more hops. Based on this principle, we propose a distributed Long

Lifetime Route (d-LLR) discovery approach that finds two LLRs, termed as the primary

LLR and the auxiliary LLR, in one best-effort discovery procedure. The primary LLR

is the LLR at the shortest route length, and the auxiliary LLRis the LLR that contains

one more hop than the shortest route. Simulations show that these two LLRs are very

similar with the LLRs discovered using g-LLR and greatly improve the overall routing

performance. Using these two LLRs, we also propose an intelligent fast-switch scheme

that maintains continuous traffic flow for upper transport layers. This is crucial for

reliable transport layer protocols and stream-based applications where the interruption

of traffic may cause abnormal behaviors and deteriorate the overall performance.

5.1 A Review of Link Lifetime Estimation

From the literature, there are two general methods to quantify the quality of a link

using link lifetime. The first method expresses link lifetime in a stochastic manner.

A link break probabilityP (t) indicates the probability that a link is broken at timet.

Fig. 5.1 shows an example ofP (t) in a Gauss-Markov scenario from [23].P (t) is a

non-decreasing function starting from 0. Obviously, as time elapses, the probability

that a link will break increases.

The second method expresses link lifetime in a deterministic manner. Link lifetime

can be estimated through the link break probability given anestimation rule, such as

from now to when the link break probability is higher than a certain threshold. The

quality of a link can be thus quantified using this estimated link lifetime. Link life-
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Figure 5.1: Link lifetime distribution in the Gauss-Markovscenario.

time can also be calculated using node location and movementestimated from signal

strength or GPS. For practical protocol designs, link lifetime quantifications are neces-

sary since it is much easier to append a value into a route message than to append an

entire probability function.

Correspondingly, route lifetime can also be expressed in both manners. Suppose a

route is composed ofn links. Using link lifetime probability, the route lifetimedistri-

butionPr(t) can be calculated as

Pr(t) = 1 −
n∏

i=1

(1 − Pi(t)) (5.1)

Pi(t) indicates the probability for linki to be broken at timet. On the contrary,1−Pi(t)

indicates the likelihood for linki to be valid att. The probability for all then links to

be valid at timet is
∏n

i=1(1 − Pi(t)), and the probability for the route to be broken at

t is one minus this value. On the other hand, using quantified link lifetime estimations,

the route lifetimelr is simply the minimum lifetime of then links.

lr = min{l1, l2, ..., ln} (5.2)

LLR determines the route query forwarding delay based on thequantification of

route lifetimes. To focus on the study of LLR, we assume that lifetime has been esti-
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mated in a quantified manner, and it can be directly appended to routing messages as

an additional field.

5.2 G-LLR: Global LLR Algorithm

The global LLR algorithm discovers the LLR at different route lengths for a given pair

of nodes in a given network. The basic idea of g-LLR is to add the link with the longest

link lifetime, then adjust the route length between each pair of nodes. Once the route

length between two nodes changes, the new route is the LLR at the new route length,

and the last added link lifetime is the route lifetime of thisLLR. This step continues

until all the links have been added to the network. Eventually, we have the LLRs at all

the different route lengths.

Suppose we are interested in investigating the LLRs between the source nodeSand

the destination nodeD. The arc setA is sorted in descending order by the lifetimec[i, j]

of the link composed of nodesi andj. We denote an edge ase or a link between nodei

andj ase[i, j] if nodei andj are connected.d[i, j] is the hop distance between nodesi

andj. dprev is the last route length recorded between the pair. The g-LLRalgorithm is

shown in Algorithm 1.

We experiment with g-LLR in different scenarios with various network parameters

such as node speed, node distance and network sizes. A general trend is discovered

from the simulations: the lifetime of LLRs increases linearly with the route length of

LLRs for non-stop random moving patterns [13], as shown in Fig. 5.2. Therefore,

there is a certain tradeoff on whether to choose an LLR with short route lengths or

to choose an LLR with long lifetime but longer route lengths.On one hand, an LLR

with a short route length can deliver packets using fewer hops, thus reducing the packet

delivery overhead. On the other hand, an LLR with a short route length also has a

shorter route lifetime and breaks faster than longer LLRs, thus increasing the routing

overhead from route discovery. Depending on traffic densityand node mobility, LLRs

with different route lengths should be chosen correspondingly. When traffic is heavy

and node mobility is low, packet delivery overhead becomes the dominating factor and

LLRs with short route lengths should be used. When traffic is light and node mobility is

high, route discovery overhead becomes dominant and LLRs with long lifetimes should
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Data: A, initial c[i, j] for each link

Result: Record of the longest lifetime achievable for routes with different hop dis-

tances{d[S,D], c[S,D]}
begin

S := ∅; S := A; dprev = ∞;

for all node pairs[i, j] ∈ N × N do

d[i, j] := ∞; pred[i, j] := 0;

end

for all nodesi ∈ N do d[i, i] := 0;

while |S| 6= A do

let e[i, j] ∈ S for which c[i, j] = max{c(e), e ∈ S};

S := S
⋃{[i, j]}; S := S − {[i, j]}; d[i, j] = d[j, i] = 1;

for each[m, n] ∈ N × N do

if d[m, n] > d[m, i] + d[i, j] + d[j, n] then

d[m, n] := d[m, i] + d[i, j] + d[j, n] andpred[m, n] := i;

end

if d[m, n] > d[m, j] + d[j, i] + d[i, n] then

d[m, n] := d[m, j] + d[j, i] + d[j, n] andpred[m, n] := j;

end
end

if d[S,D] < dprev then

dprev = d[S,D] andrecord {d[S,D],c[S,D]}
end

end
end

Algorithm 1: G-LLR algorithm.

be chosen.

For our distributed LLR design, we only attempt to discover LLRs with short route

lengths. This is for several reasons. First, it is difficult to obtain LLRs with long route

lengths in a distributed manner due to lack of global knowledge. Second, LLRs with

long route lengths may outperform LLRs with short route lengths only in network sce-

narios with very light traffic and very high node mobility. Therefore, LLRs with short

route lengths are more suitable for the majority of practical applications. Finally, errors

during link lifetime estimation will eventually be reflected by route lifetime errors. The
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Figure 5.2: The longest lifetime achievable for routes of different route lengths. A

linear tendency is shown.

longer a route is, the more likely the route lifetime is shorter than expected. There-

fore, for our distributed LLR approach, we are only interested in LLRs with short route

lengths.

5.3 D-LLR: Distributed LLR Algorithm

D-LLR can be used as an extension to most ad hoc routing protocols with minor mod-

ifications. D-LLR achieves two LLRs in a best-effort query procedure by intelligently

associating the request forwarding delay with the currently observed LLR lifetime. The

main procedure of d-LLR is similar to a typical on-demand routing protocol such as

DSR: broadcast a route request from the source node and unicast a route reply message

back from the destination node. The difference lies in the implementation details such

as routing packet format, routing update rules and LLR-REQ forwarding delay rules.

5.3.1 General procedures

In d-LLR, LLR-REQ contains a primary route that expands while the LLR-REQ prop-

agates throughout the network, similar to that in DSR. In addition, it contains an aux-
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iliary route, which does not have any impact on LLR-REQ forwarding decisions. Also

included in the LLR-REQ are the primary and auxiliary route lifetimes. These route

lifetimes are calculated at each intermediate node by choosing the minimum from the

composed estimated link lifetimes. Finally, an extra field that specifies propagation du-

ration is included in the LLR-REQ. This propagation duration indicates the time since

the LLR-REQ packet was transmitted by the source node, and it isused by intermediate

nodes to calculate the local delay time for LLR-REQ forwarding.

The procedures of d-LLR are illustrated as follows. We focuson the differences

with the procedures of DSR.

1. The source node broadcasts an LLR-REQ packet, which contains two routes: the

primary LLR and the auxiliary LLR, with their respective lifetimes. The primary

LLR is the LLR with the shortest route length, while the auxiliary LLR is the

LLR that is one hop longer than the primary LLR. Initially, these routes only

contain the source node and their lifetimes are set as 0.

2. When an intermediate node receives an LLR-REQ for the first time, it appends

itself into the prim/aux routes in the packet and records therequest locally. Then

it adjusts the lifetimes by choosing the minimum of the previous route lifetime

and its link lifetime with the previous node. Next, it schedules a local delay time

for forwarding this modified LLR-REQ based on certain delay rules (see below).

When the delay time is up, it forwards this LLR-REQ packet.

If the intermediate node receives a duplicate LLR-REQ, it willupdate the prim/aux

routes in its recorded LLR-REQ based on the LLR update rule (seebelow).

Meanwhile, it reschedules the delay time if a better route isfound and a shorter

delay should be applied. The update rule and the delay rule will be explained in

detail later. In brief, the delay rule requires routes with longer primary lifetime

to have shorter delay, and the LLR update rule requires that the auxiliary route is

longer than the primary route in both route length and route lifetime, and that the

route length should be one-hop longer than the primary LLR.

3. The destination uses the same LLR update rules when receiving LLR-REQs from

different paths. However, it simply waits enough time and then it will unicast an
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LLR-REP to the source node using the primary route with the auxiliary route

attached, just as in the normal DSR route response procedure.

5.3.2 LLR update rules

A node compares the routes in its current record with those inthe newly arrived LLR-

REQ packets. There are four routes involved in making the decision: the primary and

auxiliary LLR in the local node’s record and those in the newly arrived LLR-REQ. In

brief, the node picks the one with the longest lifetime from the shortest routes as the

primary route, and it picks the one with the longest lifetimefrom the second shortest

routes as the auxiliary route.

In more detail, there are several cases. If an LLR-REQ arrives with a shorter pri-

mary route than the recorded primary route, the new primary route will be recorded as

the primary route. The auxiliary route will be chosen from the recorded primary route

and the newly arrived auxiliary route. If an LLR-REQ arrives with a primary route of

the same route length as the recorded primary route, the primary route will be chosen

from these two routes, and the auxiliary route will be chosenbetween the recorded and

newly arrived auxiliary routes. If an LLR-REQ arrives with a longer primary route,

only the auxiliary route will be chosen between the recordedauxiliary route and the

newly arrived primary route. More details can be found in Algorithm 2.

5.3.3 Delay setup rules

To find both the primary and auxiliary routes in one discoveryprocedure, two key rules

have to be observed when setting up the LLR-REQ forwarding delay. First, intermedi-

ate nodes with a longer primary route lifetime should forward earlier so that neighbor-

ing nodes will have a better chance of incorporating this route in their auxiliary route

before they do their forwarding. Second, nodes at the same hop distance to the source

node should forward at the same pace to reduce the chance of missing a primary LLR

by forwarding the LLR-REQ too early. We illustrate how both rules help set up the

primary and the auxiliary routes using Fig. 5.3 as an example.

In Fig.5.3, the number on each link indicates the link lifetime. After nodea sends

out the LLR-REQ, the ideal scenario is that when nodec forwards the LLR-REQ, the
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Data: pTr, recorded primary lifetime;

aTr, recorded auxiliary lifetime;

pTn, newly arrived primary lifetime;

aTn, newly arrived auxiliary lifetime;

pLr, recorded primary route length;

aLr, recorded auxiliary route length;

pLn, newly arrived primary route length;

aLn, newly arrived auxiliary route length;
begin

if pLn < pLr then

aLr = min{pLr, aLn} and adjustaTr accordingly;

pLr = pLn andpTr = pTn;

else ifpLn = pLr then

aLr = min{aLr, aLn} and adjustaTr accordingly;

pTr = max{pTn, pTr};

else

aLr = min{aLr, pLn} and adjustaTr accordingly;

end
end

Algorithm 2: LLR update rules at intermediate nodes.

LLR-REQ packet should contain the quadplex

<prim route, prim lifetime, aux route, aux lifetime>

as<[a,b,c], 3, [a,d,e,c], 4>. If the first rule is violated by forwarding earlier for shorter

lifetime routes, then nodec will broadcast the LLR-REQ with [a,b,c] before receiving

the LLR-REQ from nodee, thus missing the auxiliary route. If the second rule is

violated by forwarding longer lifetime routes too fast, then nodec may forward [a,d,e,c]

before receiving the LLR-REQ from nodeb, thus missing the primary route.

The delay function also needs to avoid potential packet collisions from the MAC

layer. Neighboring nodes are likely to determine their rebroadcast time based on the

same primary lifetime value, especially when the primary route lifetime is determined

by the earlier shortest link lifetime. In Fig. 5.4, nodesb andc receive the same primary
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Figure 5.3: An example showing how the delay rules can help set up both the primary

and the auxiliary routes.
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Figure 5.4: An example showing a potential collision using the same primary lifetime.

Nodes b and c may collide when using primary lifetime 3 to calculate their forwarding

delay.

route lifetime 3 from nodea simultaneously. To avoid nodeb andc choosing the same

delay time and colliding in their transmissions to noded, jittering should be introduced

in the delay function.

In our design, a node chooses its overall delaytd based on the following function.

td = f(l; D1) + D2 × (h − 1) + U(D3) (5.3)

The first item follows the first delay rule, wherel is the primary route lifetime andD1

is the delay parameter for rule 1. Functionf is a monotonic non-increasing function of

link lifetime that determines the delay from 0 toD1 based on the primary route lifetime.

The second item indicates that nodes at the same hop distanceh to the source node

should broadcast approximately at the same time.D2 is the second delay parameter, and

it should be larger thanD1 so that nodes will not forward out of pace by the delay from

D1. The last item is the jittering to avoid collisions.D3 is the third delay parameter,

andU(D3) is a uniform distribution function from[0, D3]. D3 should be much smaller

thanD1 so that it is unlikely to alter the rule that longer lifetime routes lead to shorter

delay.
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Notice that instead of local delay,td in equation 5.3 is the overall delay from when

the source node starts the LLR-REQ to when the current node forwards the packet.

Therefore, when each node forwards the packet, it should attach the current propaga-

tion duration in the LLR-REQ packet. With this information, the next node is able to

calculate the local delay time by subtracting the propagation duration from the overall

delaytd. We do not include the initial LLR-REQ time in the LLR-REQ becausethis

would require global clock synchronization among all the nodes in the network, which

is difficult to implement.

5.3.4 Other design considerations

There are some design specific issues remaining to be discussed. First, what should

be the values for the delay parametersD1, D2 andD3, and what should be the delay

functionf? By choosing a larger value ofD1, we are able to better differentiate routes

with different lifetimes. However, sinceD2 has to be larger thanD1, the overall delay

for the route discovery will increase correspondingly. Although choosing a smaller

D1 may lead to smaller discovery delay, an even smallerD3 has to be chosen, which

may increase the chance of collisions and missing some important routes. Thus, proper

parameters have to be chosen.

For the delay functionf , a simple choice is to associate the delay linearly decreas-

ing with the link lifetime. However, since we are able to determine the route lifetime

distribution through either statistical results or analytical results [13], we could makef

biased on the most possible occurring lifetime spans instead of spreading evenly.

We tested different sets of parameters by rangingD1 from 0.01 to 0.1 seconds,

D2 from 0.1 to 1 second, andD3 = 0.01D1. We also tested two delay functions: a

simple linear function as shown in the left plot of Fig. 5.5, and a biased two-piece linear

function as shown in the right plot of Fig. 5.5. We noticed that lifetime performance

is not much affected by various parameter choices. The lifetime difference is within 2

seconds. Considering the fact that link lifetime estimationis erroneous in nature, this

minor lifetime performance difference can be easily dominated by the error. Therefore,

by default, we useD1=0.05s,D2=0.1s,D3=0.0005s, and a linear function with a cutoff

timeLt at 1000 seconds throughout the entire chapter.

A priority queue, similar to the one used in DSR, is utilized inour design. The
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Figure 5.5: The delay functionf(l; D1). On the left is a simple linear function. On the

right is a biased linear function to concentrate on the first 200 seconds.

priority queue is a necessity for LLR, especially when there is data traffic. Without the

priority queue, delay from the data in the queue will add up tothe local delay of the

LLR-REQ, which invalidates the delay rule that a longer lifetime route leads to shorter

delay.

5.4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of LLR through several groups of exper-

iments. The first group of experiments focuses on evaluatingthe route lifetimes dis-

covered using d-LLR with those discovered using g-LLR and those discovered using

DSR. This informs us how close to optimal our distributed LLR scheme performs com-

pared to a global algorithm, and how much lifetime improvement we can obtain over

random shortest-path routing. The second group of experiments compares the general

routing performance of d-LLR with that of DSR using UDP as thetransport layer pro-

tocol. Since UDP is a semi-transparent transport protocol,we are able to demonstrate

the direct advantage of LLR over random routes. The third group of experiments uses

a more widely used transport layer protocol, TCP, and reinvestigates the performance

of LLR. The last group of experiments tests the robustness andeffectiveness of d-LLR

by introducing errors to link lifetime estimations.
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5.4.1 Lifetime performance

First, we compare the route lifetimes found using g-LLR, d-LLR and DSR. Our simu-

lations are done using NS-2 [19]. We look at a fully connectednetwork by randomly

placing 100 nodes inside a network with a radius of 500m. The transmission range of

each node is 250m. Nodes move with a speed uniformly distributed from[0, 10m/s],

according to the random waypoint model with no pause time. 802.11b is used as the

MAC layer protocol and the wireless channel bandwidth is 2Mbps. We group the 100

nodes into 50 pairs and observe their initial route lifetimeat time 0. We experiment us-

ing 10 different scenarios and average the results. Link lifetimes are calculated offline

and input into each node based on node mobility pattern before the simulation.

We measure the route discovery success ratio and route lifetime for g-LLR, d-LLR

and DSR. Route discovery success ratio (RDSR) indicates the likelihood that a route

can be discovered when there exists one. Both d-LLR and DSR mayfail to discover a

route even if there exist routes between the observed pair ofnodes. This is due to the

potential collisions among flooded route request messages.Route lifetime is another

metric we observe. For DSR, we examine the route lifetime of the returned random

route. For LLR, the lifetimes to be examined are the primary lifetime (PL) and the

auxiliary lifetime (AL).

The results are shown in Table 5.1. We found that for a total of500 cases tested,

DSR can successfully discover an initial route in one discovery attempt for only about

67% of the time. On the other hand, d-LLR discovers a route in one discovery attempt

for 498 out of 500 cases, leading to a discovery ratio close to100%. The offline lifetime

results obtained using g-LLR show that routes exist betweenthe observed pairs for

all these cases. When we look into the two cases where d-LLR fails to find a route,

however, we notice that in one case, the LLR ends at 0.44s, andin the other case, the

LLR ends at 0.3s. When the LLR route is being returned by the destination, this route

is already broken. That is why d-LLR fails to discover them inthese two cases.

D-LLR is more capable of discovering routes than DSR becaused-LLR uses an

intelligent query forwarding delay scheme. By using a relatively longer delay time and

a jittering scheme, d-LLR is able to greatly reduce collisions. Also, d-LLR ensures

that nodes at the same hop distance rebroadcast at the same phase, thus propagating

the query message in a more organized ring-out pattern. Thisfurther reduces the col-
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lisions, especially when the query has been broadcasted a few hops away from the

center. Although the initial route discovery delay may become longer, fewer collisions

are incurred, and thus this one-time route set-up delay is still within the scale of a sec-

ond. Once a good route is discovered, this delay will be effectively compensated by the

extended traffic flow using the route.

As for the auxiliary LLR, d-LLR can find a route for 351 out of 500cases, resulting

in a discovery ratio of about 75%. Meanwhile, g-LLR shows that for 437 out of 500

cases, there exists an auxiliary LLR that is one hop longer than the primary LLR, and

for 33 cases, g-LLR discovers LLRs that are more than one hop longer than the primary

LLR. For the remaining 30 cases, only the primary LLR exits.

Table 5.1: Lifetime performance of DSR, g-LLR and d-LLR.

RDSR PL(s) AL(s)

DSR 67% 28.3 none

d-LLR 100% 40.26 55.4

g-LLR 100% 40.24 60.9

The average route lifetime discovered by DSR is about 28.3 seconds. The average

lifetime of the primary LLR discovered by d-LLR is 40.26s, while the average lifetime

from g-LLR is 40.24s. The primary lifetime of d-LLR is slightly larger than that of

g-LLR simply because d-LLR fails to discover the two LLRs withvery small lifetime

of 0.44 and 0.3 seconds. These two small lifetimes are not included in calculating the

average lifetime, thus resulting in seemingly abnormal lifetimes for d-LLR. Therefore,

d-LLR performs almost the same as g-LLR in terms of primary route lifetime. As for

the auxiliary route, the average lifetime from g-LLR is 60.9s, while the average auxil-

iary lifetime from d-LLR is 55.4s, only 5 seconds less than that of g-LLR. Compared to

DSR, d-LLR is able to discover a primary route that lasts 40% longer, and an auxiliary

route that lasts 100% longer. The lifetime performance improvement, which occurs

without sacrificing route length, directly leads to the routing performance improvement

to be shown in the next section.
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5.4.2 LLR routing performance with UDP

In this section, we use UDP as the transport layer protocol and investigate the routing

performance of d-LLR and DSR. UDP is a semi-transparent best-effort transport pro-

tocol, and it feeds packets to the underlying routing protocol with little modification. A

study using UDP provides direct insight into the advantage of LLR over DSR in terms

of packet delivery ratio, packet delay and energy consumption.

We will experiment using d-LLR and DSR with various options to test the effect of

each option. For d-LLR, we will investigate d-LLR with only the primary route used,

denoted as LLR. We will also investigate a fast-switch LLR scheme with the auxiliary

route reserved as a backup route. In this scheme, when the primary route is detected

as broken, the auxiliary route will be used and a new route discovery procedure will

be initiated. This auxiliary route continues to be used until a new route response is

received. A new round starts where the new primary route willbe applied, and the new

auxiliary route will serve as the new backup route. We term this fast-switch scheme

LLR-FS.

LLR attempts to discover the best route towards the destination. Therefore, interme-

diate nodes do not return route caches upon receiving a routerequest. This is because

with high node mobility, route caches are likely to be stale and invalid. If a stale route

cache is returned, a longer route discovery delay may occur.Similarly, only one route

response needs to be returned by the destination node. This route response already

contains the best-effort primary route and auxiliary routefrom the destination’s point

of view. As for DSR, we also remove the options of caching and multiple route replies.

The removal of these options is in favor of DSR because these options incur long route

discovery delay and make the connection between the source and destination unstable.

We denote this DSR with no caching as DSR-NC.

Using the same scenarios as in the previous section, we feed the 50 pairs of nodes

with traffic at a rate of one packet per second, and run each simulation for 300 sec-

onds. The average performance of Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR),Packet Delivery Delay

(PDD), and Energy Consumption Per Packet (ECPP) are shown in Table 5.2.

LLR achieves a packet delivery ratio of about 98%, while DSR-NC achieves about

95%. DSR-NC drops more packets due to more frequent and longerroute recovery.

LLR-FS has a packet delivery ratio of 98%, which is slightly lower than that of LLR.
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Table 5.2: UDP performance using DSR and LLR.

PDR PDD(s) ECPP(J)

UDP+DSR-NC 95.3% 1.226 0.15

UDP+LLR 98.3% 0.027 0.10

UDP+LLR-FS 98.0% 0.015 0.10

This is because LLR-FS may attempt to deliver a packet using aninvalid auxiliary route

due to erroneous link lifetime estimation. In the random waypoint model, a node may

change its direction and thus either extend or decrease its link lifetime with its neigh-

bors. However, earlier link lifetime estimation cannot predict this and have to estimate

link lifetime based on the previous linear mobility pattern. Thus, both the primary and

auxiliary route lifetime estimates may be erroneous. For LLR, when a primary route

breaks, only one UDP packet is lost. Upon the next UDP packet,new routes will be

discovered and the packet will be delivered successfully. For LLR-FS, however, the

first lost packet only invalidates the primary route, while the auxiliary route still exists.

The second packet will be lost if the auxiliary route is also invalid. Since a new route

discovery is initiated simultaneously with the attempt of delivering the second packet,

the third packet will definitely be delivered using new routes. Therefore, the packet de-

livery ratio of LLR-FS is slightly lower than LLR, at most one packet per route break.

However, if the auxiliary route of LLR-FS is valid, there willbe no packet delivery

delay from route discovery for the second packet and the restof the buffered packets.

From Table 5.2, the average packet delay is about 0.027s for LLR, and it is an even

lower 0.015s for LLR-FS. With the fast-switch scheme, the delay is greatly reduced

since there is almost no delay from route discovery, and the only delay is from packet

forwarding. LLR-FS sacrifices very little packet delivery ratio for a significant delay

improvement and thus achieves potential fast recovery for upper transport layer proto-

cols.

DSR, on the other hand, has an average delay as large as 1.23 seconds. This long

delay is mostly due to the delay from route discovery. When a RREQmessage arrives

at the destination, it is very likely that the local area has high contention from flooded

RREQ messages. An ARP process may also be required if a node does not recognize
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its neighbors. Therefore, the RREP message may not be returnedto the source node

in a timely manner, and the source node will back off its next route discovery attempt.

Packets during the backoff will be buffered at the source node, and the delay for these

packets eventually adds up if several route discovery attempts fail. For a similar reason,

the energy consumption of DSR is about 50% more than that of LLR due to more

frequent route breaks and more route discovery attempts.

5.4.3 LLR routing performance with TCP

The advantages of LLR can be further revealed when LLR is functioning with a more

widely used transport layer protocol, TCP. Previous studieshave shown that it is diffi-

cult to cooperate TCP with DSR without modifications to these protocols [27]. Packet

flow may completely stop and become very hard to recover once aroute breaks. The

reason lies in both ends of TCP and DSR. For TCP, route breaks may be mistaken for

network congestion, and thus TCP may perform an unnecessary slow start once it does

not receive a TCP acknowledgement. For DSR, the excessive usage of cache may bring

about very long route discovery delays. The combination of both drawbacks causes the

TCP performance to be unacceptable for highly mobile scenarios.

Most solutions attempt to solve this problem through a cross-layer design by ex-

plicitly differentiating network congestion from link failure [27, 45, 69]. However, the

problem can only be partially solved. If a TCP acknowledgement is lost en-route, the

source node cannot learn of the link failure, and thus still has to initiate a slow start.

Considering the fact that TCP/IP has existed for decades and isa solid and mature pro-

tocol, we believe that a more practical approach should start from the routing protocols

themselves.

We do not intend to test all combinations of TCP and DSR approaches in this sec-

tion. Instead, we test two fundamental options. The first option is the same no caching

option as in the previous section, which is to completely remove caches from DSR to

ensure instant route discovery. The second option is to forbid TCP to backoff when an

acknowledgement is not received due to temporary route break, termed as TCP-NB (No

Backoff). This is essentially the same idea as explicitly differentiating link breaks with

network congestion. For d-LLR, we test the same basic LLR scheme and the advanced

LLR scheme with fast switch LLR-FS.
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The performance of these schemes at a packet rate of one packet per second is

shown in Table 5.3. As we mentioned earlier, if the default TCPand DSR is used, TCP

barely recovers from the unsynchronized backoff schemes with DSR. The performance

under these circumstances is very poor as shown in the first row. The packet delivery

ratio is only around 56%. Many packets are still buffered, waiting for a route to be

discovered when the simulation ends.

In DSR-NC, we remove the caching technique and allow source nodes to discover a

route that is guaranteed to be valid. With caching removed, TCP is better able to deliver

packets, providing a 92% packet delivery ratio. If we further remove the slow start

scheme from TCP, the packet delivery ratio is further improved to 99% in the scheme

TCP-NB+DSR-NC. TCP probes periodically when a route breaks, and once a route

is discovered, TCP can start its transmission with minimal waiting time. Therefore,

almost every packet can be delivered at the end of the simulation. This better packet

delivery performance results in a higher energy consumption since more efforts are

made to discover routes and push the traffic flow forward.

Table 5.3: TCP performance using DSR and LLR with a traffic rateof one packet per

second.

PDR PDD(s) ECPP(J)

TCP+DSR 56.7% 0.035 0.307

TCP+DSR-NC 91.7% 0.118 0.467

TCP-NB+DSR-NC 99.4% 0.130 0.554

TCP+LLR 99.9% 0.031 0.413

TCP+LLR-FS 99.9% 0.020 0.426

On the other hand, d-LLR achieves high packet delivery ratiowithout any need to

modify TCP. Since new good routes can be discovered immediately and routes do not

break very often, TCP barely needs to back off. As a result, thepacket delay is as

low as 0.031 seconds, mostly just from packet forwarding. Ifwe apply the fast-switch

technique to LLR, the traffic becomes more continuous, and thepacket delivery ratio

becomes even higher. Packet delivery delay is further reduced since TCP no longer

needs to wait for a route to be discovered. LLR-FS switches to an auxiliary LLR when
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the primary LLR breaks, and when new packets arrive from TCP, new routes have

already been discovered and the new primary LLR will be used for the rest of the

transmissions until it breaks again. Similarly, energy consumption is less than DSR

due to fewer route discovery attempts.

We also tested a higher packet rate of 10 packets per second. The results are shown

in Table 5.4. When a larger packet rate is applied, the advantage of LLR becomes

less obvious since more packets can be delivered once a routeis discovered. These

packets will smooth out and reduce the effect of high delay and energy consumption

from route discovery. Nevertheless, we can still obtain better packet delivery, lower

delay and better energy consumption using LLR. The advantageof continuous packet

flows from LLR-FS over the basic LLR becomes more obvious sincemore packets have

to be buffered in LLR when no fast switching is available.

Table 5.4: TCP performance using DSR and LLR with a traffic rateof ten packets per

second.

PDR PDD(s) ECPP(J)

TCP+DSR 58.8% 0.023 0.275

TCP+DSR-NC 88.7% 0.070 0.375

TCP-NB+DSR-NC 98.8% 0.065 0.414

TCP+LLR 97.5% 0.019 0.382

TCP+LLR-FS 99.7% 0.017 0.388

5.4.4 LLR performance with inaccurate link lifetime estimation

In the previous studies, even though a link lifetime can be altered by nodes changing

directions, we assume that link lifetime is accurately estimated if there are no such

unpredictable changes. However, link lifetime estimationbased on signal strength in-

evitably introduces errors from wireless channels, even ifnodes do not change their

directions. In order to discover how LLR is affected by theseerrors, we introduce

link lifetime errors into our link lifetime estimates and reinvestigate the performance of

LLR.
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We assume that the path loss of the signal strength follows the shadowing model

from [16].

PL(d)[dB] = P0(d0) + 10n log(
d

d0

) + Xσ (5.4)

In this equation, the path lossPL is related to three components. The first component,

P0, is the received power at a reference distanced0. The second component is related to

the distanced between the transceivers and the path-loss exponentn. This component

indicates the general trend of attenuation with distance. Typically, n is assumed to be 2

for the free space model and 4 for the two-ray ground model. The last component,Xσ,

is a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random variable (in dB) with standard deviationσ.

Xσ describes the randomness from shadowing.

Fig. 5.6 shows an example of link lifetime estimation distribution using 7 signal

samples. We choosen = 2.7 andσ = 11.8 from [55]. The X-axis is the estimated

link lifetime referring to the normalized link lifetime. The Y-axis is the probability

distribution of the estimated link lifetime. This figure canbe explained as the link

lifetime estimation error pattern, and it can be used to calculated the estimated link

lifetime. For example, when the real link lifetime is 3, the link lifetime input to LLR

could be 0.9 times the actual link lifetime, resulting in an estimated link lifetime of0.9×
30 = 2.7s. Or, it could be 1.4 times the actual link lifetime, resulting in an estimated

link lifetime of 4.2 seconds. However, according to the estimation distribution pattern,

the likelihood of estimating the lifetime as 2.7 seconds should be about 7 times that of

estimating the link lifetime as 4.2 seconds.

The performance of LLR with TCP using erroneous link lifetimeestimation is

shown in Table 5.5. As expected, the performance of LLR is degraded by the erro-

neous link lifetime estimation. The packet delivery ratio drops even lower than the

DSR-NR scheme. The LLR-FS, however, is much more robust in maintaining a good

performance. Despite the fact that the real lifetime of the primary LLR is likely to be

lower than expected, the auxiliary route lifetime is still very likely to be larger than

the primary route lifetime. Therefore, when a route breaks,the traffic flow still can be

continuous.

LLR-FS actually provides an automatic tradeoff method between energy and link

lifetime estimation accuracy. When lifetime estimation is accurate, LLR-FS is both

energy-efficient and ensures continuous traffic flows. When lifetime estimation be-
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Figure 5.6: Link lifetime estimation error pattern. The X-axis indicates the normalized

link lifetime estimation. The Y-axis indicates the probability distribution of lifetime

estimation. For example, when the real lifetime is 3, the likelihood of estimation as 2.7

is 7 times that of estimation as 4.2.

comes inaccurate, LLR-FS still ensures continuous traffic flow, but it requires more

frequent route searches. In other words, LLR-FS is self-adaptive to the accuracy of the

current link lifetime estimation method. Therefore, it cancooperate with current life-

time estimation schemes to improve the overall ad hoc networking performance without

sacrificing the integrity of the existing TCP protocols and networking stacks.

Table 5.5: TCP performance using LLR with inaccurate link lifetime estimation for

different traffic rates.

PDR PDD(s) ECPP(J)

TCP+LLR-1 98.7% 0.043 0.431

TCP+LLR-FS-1 99.0% 0.028 0.445

TCP+LLR-10 87.0% 0.022 0.374

TCP+LLR-FS-10 99.2% 0.021 0.388
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5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we propose LLR, a long lifetime route discovery approach to improve

the performance of ad hoc networks without modifying existing network stacks and

protocols. A global LLR algorithm is proposed to study the statistical behavior of long

lifetime routes, and a distributed LLR approach is proposedto implement LLR for

practical design. Simulation results show that LLR is able to improve the performance

of ad hoc networks with high mobility. LLR can take advantageof existing link lifetime

estimation technologies. It automatically adapts to different estimation schemes by

trading off energy consumption with link lifetime estimation accuracy. D-LLR can be

applied to most ad hoc routing protocols as an extension, andit does not require any

modification on TCP and existing network architecture.



Chapter 6

Data Routing in Wireless Sensor

Networks

Data routing in wireless sensor networks is essentially different from that in mobile

ad hoc networks. Rather than maintaining energy efficiency for each individual node

as in mobile ad hoc networks, it is more important to maintaina balance of power

consumption in sensor networks so that certain nodes do not die much earlier than

others, leading to unmonitored areas in the network.

Previous research has shown that because of the characteristics of wireless chan-

nels, multi-hop forwarding between a data source and a data sink is often more energy

efficient than direct transmission. Based on the energy modelof a specific sensor node

platform, there exists an optimal transmission range that minimizes overall power con-

sumption in the network. When using such a fixed transmission range in general ad hoc

networks, energy consumption is fairly balanced, especially in mobile networks, since

the data sources and sinks are typically assumed to be distributed throughout the area

where the network is deployed. However, in sensor networks,where many applications

require a many-to-one (covergecast) traffic pattern in the network, energy imbalance

becomes a very important issue, as a hot spot is created around the data sink, or base

station. The nodes in this hot spot are required to forward a disproportionately high

amount of traffic and typically die at a very early stage. If wedefine the network life-

time as the time when the first subregion of the environment (or a significant portion of

the environment) is left unmonitored, then the residual energy of the other sensors at

92
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this time can be seen as wasted.

Many network deployment and relative data routing strategies have been researched

to extend network lifetime by mitigating the hot spot aroundthe data sink and balancing

the energy consumption within the network. Variable transmission power control is

considered to reduce the burden of nodes in the hot spot by allowing nodes at farther

distances to transmit over a long distance directly to the data sink [70]. Deploying relay

nodes around the data sink to help forward the traffic is also considered in [11, 22].

In LEACH [25], sensors organize clusters to take advantage ofdata aggregation and

variable transmission range power control. The focus of network deployment must

shift to the data sink when the capability of sensors is limited. Multiple data sinks can

be deployed to take over a certain sub-region of the entire area [25, 39, 68], or a mobile

data sink roaming within the network can be deployed [33, 35,40, 59, 66].

Despite these various strategies, there is no general data routing framework to eval-

uate the maximum lifetime obtainable by different network deployment strategies and

to evaluate their actual deployment cost (i.e., monetary cost). In this chapter, we for-

mulate the data routing problem for sensor networks and analyze the limits of network

lifetime for different types of sensor network scenarios and corresponding network de-

ployment strategies. Since applying a more complex strategy may introduce extra cost,

we also provide a simple yet effective cost model to explore the cost tradeoff for using

advanced solutions. Proposing a general data routing analysis framework for different

sensor deployment plans and including the cost factor during analysis are the two major

contributions described in this chapter.

6.1 Data Routing Models

Our goal in this work is twofold. First, we provide a general data routing model for

different network deployment strategies to determine the optimal lifetime possible for

that strategy. Then, in order to compare across different strategies, we determine a

normalized lifetime and the corresponding cost to achieve agiven lifetime goal. This

will enable sensor network designers to select the most cost-efficient solution to meet a

particular lifetime goal for their sensor network.

We begin by discussing several different strategies for sensor network deployment
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and some assumptions we make in order to accommodate these strategies in our model.

6.1.1 Deployment strategy options

Several key parameters can be used to describe sensor network data routing strategies.

These parameters include the following.

1. Sensor capabilities. In some cases, sensors have a non-adjustable transmission

power and thus a fixed transmission range, while in other cases, sensors equipped

with more advanced transceivers may vary their transmission ranges by using

different transmission powers.

2. Base station options. Some sensor networks are deployed with a fixed base sta-

tion that cannot change its physical location. However, another deployment op-

tion is to utilize a mobile base station that changes its physical location over

time. A third option is to deploy multiple base stations, where each base station

can collect all of the data for a period of time or some of the data for the entire

network duration.

3. Initial energy assignment. The initial energy assignment for each sensor reflects

how much freedom a sensor network deployment strategy has. When the deploy-

ment is in a controlled manner, nodes can be assigned different levels of initial

energy depending on their locations and their roles in the network. For general

sensor network deployments, however, we usually assume that the initial energy

of all the sensors is the same. This might be true especially when sensors are

manufactured in large quantities without differentiation.

4. Sensor locations. Similarly, the location of sensors, relay nodes and data sinks

depend on how much freedom a sensor network deployment has. If the deploy-

ment is under full control, more sensors can be placed where energy is needed,

and relay nodes can be placed in areas likely to receive the most traffic.

5. Traffic generation pattern. The traffic generation pattern is closely related to the

sensing application. For environmental monitoring applications, e.g., temper-

ature monitoring, sensors may generate samples at the same rate. The traffic
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generation pattern is uniform in this type of network. For intruder detection ap-

plications where an intruder is expected to be detected at the farthest end from

the base station, more traffic is expected to be generated at far distances. The

traffic generation pattern is thus non-uniform in this case.

A good data routing strategy should resolve energy imbalance while maintaining

high energy efficiency for a given network deployment. We list some potential sensor

network deployment strategies in Table 6.1, labeled asDS1 throughDS6. We do not

intend to list every possible deployment strategy in Table 6.1, but rather merely to

highlight the characteristics of these strategies and the design directions for data routing

for these strategies.

A sensor network is deployed to provide a certain quality of service for a maximum

lifetime using a minimum cost. Although the more complex deployment strategies

listed in Table 6.1 may provide much longer network lifetimes, the extra cost of sen-

sor hardware, base station hardware, and incurred deployment complexity may lead to

a disproportionate increase in deployment cost. While maximizing network lifetime

is most often the desired research goal, the ultimate goal for a real sensor network

deployment plan is to reduce network deployment cost per network lifetime without

sacrificing quality of service. Therefore, cost must be considered along with network

lifetime during the analysis of different deployment strategies.

Table 6.1: Sensor network deployment strategies, the corresponding scenarios and the

potential difficulty.

Strategies Scenario: {Traffic, Sensors, Energy, Sink} Difficulty

DS1: Power control {uniform, uniform, uniform, single/static} Complex transceiver

DS2: Mobile base station {uniform, uniform, uniform,single/mobile} BS mobility

DS3: Multiple data sinks/clustering {uniform, uniform, uniform,multiple/static} Extra BS

DS4: Non-uniform energy assignment {uniform, uniform,non-uniform, single/static} Individual energy assignment

DS5: Non-uniform relay/sensor nodes {uniform,heterogeneous,uniform, single/static} Sensor/relay placement

DS6: Non-uniform traffic {non-uniform, uniform, uniform, single/static} Case dependent
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6.1.2 Assumptions

To generalize the data routing model and obtain a true upper bound on network lifetime

for different deployment strategies, we have made several simplifications. Specifically,

we focus on energy dissipation through wireless communications rather than sensing,

and we ignore the potential overhead from multiple network layers by assuming perfect

scheduling. These assumptions enable us to evaluate these strategies at a high level.

First, we assume that the power consumption of sensor nodes is dominated by com-

munication costs, as opposed to sensing and processing costs. This assumption is rea-

sonable for many types of sensor nodes that require very little energy, such as pressure

and temperature sensors. We also ignore the overhead that would typically be intro-

duced by the routing layer. However, for long lasting sensornetworks with little or no

mobility, route updates should be performed infrequently and should not significantly

affect the overall power consumption in the network. We havealso ignored any po-

tential overhead at the MAC layer. Due to the scarce energy supplies in sensor nodes,

TDMA scheduling is commonly proposed for use in the MAC layerof sensor networks.

Because of the low data rates expected in many sensor network applications, even lo-

calized TDMA scheduling (as opposed to globally coordinated scheduling) should not

induce much communication overhead in the form of collisions and necessary retrans-

missions. Furthermore, TDMA scheduling can eliminate mostoverhead introduced by

idle listening and overhearing. As with the overhead associated with routing updates,

the establishment of schedules can take place very infrequently and should not con-

tribute significantly to overall power consumption. Finally, we assume that the chan-

nels are lossless. Although lossy channels will induce retransmissions for reliable data

delivery, they have the same effect on all strategies and do not affect the relative lifetime

performance of these strategies.

6.2 Generalized Data Routing Model for Lifetime and

Cost Analysis

We propose a generalized data routing model for both lifetime and cost analysis to

provide a complete network deployment strategy evaluation. During lifetime analysis,
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we determine the maximum network lifetime and normalized lifetime for a given net-

work deployment strategy. This reveals the potential energy efficiency of a network

deployment strategy. During cost analysis, we determine the overall monetary cost of

a network deployment strategy. We include the extra cost of using a more complex

deployment strategy and evaluate whether the improved energy efficiency is worth the

extra cost incurred.

For quick reference, Table 6.2 lists the parameters we use inthis chapter. These pa-

rameters include general network parameters, the key parameters of different network

deployment strategies, the variables used during our lifetime and cost analysis, and the

power model parameters.

6.2.1 Data routing model

In our data routing model, a set ofN sensors is deployed in a region in order to mon-

itor some physical phenomenon. We refer to the complete set of sensors that has been

deployed asS = {s1 . . . sN}. Nodei generates traffic at a rate ofrg(i) bits per sec-

ond. All these data must eventually reach a single data sink,labeleds0. The power

consumption model is adopted from [25] where the amount of energy to transmit a bit

can be represented asEt = Ee + ǫdα, and the amount of energy to receive a bit can be

represented asEr = Ee. Ee represents the electronics energy,ǫ is determined by the

transmitter amplifier’s efficiency and the channel conditions, andα represents the path

loss exponent.

We adopt a common lifetime definition as the time when the firstsensor dies. This

lifetime definition, proposed in [7], is widely utilized in the sensor network research

field. The purpose of our model is to discover the data routingpattern to achieve max-

imum network lifetimeL given a fixed deployment strategy and network scenario pa-

rameters. We assume that the network scenario, which includes parameters such as

traffic generation patternrg(i), node distancesd(i, j) and the maximum transmission

distancedmax, is known. The model is able to determine the maximum networklifetime

L by discovering the amount of traffic each sensor should distribute to the other sensors

in order to balance energy dissipation among the sensors. This traffic distribution is

denoted byt(i, j), indicating the traffic that sensorsi transmits to sensorsj.1

1Note thatt(i, i) = 0 ∀ i.
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Table 6.2: Key notations used throughout this chapter.

GENERAL

N Total number of sensors

si Sensor i, i ∈ {1, · · · , N}
s0 Base station

λa Minimum sensor coverage density

λe Energy density

A Network area

KEY PARAMETERS

rg(i) Traffic generation rate of sensor i

E(i) Initial energy of sensor i

dmax Maximum transmission distance

LIFETIME ANALYSIS

e(i) Energy consumption of sensor i

t(i, j) Amount of traffic that sensor j forwards for sensor i

T Matrix representation of t(i, j)

d(i, j) Distance between sensors i and j

dt(i, j) Transmission distance between sensors i and j

L Sensor network Lifetime

L̃ Normalized sensor network lifetime

COST ANALYSIS

C Overall deployment Cost

Cs Cost of sensors

Ce Extra cost

POWER MODEL

Ee Energy consumption from electronic overhead

Et Energy consumption for each bit transmitted

Er Energy consumption for each bit received

ǫ Transmitter amplifier coefficient

α Path loss exponent

ET Total energy
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During network lifetimeL, sensorsi will generate a total ofrg(i)L traffic. The first

constraint of our problem, related to the conservation of data flow at all sensor nodes,

is

∑N

j=1 t(j, i) + rg(i)L =
∑N

j=1 t(i, j) + t(i, 0) ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N} (6.1)

Equation 6.1 says that all the traffic received atsi plus the traffic generated atsi must

be transmitted to other sensorssj or to the data sink,s0. The energy expense for sensor

si is from both transmitting and receiving data, and it can be expressed as

e(i) =
∑N

j=1 Eet(j, i) +
∑N

j=0 [Ee + ǫdα
t (i, j)]t(i, j) (6.2)

Therefore, the second constraint, related to the initial energy at each sensor,E(i), is,

e(i) ≤ E(i) ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N} (6.3)

The third constraint, related to the maximum transmission rangedmax of each sensor,

depends on whether nodes are capable of transmission power control. If so, then the

transmit power required to deliver a packet from sensorsi to sj will be controlled in

such a way that the transmission distancedt(i, j) equals the physical distanced(i, j) as

long asd(i, j) ≤ dmax.

dt(i, j) = d(i, j) if d(i, j) ≤ dmax ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N},∀j ∈ {0, · · · , N}
(6.4)

If nodes must use a fixed transmission rangedmax, then the constraint simply becomes

dt(i, j) = dmax if d(i, j) ≤ dmax ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N},∀j ∈ {0, · · · , N}
(6.5)

Note that ifd(i, j) > dmax then there is no link between sensorssi andsj (i.e.,t(i, j) =

0).

The last constraint, related to the energy distribution at each sensor, depends on

whether energy can be freely assigned to each sensor. If so, then the total energy con-

sumption of all the sensor satisfies

N∑

i=1

E(i) = ET (6.6)
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If sensors are initially assigned the same amount of energy,then

E(i) =
ET

N
∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N} (6.7)

The optimal network lifetime can be obtained using a linear programming approach

that sets the constraints as in Equations 6.1, 6.3, 6.4 (or 6.5) and 6.6 (or 6.7), and sets

the goal of maximizingL. The linear program finds the maximum lifetimeL for a given

scenario, and it also discovers the traffic distribution matrix t(i, j), indicating how this

lifetime can be obtained through intelligent traffic distribution.

6.2.2 Lifetime analysis

While the lifetimeL found in the previous section allows us to determine an absolute

maximum time that the network can operate, this value is highly dependent on the

network scenario parameters, including the network area, the required density of active

sensors, the energy density, and the data generation rate. In order to obtain a more

general understanding of the energy efficiency of differentdeployment strategies, we

propose a normalized network lifetimẽL, which measures how many total bits can be

transported on the network per unit of energy. Similar sensing tasks should result in the

same normalized network lifetime for a given sensor networkdeployment strategy.

A typical sensing task can be described as the requirement tomonitor an area and to

provide a certain quality of service for a certain period. For example, suppose we want

to monitor the temperature of a region for one year with a temperature sample rate of

once per hour. Design parameters of this task include the area of the region (A), the

average traffic generation rate among active sensors (r̄g), and the monitoring period or

network lifetime (L). These parameters affect the absolute lifetime, and they should be

factored out during the calculation of the normalized network lifetime.

In sensor networks, the minimum number of sensors that are required to cover an

area can be calculated. We denote this minimum sensor coverage density asλa. How-

ever, more sensors may be deployed, and they can rotate theirsensing time while main-

taining the same network coverage [21, 51, 63, 67]. Once the network is fully covered,

network lifetime can be arbitrarily increased by simply putting more energy into the

network. This can be realized by scaling up the deployed sensor density, or increas-

ing the initial energy per sensor. Network lifetime can alsobe increased by reducing
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the traffic generation rate among active sensors. Therefore, a normalized lifetimẽL

that accounts for the total energy consumption by considering the above factors can be

expressed as

L̃ = L(
r̄gλa

λe

) (6.8)

whereλa represents the minimum sensor coverage density,r̄g represents the average

bit rate among active sensors2, λe represents the energy density of the network, andL

is the lifetime achievable with the given scenarios parameters.

In terms of units,L is measured in seconds,r̄g is measured in bits per second,λa is

measured in the number of sensors per meter squared, andλe is measured in Joules per

meter squared.̃L is thus measured in terms of bits per Joule, which explicitlyindicates

the energy efficiency of a particular deployment strategy for a given network scenario

(area to be monitored).̃L excludes factors such as traffic generation rate and sensor

density, and thus it enables us to compare the energy efficiency of different deployment

strategies.

6.2.3 Cost analysis

Normalized lifetime only reflects the energy efficiency of different deployment plans.

However, there are certain hidden costs associated with different deployment strategies

in addition to the normal sensor deployment costs. Our cost analysis explores this

hidden cost that is oftentimes overlooked, and it enables the evaluation of different

deployment strategies from a complete monetary cost perspective.

In order to fairly evaluate and compare different deployment strategies, we fix all

the network scenario parameters and determine the cost for aparticular deployment

strategy to meet a target lifetime goal. We denote byP the network parameters for

a particular scenario, such thatP is the parameter set tuple[A, r̄g, λa], whereA is

the network area,̄rg is a vector representing the data generation rate of each active

sensor, andλa is the required sensing density to meet the application quality of service

requirements. For a particular deployment strategyDSi, givenP and a target network

lifetime goalL, we can calculate the number of required sensorsN as follows.

2Note thatr̄g is different fromrg(i) in thatrg(i) represents the overall traffic generation rate of sensor

i, while r̄g represents the average traffic generation rate when a sensoris active.
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N(DSi) =

{
Lr̄gλaA

L̃E
i = 1, 2, 3

λaA i = 4, 5
(6.9)

This tells us how many sensor nodes must be deployed for a particular deployment

strategyDSi given network scenarioP in order to meet the quality of service goal

set byλa and the lifetime goalL. For deployment strategiesDS1, DS2, andDS3,

where each node has a uniform data generation raterg and a uniform initial energyE,

Equation 6.9 determines the number of sensors that are needed based on the normalized

lifetime L̃, while for deployment strategiesDS4 andDS5, Equation 6.9 specifies that

the minimum number of sensors that support the application quality of service (sensing

density) should be deployed since unequal energy (DS4) and deployment of relay nodes

(DS5) can be used to ensure that the lifetime goal is met3.

More intelligent deployment strategies will have a higher normalized lifetime (i.e.,

they will be more energy-efficient and carry more traffic per unit of energy) and thus

have a lower number of sensorsN(DSi) that need to be deployed to meet the target

lifetime. Thus, the deployment cost from sensors,Cs(DSi), is lowered. However, these

complex strategies may have higher extra deployment costCe(DSi). Furthermore, for

different deployment strategies, the cost for normal sensors cs(DSi) will be different.

For, example, if non-uniform initial energy is needed (deployment strategyDS4), then

the cost to manufacture the sensors will be higher and vary between sensors. The total

cost for the sensors isCs(DSi) = cs(DSi)N(DSi), and the overall deployment cost

C(DSi) becomes

C(DSi) = Ce(DSi) + Cs(DSi) (6.10)

Our cost analysis is simple yet effective, and it allows network designer to compare

different deployment strategies on an equal basis.

3The number of sensors can always be scaled up to meet the lifetime goal when sensor energy capacity

is limited.
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Figure 6.1: A one-dimensional regular spaced topology network. Nodes are equally

spaced in this scenario.

6.3 A Case Study for the Simplest Deployment Strat-

egy: DS1

We begin our data routing study for the simplest, most commonsensor network de-

ployment scenario,DS1 in Table 6.1. For this deployment strategy, the only option to

reduce the effects of the hot spot problem and maximize network lifetime is to employ

transmission power control. We are interested in discovering how the optimal lifetime,

found through intelligent data routing, is affected by network size and the maximum

transmission range.

We start our study with a one-dimensional network deployment, which may occur

in such applications as highway traffic congestion monitoring or boundary monitoring.

In this network, nodes are separated by a distance ofδ, leading to the data sink, as

depicted in Fig. 6.1. We assign nodes the same initial energyE(i) = 1 Joule and the

same traffic generation raterg(i) = 1 bit per second. In all the simulations and analysis,

we use values ofEe = 50 nJ/bit andǫ = 100 pJ/bit/m2.

To obtain the maximum achievable network lifetime, we first assume that nodes

can adjust their transmit power large enough to cover the entire network. This is im-

plemented in our data routing model by settingdmax = ∞. Equations 6.1, 6.3, 6.4

and 6.7 are the constraints for the linear program, and the linear program provides us

the maximum achievable network lifetime for this strategy,which is shown in Fig. 6.2

using circles. If we maintain the same node density/spacingand increase the network

radius from 75m to 250m by adding more nodes to the network, the lifetime decreases

from about4.3 × 106 seconds to about9.9 × 105 seconds, as shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Network lifetime as a function of network radiusfor the optimal power

control scheme, the fixed transmission power scheme and the heuristic power control

scheme in a one-dimensional scenario. X-axis indicates network radius, and Y-axis

indicates the maximum achievable network lifetime. “Opt PC”represents the optimal

power control scheme, “fixed” represents the fixed transmission power scheme, and

“heu PC” represents the heuristic power control scheme.

Although the traffic distribution matrixT is not shown here, a general trend on

data routing can be observed from it. Nodes that are very close to the base station

simply transmit directly to the base station. Nodes at farther distances transmit most of

their packets over multiple hops and send the rest of their packets directly to the base

station over long distances. The amount of packets sent overlong distances decreases

as nodes are farther from the base station. For more details on the analysis of the traffic

distribution, readers are referred to [49].

In a real network, the optimal power control scheme would introduce large in-

terference over long distances and make scheduling difficult. It also requires much

more complex transceivers to be installed on sensors. In many scenarios, sensors are

equipped with transmitters of fixed transmitting powers. Toinvestigate the performance

of this fixed transmit power scheme, we use Equations 6.1, 6.3, 6.5 and 6.7 as the con-
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straints and rerun the simulations. The results are shown using diamonds in Fig. 6.2.

Power control scheme with unlimited transmission coverageis unrealistic, and thus

is only of theoretical value. To avoid interference from large transmit powers and to

reduce the complexity of scheduling protocols, we propose aheuristic power con-

trol scheme that allows nodes to transmit using a fixed limited transmission power

for forwarding transmissions, while they use transmissionpower control for the last-

mile transmission when they are able to send their traffic directly to the base station.

Translated into our model, the third constraint is modified to: for ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N} and

∀j ∈ {1, · · · , N}

dt(i, j) = dmax if d(i, j) ≤ dmax

dt(i, 0) = d(i, 0) if d(i, 0) ≤ dmax

(6.11)

The lifetime performance of this heuristic power control scheme is shown in Fig. 6.2

using stars. The optimal lifetime for the fixed transmissionrange scheme and the

heuristic power control scheme is obtained through brute force on all possible trans-

mission ranges. By comparing the optimal power control scheme (legend as “opt PC”),

the fixed transmission range scheme (legend as “fixed”) and the heuristic power con-

trol scheme (legend as “heu PC”,) we can see that the heuristicpower control scheme

performs somewhere between the optimal power control scheme and the fixed scheme.

It always performs better than the fixed transmission range scheme due to the energy

savings at the last hop to the base station. However, the improvement from the optimal

power control scheme compared to the heuristic power control scheme is not signifi-

cant.

The above conclusions are drawn based on one-dimensional regularly spaced net-

works. We have also simulated two-dimensional networks using a circular grid sce-

nario as shown in Fig. 6.3. Such two-dimensional networks can be modeled as a one-

dimensional field with nonuniform spacing. With very dense sensor deployment, we

can assume that sensors will always send their packets within an infinitesimally thin an-

gle toward the data sink, as shown in Fig. 6.4(a). Since the number of nodesN within

the distancer from the data sink satisfiesN ∝ r2 for two-dimensional networks, when

mapped onto a one-dimensional space, the distance of a node to the data sink should be

proportional to the square root of the node index, as shown inFig. 6.4(b).

Energy consumption imbalance becomes even more serious in two-dimensional net-
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Figure 6.3: The 2-D circular grid topology. 180 nodes are placed within the circle area

in this plot.

(a)

N D
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(b)

Figure 6.4: Two-dimensional sensor field (a) and its one-dimensional modeling (b).
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Figure 6.5: Network lifetime as a function of network radiusfor the optimal power

control scheme, the fixed transmission power scheme and the heuristic power control

scheme in a two-dimensional scenario. X-axis indicates network radius, and Y-axis

indicates the maximum achievable network lifetime. “Opt PC”represents the optimal

power control scheme, “fixed” represents the fixed transmission power scheme, and

“heu PC” represents the heuristic power control scheme.

works since more nodes are located far from the base station,as can be seen from its

1-D modeling in Fig. 6.4 (b). In the optimal solution, more packets are transmitted over

long distances to use up the residual energy of nodes far fromthe base station. As can

be expected, the lifetime performance improvement from theoptimal power control to

the heuristic power control scheme is more limited in this scenario. Fig. 6.5 proves

our conjecture by comparing the performance of the optimal power control scheme,

the fixed transmission power scheme and the heuristic power control scheme for two-

dimensional grid networks. The heuristic scheme performs very close to the optimal

power control scheme, especially when the network radius islarge.

In general, the network lifetime improvement from the optimal power control scheme

is not significant compared to a heuristic scheme with transmission powers fixed most

of the time. This is especially true when energy imbalance becomes worse such as
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when the network size increases or when utilizing two dimensional networks.

Early studies [9, 18] show that the ideal energy-efficient transmission range should

be set asd∗ = α

√
2Ee

(α−1)ǫ
, which results in a value ofd∗ = 32m for our energy dissipa-

tion model. This optimal transmission range is derived for general ad hoc networks and

is energy-efficient for general transmissions. However, traffic flows in general ad hoc

networks are assumed to be randomly distributed within the network rather than con-

verging to a single base station as in sensor networks. Thus,this fixed optimal solution

may not be suitable for sensor networks.

If we take a closer look at the fixed transmission range scheme, we notice that when

the first node (the one closest to the base station) dies, there is still some energy left

in the remaining nodes, especially those nodes far from the base station. The residual

energy increases as the node distance to the base station increases since nodes at far

distances have many fewer packets to forward. In the optimalpower control scheme, we

notice that most of the traffic is still forwarded around the ideal transmission distance

d∗. Sensors manage to increase the network lifetime by using uptheir residual energy

transmitting some extra packets directly towards the base station over long distance,

lightening the load on the nodes closer to the base station. However, these transmissions

are very energy-inefficient, and only a very few extra packets can be transmitted in this

manner.

Therefore, a good strategy should strive to achieve energy efficiency and energy

balance simultaneously. On one hand, it should allow nodes to transmit their packets

using the optimal transmission range as much as possible. Onthe other hand, a good

strategy should simultaneously allow nodes to use up all of their energy. Given the

limited freedom on the key parameters, even the optimal datarouting cannot achieve

both goals for the given deployment strategy. Therefore, inthe next section, we will

evaluate other strategies and investigate how well they meet both goals.

6.4 Comparison of Different Deployment Strategies

In the previous section, we saw that transmission power control cannot provide much

lifetime extension compared with a fixed transmission powerapproach. However, for

deployment strategyDS1, this is the only option for extending network lifetime. In this
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section, we investigate how well each of the other strategies listed in Table 6.1 improve

network lifetime. Correspondingly, we will evaluate these strategies using the general

terms normalized lifetime and deployment cost, defined in Section 6.2.

In this section, we focus on the two-dimensional grid network as shown in Fig. 6.3.

First, we use an arbitrary sample scenario to determine the normalized lifetime for

each strategy. In the sample scenario,N = 180 nodes are deployed in an areaA =

π2502 m2. We simply assume that this node density is the minimum sensor coverage

density. Therefore,λa = N
A

= 180
π2502 . We also assume a total of 180 Joules are initially

assigned to the sensors, which results in 1 Joule per sensor for even energy distribution.

Therefore, the energy densityλe = ET

A
= 180

π2502 J/m2. Finally, the average bit rate

among active sensors is̄rg = 1 bits/s.4

OnceL̃ has been determined for the sample scenario, we use this value with a target

scenario (fixedP and lifetimeL) as a case study to compare the different deployment

strategies. For the target scenario,P = [A = π2502 m2, r̄g = 10 bits/s, λa = 400
π2502 ],

E = 100 J/sensor, and the target network lifetimeL is one year.

6.4.1 Deployment strategyDS1: power control

The strategy of power control has been fully studied in Section 6.3. The lifetime for

the sample scenario is4.05 × 105 seconds using the heuristic power control scheme,

denoted by the star at the network radius of 250 m in Fig. 6.5. Using Equation 6.8, the

normalized lifetime is,

L̃ = L(
r̄gλa

λe

) = 4.05 × 105bit/J (6.12)

Using this normalized lifetime, the required number of sensors for the target sce-

nario P and lifetimeL can be determined using Equation 6.9. Note that parameters

used here are from the target scenarioP rather than the sample scenario.

N(DS1) =
Lr̄gλaA

L̃E
=

365 × 24 × 3600 × 10 × 400/A × A

4.05 × 105 × 100
= 3, 116 (6.13)

Thus, for the network to operate for one year while meeting the sensing goals re-

quires 3,116 sensor nodes using deployment strategyDS1. Note that a sensor equipped

4Note that because we assume the minimum sensor coverage density in the sample scenario, the

average data raterg of each sensor is equal to the average bit rater̄g among active sensors.
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with power control hardware is more expensive than a sensor with a fixed transmission

power. A case study of cost evaluation will be presented after we evaluate the other

deployment strategies.

6.4.2 Deployment strategyDS2: mobile data sink

As we mentioned in Section 6.3, variable transmission powercontrol alone does not ef-

fectively extend network lifetime. For further lifetime improvement, more constraints

must be loosened and alternative deployment strategies must be considered. Referring

to the deployment strategies from Table 6.1, if we have freedom on data sink deploy-

ment, two alternative strategies can be applied: mobile data sink and multiple data

sinks. Let us look at the first case, a mobile data sink (i.e.,DS2).

There are two possible scenarios in which a mobile data sink may be used. The first

is a network in which multiple aggregator-capable nodes aredeployed, each of which

collects all of the data in the network at a given time5. The second scenario is a network

that employs a mobile data sink (e.g., a robot). These two scenarios are similar from

the network routing perspective since all data is sent to a single data sink during a given

period.

Suppose that the mobile data sink stops at a given numbernl of data sink locations,

and all of the active sensors report to this sink when it stopsat a new location6. One

interesting question to resolve before starting the simulations is how to choose these

nl data sink locations. For small values ofnl such as 2, 3, and 4, we assume the

sink locations to be a symmetric pattern as shown in Fig. 6.6.We adjust the size of

each pattern gradually and run the simulation. The optimal sink locations with the best

lifetime performance can thus be determined through brute force searching. Fornl

larger than four, it is difficult to determine the location pattern even if we presume that

it is symmetric. Therefore, we resort to random location deployment in our simulations

5This scenario may occur if an aggregator node needs a complete picture of the network in order to

make any decisions. These aggregator nodes could conceivably collect all data in their region and for-

ward these data to another aggregator node for analysis; however, this would be extremely costly for the

aggregator nodes and we cannot assume that they arecompletelyunconstrained by energy. Furthermore,

unless these aggregator nodes can communicate directly with each other on another channel, this data

will need to be forwarded between aggregator nodes by the ordinary microsensors in the network.
6We ignore the travel time for a data sink to change its location.
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Figure 6.6: Sink locations can be presumed to be in a symmetric pattern. The pattern

for less than 5 sinks can thus be determined as shown.

for these cases.

Our data routing model needs to be adjusted for this strategyas follows. First, dur-

ing the period that the data sink is at each of the locations, the data flow at each sensor

should still be balanced. Second, the overall energy consumption of each sensor during

the entire network lifetime should still be limited by the initial energy. Therefore, the

only necessary modification is on the first constraint: for each data sinkdsk at location

k, ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , nl}
∑N

j=1 t(j, i) + rg(i)
L
nl

=
∑N

j=1 t(i, j) + t(i, dsk) ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N} (6.14)

Using the sample scenario, we can calculate the normalized lifetime L̃ using our

data routing model. Figure 6.7 shows a plot of the normalizedlifetime L̃(nl) as a

function of the number of data sink locationsnl. Plots ofL̃(nl) using optimal data sink

locations are given by the dashed lines, and plots ofL̃(nl) using randomly chosen data

sink locations are given by the solid lines with standard deviation bars in these figures.

The performance of sink rotation with no power control is also shown7.

7The optimal lifetime for scenarios with more than four data sink locations is hard to determine
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Figure 6.7: Normalized lifetime vs. number of data sinks deployed for the sample

scenario. Increasing the number of sink locations improveslifetime until a certain

threshold is met and the hot spot problem has been effectively solved.

With the random data sink deployment and power control, the network lifetime

shows an improvement of 31% when using three data sink locations instead of just one,

and this improvement increases to 38% for six locations. However, using more than

six data sink locations does not provide significant lifetime improvement since the hot

spot problem is already solved effectively at this point. Simulation results also show

that larger gains in network lifetime can be obtained as the network size grows. This is

because the hot spot problem becomes worse as the network becomes larger. This trend

is essentially the same as the trend discovered in Section 6.3. Also, the gap between

choosing optimal locations and random locations tends to diminish as the number of

data sink locations increases. When power control is not available, the improvement

from more data sink locations is larger. However, the improvement still flattens out at

about 7 data sink locations.

since the optimal pattern of the data sink locations is not obvious. Nevertheless, we can assume that the

optimal pattern would be able to achieve a lifetime comparable to the upper bound seen in the simulations

utilizing randomly chosen locations.
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For the target scenario with no power control, if we choose the mobile sink to move

7 times randomly, the normalized network lifetime isL̃ = 4.3387 ∗ 105 bit/J, and the

number of required sensors is

N(DS2) =
Lr̄gλaA

L̃E
=

365 × 24 × 3600 × 10 × 400/A × A

4.3387 × 105 × 100
= 2, 907 (6.15)

Although the required number of sensors and the corresponding cost from sensor

deployment is decreased compared toDS1, we should note that a mobile data sink

is much more expensive than a stationary data sink used in thepower control scheme.

This cost may affect the overall desirability when we compare and evaluate the different

deployment strategies.

6.4.3 Deployment strategyDS3: multiple data sinks/clustering

In a clustering approach, multiple aggregator-capable nodes are deployed and each sink

collects data from only part of the sensor network for the entire network lifetime. Such

clustering schemes have been proposed for wireless sensor networks in [25, 39, 68].

Previous work in this area deals primarily with homogeneousnetworks, in which any

of the deployed nodes is capable of acting as cluster head. Inthis section, we consider

heterogeneous networks, where cluster heads are actually data sinks that are more capa-

ble (e.g., those with larger batteries, more processing power and memory, and possibly

a second radio to link back to a central base station) and significantly more expensive

than ordinary microsensors. In our model, a sensor may send its traffic to whichever

cluster head it chooses8.

In our model, the modification is still on the first constraint. The first constraint

should specify that the overall data flow for each sensor is balanced for each data sink’s

operation. Notice that this constraint is looser than the constraint forDS2, which uti-

lizes multiple data sinks and thus the data flow to each of the data sinks is balanced.

Equation 6.1 should be modified as:

∑N

j=1 t(j, i) + rg(i)L =
∑N

j=1 t(i, j) +
∑nl

k=1 t(i, dsk) ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N}
(6.16)

Using the sample scenario, we find the relationship between the normalized lifetime

and the number of data sinks that are deployed, as shown in Fig. 6.8. The normalized

8The chosen cluster head is typically, but not necessarily, the closest cluster head.
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Figure 6.8: Normalized lifetime vs. number of cluster headsdeployed. Large gains

in network lifetime can be achieved when even a few extra cluster heads are deployed,

especially when their locations are optimized. Random sink locations can provide life-

time improvement, but it is not as large as that obtained using the optimal sink locations.

When power control is unavailable, the gap between random sink locations and optimal

sink locations is greatly reduced.

lifetime is given for optimal cluster head placement9 as well as random placement,

and with power control as well as without power control. As expected, when more

cluster heads are deployed, the hot spot problem is reduced and the network lifetime is

improved. The most extreme case is when there are so many datasinks deployed that

every sensor can find a data sink just one hop away. The hot spotproblem is completely

resolved in that case. Also note that the performance of clustering is better than that

of data sink rotation due to the looser constraint on data flows, which translates into

traffic being forwarded over much shorter distances to the closest data sink rather than

the single global data sink.

Increasing the number of randomly deployed data sinks from 1to 7 increases the

9Again, optimal cluster head location patterns are only achievable for a small number of cluster heads

through brute force searching.
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normalized lifetime from2.6239×105 to6.9122×105 when no power control is applied,

and it reduces the number of normal sensors from 4,808 to 1,825 for the target scenario.

However, more data sinks also increase the extra cost from data sinks. Unlike the nearly

fixed extra cost for a mobile data sink, the extra cost of this strategy is more likely to

be linearly associated with the number of deployed data sinks. Therefore, a proper

number of data sinks must be chosen according to the cost ratio of data sinks and

normal sensors. Readers are referred to [50] for more detailson how to choose a proper

number of data sinks based on the relative costs of network components.

6.4.4 Deployment strategyDS4: non-uniform energy assignment

Lifetime improvement from power control alone is limited because of the energy ineffi-

ciency of the sensors farthest from the data sink sending data directly to the base station

in order to evenly distribute the energy load among the nodes. According to [50], in

order to achieve near-optimal network lifetimes, it is onlynecessary to use a fraction of

the total energy available in the network.In strategyDS4, we release the initial energy

constraint and allow each sensor to start with a different amount of energy. Thus, we

have another strategy that we name non-uniform energy assignment.

In our model, equations 6.1, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.6 are used as the constraints. The life-

time performance for non-uniform energy assignment is shown in Fig. 6.9. Compared

to Fig. 6.5 where using optimal power control is the only option, lifetime is greatly im-

proved from5.05 × 105 seconds (denoted by the circle at the network radius of 250 m

in Fig. 6.5) to9.09× 105 seconds for the sample scenario when both power control and

non-uniform energy assignment are applied.

If non-uniform energy assignment is applied with a fixed transmission range, the

lifetime performance is still close to that with power control. This implies that non-

uniform energy assignment is more efficient in improving network lifetime compared to

power control. With non-uniform energy assignment and no power control, the optimal

network lifetime is found when the transmission range is fixed at 34 m, which is very

close to the general optimal transmission ranged∗ = 32 m. Because sensors can be

assigned the proper amount of energy for packet forwarding,they should transmit all

of their packets using the most efficient transmission rangewithout worrying about

energy imbalance. Thus, energy balance and energy efficiency are both achieved using
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Figure 6.9: Normalized lifetime for different network radius. Power control is no longer

important once energy can be freely assigned.

non-uniform energy assignment.

Therefore, intelligent energy assignment seems to be the best choice for sensor

network deployment considering that it does not require much extra hardware to im-

plement. However, this strategy is inherently difficult since energy has to be assigned

differently for individual nodes at different locations. When the deployment is in a

random manner, this becomes almost impossible. A more reasonable energy-based de-

ployment plan is to divide the sensing area into rings according to their distance to the

base station. Sensors can be assigned different levels of energy, and be deployed in

their respective rings accordingly. Since sensors are not differentiated when deployed

in the same energy ring, the complexity of such a deployment plan is reduced. Dur-

ing deployment, nodes closer to the base station should be assigned more energy since

they have to forward traffic for farther nodes. Fig. 6.10 shows the optimal energy as-

signment map for nodes at different distances to the base station. The dotted line is an

interpolated polynomial function using the energy map obtained from our model.

For this non-uniform energy assignment deployment strategy, DS4, the normalized

lifetime for the sample scenario is9.09 × 105 bit/J with power control and7.49 × 105
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Figure 6.10: Energy distribution map for the sample scenario. Nodes far from the base

station should be assigned more energy. The assignment can be approximated using a

polynomial function shown by the dotted line.

bit/J without power control. The number of required sensorsfor the target scenario is

the minimum number of sensors, (i.e., 400) if each sensor is capable of carrying a very

large amount of energy.

6.4.5 Deployment strategyDS5: non-uniform relay/sensors

If we assume sensors have the same energy capacities as thosein previous uniform en-

ergy assignment schemes, we may deploy more relay/sensor nodes according to the en-

ergy map in Fig. 6.10, achieving the same goal of providing more energy at a particular

point in the network. In this case, in order to meet the targetlifetime, we calculate the

number of required sensor using Equation 6.9: 1,388 for non-uniform relay/sensor as-

signment with power control and 1,684 for non-uniform relay/sensor assignment with-

out power control.

Several benefits can be obtained from this non-uniform relay/sensor strategy. First,

it avoids complex energy assignment and sensor differentiation. Second, it separates

the functions of sensing and wireless communication. The duty of sensors and relay
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nodes are clearer, and their design can be better separated.Third, relay nodes do not

contain sensing components, and thus may be cheaper than deploying sensors. The

deployment procedure of relay nodes can thus be executed after sensor deployment.

Since this strategy is essentially the same as the non-uniform energy assignment when

formatted into our model, we omit further discussion to avoid repetition.

6.4.6 Deployment strategyDS6: non-uniform traffic generation

In certain sensor networks, more traffic is generated at far distances from the base

station. For example, in sensor networks designed for intruder detection, the network

periphery may provide the most important data, as this tellsthe application when an

intruder has entered the network area. The majority of the work for nodes closest to the

base station is to forward the traffic, rather than to generate it. The hot spot problem is

alleviated automatically by this type of traffic generationpattern. Consider an extreme

case in the one-dimensional scenario in Fig. 6.1. If only sensorsN , the farthest node,

generates traffic, the traffic will be forwarded hop by hop to the data sink. Next hop

forwarding will be the most energy-efficient forwarding method, and there will be no

energy imbalance at all.

Data aggregation can be seen as a variation of non-uniform traffic generation as

well. As data are forwarded to the base station, forwarders may perform some process-

ing and aggregate their data with the received data before forwarding. Even if the data

generation rate is uniform within the network, data aggregation actually transforms it

into a non-uniform traffic generation pattern where more traffic is generated from the

outer areas. Again, this helps to reduce the hot spot problem.

On the contrary, in sensor networks where areas closer to thedata sink are more

of interest for monitoring, more traffic is generated aroundthe data sink. This actually

aggravates the hot spot problem. All the strategies mentioned earlier can be applied

to alleviate the problem, and our model is still applicable to these scenarios. How-

ever, these scenarios are oriented at different types of applications, and thus they are

essentially different from the previous scenarios. Therefore, we will not compare the

performance of this strategy with that of the previous strategies.
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6.4.7 Cost comparison of all deployment strategies

Now that we have studied the normalized lifetimes for the sample scenario and found

the number of sensors required for the target scenario for each deployment strategy,

we compare each of these strategies in terms of monetary cost. We assume the device

costs listed in Table 6.3. The cost of sensors for different strategies is shown in the

second row of Table 6.3. The cost of a normal sensor, taking the motes as an example,

is $10 per unit [17]. The cost of a sensor with power control can be assumed to be $15

per unit due to the cost of the extra hardware required, and the cost of a sensor with

non-uniform relay placement is $15 per unit due to the cost ofindividual placement. In

the third row, we show a case where the base station is relatively cheap, such as when

the base station is a simple Stargate node [17], while in the fourth row, we show a case

where the base station becomes much more expensive, such as ahigh power laptop or

custom-designed base station.

Table 6.3: Two cost case studies: sensor cost and extra cost.

DS1 DS2 DS3-2 DS3-7 DS5

cs 15 10 10 10 15

ce1 1000 2000 1000× 2 1000× 7 1000

ce2 10000 20000 10000× 2 10000× 7 10000

The number of sensors required to meet the target lifetime for different deployment

strategies, as discussed in the previous sub-sections, is summarized in Table 6.4. Note

that the power control strategy can be easily combined with other strategies to further

reduce the required number of sensors for meeting the targetscenario lifetime. In this

table, we list the number of sensors required for: power control (DS1), mobile data

sink with 7 movements (DS2), the combination of mobile data sink and power control

(DS2 + DS1), 2 data sinks without power control (DS3-2), 2 data sinks with power

control (DS3-2+DS1), 7 data sinks without power control (DS3-7), 7 data sinks with

power control (DS3-7+DS1), non-uniform energy assignment (DS4), and non-uniform

relay placement without power control (DS5).

10The number of required sensors is 400, while the number of required wireless nodes, including both
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Table 6.4: Number of sensorsN required to meet the target scenario lifetime goal for

different deployment strategies.

Strategy N(DSi)

DS1: Power control 3,116

DS2: Mobile sink 2,907

DS2 + DS1: Mobile sink plus power control 2,079

DS3-2: 2 sinks 4,808

DS3-2+DS1: 2 sinks plus power control 1,816

DS3-7: 7 sinks 1,825

DS3-7+DS1: 7 sinks plus power control 843

DS4: Non-uniform energy assignment 400

DS5: Non-uniform relay placement 400 (1,684)10

The overall deployment cost is the summation of the cost of the N sensors and the

extra cost, as shown in Equation 6.10. To make a fair cost comparison, we only compare

individual strategies without any combination with power control. Fig. 6.11 compares

the normalized network lifetime and deployment cost of eachstrategy using the target

scenario. We choose strategiesDS1, DS2, DS3-2, DS3-7, andDS5
11. Fig. 6.11 shows

the normalized network lifetime of these strategies in the upper plot, and it shows the

cost of these strategies given the cost values from Table 6.3in the lower plots.

Although for some strategies the normalized lifetime is higher than that of some

other strategies, when taking into account the extra cost ofthese strategies, they become

less desirable than some of the less energy-efficient strategies. A complete evaluation

of different strategies should be performed from both an energy and a cost perspective.

sensors and relay nodes, is 1,684.
11DS4 is omitted since it is difficult to make a fair comparison using the minimum number of nodes,

andDS5 can representDS4 very well since it is essentially the same strategy from the energy assignment

perspective. Also, we do not differentiate sensors and relay nodes to simplify the cost analysis.
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Figure 6.11: Evaluation of the following sensor network deployment strategies: power

control (DS1), mobile base station (DS2), multiple base stations (DS3-2, DS3-7) and

non-uniform relay assignmentDS5. The first row is the normalized lifetime. The

second row is the deployment cost for the target scenario forcost case 1, and the third

row is the deployment cost for the target scenario for cost case 2.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed a general data routing model to evaluate multiple senor net-

work deployment strategies. From the lifetime and cost analysis on various strategies,

we conclude the following.

1. Most sensor network deployment strategies can be generalized using a linear pro-

gramming model. Their differences lie in the freedom of deployment parameters

and the constraints on the network parameters.

2. A good sensor network deployment strategy is one that achieves both energy

balance and energy efficiency.

3. Energy imbalance becomes worse when the network size increases, or when the

network goes from one to two dimensions. The maximum achievable lifetime

decreases correspondingly.
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4. The strategy of power control alone is not sufficient to resolve both energy im-

balance and energy inefficiency. The lifetime performance improvement from

power control is mainly due to energy savings from nodes close to the data sink.

5. A good strategy should operate mostly at the general optimal transmission range

(32 m in this chapter).

6. The strategy of deploying a mobile data sink has some limitations on lifetime

improvement, while the strategy of deploying multiple datasinks can keep im-

proving the network lifetime until the sub-networks becomeone-hop networks.

This is because the latter strategy has a much looser constraint than the former

one.

7. The strategy of non-uniform energy assignment dominatesall the other strategies

by achieving both energy efficiency and energy balance simultaneously. How-

ever, it is inherently difficult to apply in practice.

8. Although more intelligent strategies may have better lifetime performances, the

cost of these strategies must be fully considered because once the quality of ser-

vice of a network is satisfied, cost becomes the primary concern for a practical

sensor deployment plan.

Thus, this chapter has the following contributions. First,we propose a general data

routing model that can be applied to many sensor network deployment strategies with

little or no modifications. Second, we reveal the general lifetime trends with network

factors for different strategies. Finally, we propose a general strategy evaluation method

to cross-compare the normalized lifetime and cost for different strategies, which pro-

vides practical suggestions for real sensor deployment.



Chapter 7

Design of a P2P Based Smart

Document System

In this chapter, we study a concrete information retrieval and data propagation example:

a smart document system composed of printing devices equipped with network inter-

faces that can communicate with other devices in the networkthrough a peer-to-peer

architecture. The idea of this system is for a user to treat the collection of peer-aware

devices as a system, whose goal is to automatically service print requests using the best

device or set of devices to meet the user’s requirements, such as print quality, latency

in finishing a job request, or proximity to the user, at a minimum cost.

We propose using a peer-to-peer networking architecture inwhich devices with sim-

ilar features form clusters, and these clusters are maintained in an autonomous manner.

We also propose an efficient resource management module thattakes the user service

request features and constraints and determines the feasibility of the request as well

as the optimal allocation of resources (e.g., printers) to service the request at a min-

imum cost. In addition, the resource management module alsoprovides an interface

for realizing the vendor/service provider’s systematic goal, such as increasing revenue

or attracting more customers. Our proposed smart document system is intelligent and

organizes itself in a transparent fashion such that all of the above functions are imple-

mented with little effort from the users.

We implemented a demo system using JXTA [32], a peer-to-peerplatform speci-

fication developed by Sun Microsystems. The fundamental functions and services of

123
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the “smart document system,” such as the presence service, the status service, the job

service and the dispatch service, are implemented. With thecurrent architecture and

sample system, more complex functions can be easily added inthe future.

7.1 Overview of a Smart Document System

In today’s business world, the omnipresence of inexpensivenetworking technologies

and access to information has set a greater level of expectation from the customer.

Users expect traditional services (such as print and systemmanagement) to be reli-

able, cost-effective, and available anywhere, at any time.Furthermore, they demand

traditional services to seamlessly fit into their IT environment without compromising

security and/or impacting their existing network policies. Information discovery and

retrieval in an ad hoc network can be used to satisfy these demands.

The specific scenario we target is one in which there are a large number of net-

worked document devices distributed in an enterprise such as an office complex or

large print shop. We focus on meeting users’ expectations for reliable, high quality

printing through asmart document systembuilt from a collection of document devices

that inter-operate with each other in a loosely coupled fashion. The idea is for the end

user to treat a collection of peer-aware devices as a system,whose goals are to:

1. Provide a systematic view of services available to the user rather than focusing

on an individual device, such as a printer. While accessing these services, the

user is only cognizant of the desired output and not of the capabilities or the state

of individual devices.

2. Adapt to meet changing customer needs, preferences, and environments.

3. Minimize the cost for providing services and provide an interface for the ven-

dor/service provider to achieve systematic goals such as obtaining more users or

maximizing revenue.

Here, we propose a networking architecture and resource management module for

this smart document system. We envision the following scenarios for using this smart

document system.
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1. The end user describes thefeaturesandconstraintsof a print job, and the system

decides the best use of available resources (e.g., printers) to accomplish the user’s

goals at a minimum cost. In this scenario the user is not concerned with the ca-

pabilities of individual devices; instead the user expectsthe system to deliver the

best possible result at a minimum cost. Thus, satisfying theuser’s requirements

becomes the main goal of the system. For example, a user may specify features

of the print job such as the following: a. Print output quality, b. Color/black-and-

white, c. Paper size, and/or d. Resolution. Additionally, the user may specify

constraints of the job request, such as: a. Latency in finishing a job request, b.

Proximity of the printer(s), and/or c. Maximum number of printers that can be

used.

2. The system adapts to changing resources and environments. For example, if a

device has a fault or a problem, the system decides how to workaround this

device until the problem is resolved. For example, the user’s job may be re-routed

to another device with the same capabilities.

3. The system adapts itself to meet the service provider’s systematic goals. For

example, suppose a new printing company purchases a smart document system to

provide printing services to its customers. In the development phase of this new

company, the manager wants to attract as many customers as possible, possibly

reducing profit, but after the number of customers reaches a certain level, the

manager wants to make as much profit as possible. The smart document system

should allow these systematic goals to be implemented when making resource

allocation and management decisions.

We have designed this smart document system using a JXTA-based architecture for

peer-to-peer networking of printing devices. Devices equipped with network interfaces

communicate with other devices on the same logical network through a peer-to-peer,

clustered architecture. Since networked devices are plugged in to the wall, energy is not

a constraint in this environment. The clusters are dynamic in nature and are formed in

an ad-hoc fashion. Devices join and leave clusters as they are physically moved around

and/or are shut down. Similarly, when a new device or serviceis added to the system,

the system can take advantage of the added resource to improve the system’s capa-
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bilities. Also, the system can take advantage of devices with more capabilities when

forming these clusters. The system is intelligent and organizes itself in a transparent

fashion.

Furthermore, we have developed an efficient resource management module that

takes the user service request features and constraints anddetermines the feasibility of

the request as well as the optimal allocation of resources (e.g., printers) to service the

request to satisfy some goal, such as maximizing revenue or maximizing the number of

users of the system. The resource management module has two components: resource

admission (RAD) and resource allocation (RAL). RAL determineswhich combination

of available resources can provide the features specified bythe service request while

meeting the constraints, and it finds the resource set that satisfies the service request

using a minimum cost. The cost function and the service features are provided by RAD

to RAL, allowing RAL to simply find the best (i.e., least cost) solution for the problem

and provide this solution to RAD. To obtain the service provider’s input for the resource

allocation decisions, RAD provides an interface to obtain the service provider’s goal

and tunes the cost function accordingly before invoking RAL.The combination of RAL

and RAD provides an efficient solution for resource management.

Considering the memory constraints of some potential peers that are actually print-

ers, we implemented the RAD and RAL modules as transportable codes and placed

them in a server. A device acquires these modules from the server only when it has

been selected as the cluster head. This code transportationmethod eliminates unnec-

essary memory usage from normal nodes and enables them to allocate their precious

resources mostly to their printing jobs.

7.2 Smart Document System: a P2P Network

7.2.1 Goals

From the scenarios we described in the last section, we see that the smart document sys-

tem utilizes a collection of peer-aware devices as a system to provide services. There-

fore, we expect it to have some features that traditional printing systems do not have.

We list these features in detail since they determine the best architecture for our system.
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1. Resource aggregation. Instead of using a single printing device for a print re-

quest, the smart document system can choose from a variety ofdevices that can

provide the required features specified by the user. The benefit of aggregating

these devices is two-fold. First, it reduces the required printing time and reduces

the queue time on certain popular devices by distributing the jobs more evenly

among the available devices. Second, it reduces cost. Different machines have

different operating costs. Although choosing the machineswith the lowest cost

seems to always be the best solution, there may be so many jobsqueued in these

machines that the job will not be finished in time. Cost should be reduced with-

out sacrificing the fundamental quality of service, such as delay in completing

the job.

2. Reliability. In a smart document system, single devices nolonger determine the

final output of a job. When one device becomes unavailable, even in the middle of

servicing a job request, the problem can be circumvented by using other feasible

devices to take over the job. Although the penalty may be an increase in cost and

processing time, reliability is improved, which is a very important feature in a

business world where the customer’s needs are paramount.

3. Ad hoc collaboration. A smart document system should support ad-hoc commu-

nication. By ad hoc, we mean that devices may be turned on or offat any time,

or they may move around and change their physical locations.Also, devices may

communicate through wireless network interfaces and may have unreliable com-

munication links at times. The ad hoc nature of these devicesshould be fully

exploited.

4. Transparency. The smart document system, as a product, should reduce any un-

necessary involvement of both the service provider and the customers. Service

providers only need to inform the system of their current system goal, such as

maximizing revenue or attracting more customers. Customersonly care about

the final outcome, such as print quality, printing time and printing cost. Both

the service provider and the customers do not want nor need toknow how the

network is formed and how the service is implemented on the devices. There-

fore, the smart document system should be designed to be network and device
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transparent (independent).

5. Increased autonomy. In order to realize the transparencyto the users, devices

need to be self-organizable. Devices should form the network on their own, and

they need to maintain proper operations in this network. They should be able to

choose the most efficient way to process a customer request, and they should be

fault tolerant when some of the devices become unavailable.When carrying out

the above functions, the smart document system should be autonomous so that

little extra effort from the users is required.

6. Exploit heterogeneity. Devices are different, and they affect the smart document

system from several aspects. First, they have different printing features and capa-

bilities. This printing heterogeneity will affect the resource allocation decision.

Second, devices have different amounts of storage and memory. Some devices

are simple printers with limited storage and memory, while some may be servers

with much larger storage and memory for more extensive computing. Exploit-

ing these differences to determine a proper role for each device will improve the

overall networking and printing performance.

7.2.2 The architecture

When designing a network for a class of systems and applications to perform the same

function, such as computing, data sharing and communications, either a centralized

architecture or a distributed architecture is used. The centralized architecture is also

known as the client/server model, as shown in the left of Fig.7.1. In this model, a client

is defined as a requester of services and a server is defined as the provider of services.

For example, FTP clients can download files from an FTP server. The benefit of this

centralized architecture is the simplicity from the clientend.

However, the client/server model has its drawbacks. First,server failure will cause

the entire system to fail. Second, the servers must be well chosen during the system

configuration. They should have enough capabilities to handle multiple requests from

clients simultaneously. Also, these servers must be fault tolerant when providing the

service.

Peer-to-peer (P2P) is an alternative to the traditional client/server model, and is
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Figure 7.1: A high-level view of the client/server model andthe P2P model.

shown in the right of Fig. 7.1. In a P2P network, there are no clear roles of servers

and clients. All the participants are simple peers, and theyall act as both servers and

clients. A good survey on P2P architectures can be found in [44]. In brief, the P2P

model has many features that the client/server model does not have. The major advan-

tage of the P2P system is that it can utilize the vast available resources of all devices.

It has some other nice features, as listed in [44]: cost sharing/reduction, resource ag-

gregation, improved scalability, increased autonomy, anonymity and enabling ad-hoc

communication. P2P applications cover the area of file sharing, distributed computing,

collaboration and platforms.

Sometimes, the border between the P2P and the client/servermodels is obscured

by a hybrid architecture. In this hybrid model, a server is first consulted for meta-

information about the identity of the peers where the desired information is stored. P2P

communications are initiated after this initial contact with the server. Also, some in-

termediate solutions such as Kazaa [34] use SuperPeers thatcontain the information of

some normal peers in their vicinity. Peers consult SuperPeers for other peers’ informa-

tion first before flooding requests to the Internet. These SuperPeers act as peers to each

other, but they act as servers for the normal peers. However,the traffic burden on these

SuperPeers is small since only meta-data will be queried from them, rather than entire

files as in the client/server model.

This hybrid-P2P architecture is the structure we propose for the smart document

system. First, most of the features of the P2P system match the goals of the smart doc-

ument system, such as resource aggregation, fault tolerance and improved scalability.

Second, there are some existing open-source P2P platforms that reduce both the testbed
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design period and the cost of the system. However, the implementation of RAD and

RAL modules is centralized in nature. Also, to better exploitthe heterogeneity of the

devices, we design a hierarchal clustered P2P system, as described next.

7.2.3 Forming the clusters

Before going into the details of the clustering design, let usfirst briefly review the P2P

procedure, which can be described as “discover-and-communicate.” Take file sharing as

an example. Based on the requested file name, a peer first needs to discover those peers

that contain the file. Then, communication pipes are set up between the node and the

discovered peers. File pieces are downloaded through thosepipes. The implementation

details simply rest with how the discovery is performed and how these communication

pipes are set up, i.e., the information discovery and retrieval problems.

Similarly in the smart document system, when a printing request arrives, the sys-

tem needs to discover all the devices that provide the features of the request, such as

double-sided printing or color printing. One solution for discovering which devices can

support the requested features is to query every device eachtime a request arrives. Pre-

cise individual device information can be achieved in this way. The penalty, however, is

excessive communications and a potentially long query response delay. Another solu-

tion is to let each device update their status periodically to a certain server. Therefore, a

request can be satisfied by just checking this server. This solution expedites the request

processing time and distributes the communication load to idle times. However, the

server has to be powerful enough both in processing and storage capability to handle

all these updates. Also, the information may be obsolete if the updates are not frequent

enough.

We propose a hybrid clustering scheme as illustrated in Fig.7.2. Devices with the

same features form logical clusters. For example, “clustercolor” means that all the

cluster members are able to print color copies, and “clusterdouble” means that every

member can produce double-sided prints. Individual devices may join more than one

cluster depending on their features, such as devicesA andB in Fig. 7.2.

For the purpose of cluster maintenance, cluster peers are assigned one of the fol-

lowing roles: master, backup and slave, as shown in the left part of Fig. 7.2. The master

peer registers all the devices and services within its cluster. It is preferable that these be
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Figure 7.2: A hybrid clustering scheme for the smart document system.

devices with more storage and memory. They act just as the SuperPeers act in Kazaa.

Most peers are simply slave peers. They consult the master peer if they want informa-

tion about the cluster and other cluster peers. They also update their information to the

master peer, either periodically or on demand. Backup peers maintain a copy of the

same information as the master peers. When the master peer fails, such as leaving the

network or accidentally shutting down, one of the backup peers is elected as the new

master peer and takes over the cluster.

Clusters only need to register the current cluster status to the servers occasionally.

Only general information such as the cluster size, the cluster master’s identity and the

other cluster members’ information such as member names is needed. The status of

each cluster member such as toner levels and paper levels will not be stored in the

server; these data will be maintained by the cluster master instead.

Using this architecture, when a service request arrives at the server, the set of feasi-

ble devices can be determined by contacting the cluster master first and retrieving more

details afterwards. The available resources that fit the service request can be quickly

determined, which expedites the resource management procedure. Also, once the re-

source allocation for servicing the request is determined,the execution of the request

can be easily transferred to individual devices through their cluster masters.

We have designed and implemented this architecture for a network of printing de-

vices using a JXTA-based system. In this testbed, devices self-form clusters and main-

tain their roles within each logical cluster. The first role is a SUPERPEER, which is

the server shown on the rightmost of Fig. 7.2. This SUPERPEER is a trusty server that
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contains all the fundamental RAD and RAL algorithm packages. It periodically broad-

casts a beacon so that every peer within the network is aware of its exitance and is able

to communicate with it instantly when necessary.

The second important role is a MASTER within a cluster as shown on the leftmost

of Fig. 7.2. It maintains the correct functionality of the cluster by broadcasting beacons,

and it gathers status information from each peer within the cluster. It also communicates

with the SUPERMASTER to obtain the up-to-date RAD and RAL algorithm packages

and report the gross cluster information to the SUPERMASTER.

The third role is a SLAVE, which listens to the beacons and status requests from

the MASTER node. It reports its current status to the MASTER, and it waits for the

dispatched job pieces from the MASTER.

The last role is a BACKUP, which synchronizes with a MASTER periodically and

maintains the same information as the MASTER node. It takes the role of a MASTER

and becomes a MASTER when it detects a failure of the MASTER. Itdoes not make

any decisions using RAD and RAL. However, it processes the job pieces sent from the

MASTER, just as SLAVE nodes do.

A node changes its role within a cluster in an autonomous manner. When a node

joins a cluster, it is a SLAVE by default. If it does not hear any MASTER beacons,

it promotes itself to a MASTER and retrieves the RAD and RAL packages from the

SUPERMASTER. It starts to broadcast beacons to allow peers that may join later to

become either SLAVES or MASTERS. If a node does not see enough BACKUPs in

the cluster from a MASTER beacon, it promotes itself to a BACKUP. A node also

deprecates itself from a MASTER to BACKUP or SLAVE depending on the number of

other nodes in these roles within the cluster.

In the next section, we explain how we manage the available resources to complete

the service request effectively, and how the resource management module assists the

service provider in making the best resource allocation decisions using an economic

model.
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Figure 7.3: The resource management module, its componentsRAL and RAD and their

relation with the service provider and the customer.

7.3 Resource Management

7.3.1 Overview

The goal of the resource management module is to efficiently manage and allocate

available resources to meet certain quality of service requirements from the end users

and achieve certain systematic goals from the service provider at the same time. The

module, shown in Fig. 7.3, has two components: resource admission (RAD) and re-

source allocation (RAL). It has two interfaces, one for the customer and the other for

the service provider.

Resource allocation (RAL) determines which resources are needed to provide cer-

tain required services. Given the service requirements from the customer and the cur-

rent available resources, an efficient resource allocationscheme should be able to pro-

vide the optimal solution based on certain criteria while satisfying the basic service

requirements. For example, RAL may be asked to determine how to minimize the

printing cost for printing 1000 color copies in one day. In this example, the basic ser-

vice requirement is to print 1000 copies in one day. The resources that can participate

in the job must be color-printing devices. The criteria for the solution is to minimize

the printing cost. In response to this question, RAL either provides a solution, or, if the

constraints are too strict, RAL determines that no solution exists. In this case, it means
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that it is impossible to finish the job in one day using the currently available resources

(printers).

While RAL determines how resources can be allocated to complete a service re-

quest, the resource admission module (RAD) determines whether the requested service

should be permitted. This module helps the service providerto achieve higher level

goals than simply solving the problem. For a company, there may be different goals

at different times. In some cases, even though there are enough resources remaining

to satisfy certain service requirements, the request should be rejected because it is not

profitable. Or sometimes, the request should be rejected because the services, although

profitable if provided, may degrade other services and thus decrease overall customer

satisfaction. Also, a service may be accepted in order to explore a larger customer mar-

ket even if the service acceptance is not profitable temporarily. RAD should be able to

incorporate these goals while making resource admission decisions.

There are a couple different scenarios that RAD may face. In one scenario, a cus-

tomer may request certain services with an offered price. RADsimply replies yes or

no. In another scenario, the customer only requests certainservices. RAD offers a

price for the service, and the customer decides whether or not to take the offer. When

we designed RAD, we mainly considered the second scenario. The first scenario can

be seen as a special case of the second scenario, where RAD knows if the offered price

will be accepted before the customer replies.

RAD also has to consider the current goal from the service provider when offering

the price to the customer. While a higher price is more profitable, it is more likely to

be rejected by the customer. With a lower price, it is easier to obtain a customer, but

this may bring little profit. The strategy of offering a good price depends on the current

interest of the service provider. If a higher profit is preferred, the price should be set

a little higher. If exploring new customers is important, a lower initial price may be a

good start.

The resource management module operation can be described using Fig. 7.3. From

the leftmost, the customer requests certain services with certain constraints and service

features. For example, the customer requires 1000 color copies of a document to be

printed in one day. RAD, when receiving this request, checks the goal preset from

the service provider and determines the cost function for RALto use, say to minimize
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the overall resource usage (to balance resource usage amongdifferent machines is an-

other criteria for fairness). RAL performs resource allocation to meet the request’s

features (color printing) according to the request’s constraints (job finished in one day)

by choosing a proper algorithm according to the criteria (cost function). RAL then re-

ports the allocation results back to RAD. From these results,RAD calculates the cost

of such an allocation plan, say, $10 in this case. It chooses aprice offer based on the

current goal, say $11 if it is willing to gain a profit of only $1in this case to attract more

potential customers.

Next, we will go into the details of RAL and RAD and explain how weimplement

these two components.

7.3.2 RAL

There are several scenarios for resource allocation, depending on the types of jobs and

the types of resources available. Solutions vary for different scenarios. We briefly list

potential scenarios and their possible solutions.

There are two elements in completing jobs using machines: the jobs and the ma-

chines. In general, to simplify the problem, we assume that one machine is able to

process only one type of job at one time. Individual jobs can be independent or they

can require certain time sequences. We categorize the problem into two cases.

7.3.2.1 Machine-non-differentiable jobs

In this type of problem, jobs are non-differentiable. They require the machines to have

the same features to be able to process them, and the outcome is exactly the same. A

simple example is to print 1000 color copies of a document. This job can be done in

any machine that supports color printing. The printing results from those machines are

all non-differentiable in the aspect of color.

For this type of problem, RAL determines how to allocate the job to multiple ma-

chines efficiently while satisfying certain constraints. Suppose the above 1000 color

prints must be done within one day, and different machines have different costs for

printing one copy. RAL will determine how to allocate these 1000 copies to different

machines so that the job can be done within one day while the total cost is minimized.
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In a mathematical language, we have a job withN pieces andM machines. Take the

cost and processing time as an example, we assume that theith machine is able to pro-

cessk job pieces with a cost ofci(k) in time ti(k). The question usually becomes: how

can we allocateN jobs to theseM machines so that we can satisfy certain constraints,

e.g., the cost is less than a certain threshold and the processing time is the shortest, or,

the processing time is less than a certain threshold and the cost is the minimum. The

final solution will indicate how many jobs should be assignedto each machine,ni for

i ∈ {1, · · · ,M}.

The above problem can be solved using linear programming if the cost and delay are

linear with the quantity of the job pieces,ni. Considering the fact that printing speed

and printing cost are generally proportional to the printing quantities, RAL is able to

provide a solution for this non-differentiable type of job.

7.3.2.2 Jobs with machine sequences

In a print shop, a job has to go through several machines in a given sequence pattern.

For example, documents have to be printed first, then they need to be bound by another

machine. If several jobs arrive at the same time, what shouldbe the right sequence for

these jobs to go through?

The problem we are facing here is called the job shop problem.Unlike the previous

machine-non-differentiable job problem, the job shop problem is generally hard [14].

For a small number of machines, there may be solutions. For a large number of jobs

and machines, researchers have proposed various heuristicsolutions that meet different

goals.

A complete discussion of the solutions of all these problemsis beyond the scope of

this chapter. However, based on the above discussion, one thing is clear: RAL must be

equipped with the means to solve enough of these problems so that it can provide the

best result given different constraints and criteria for various scenarios.

7.3.3 RAD

The resource admission component interacts with several sources: RAL, the customer

and the service provider. RAD suggests a price to the customerafter receiving a cus-

tomer service request. This price is decided by integratingthe systematic goal from the
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service provider and the resource allocation from RAL. Economic models and market-

ing strategies are also included in RAD.

The procedure of RAD and how it interacts with the other three components are de-

scribed as follows. First, RAD achieves the systematic goal from the service provider.

Example goals include gaining the maximum revenue, attracting more users, maximiz-

ing customer satisfaction, or maximizing the usage of resources. These goals can be

used concurrently with different priorities. Let us suppose for now that the service

provider’s goal is to maximize revenue.

Next, RAD receives a printing request from the customer. Let us continue the ear-

lier example of printing 1000 color copies in one day. In order to obtain maximum

revenue, RAD tries to reduce the printing cost. Therefore, when RAD invokes RAL,

the constraint is to finish the job in one day, while the criteria is to find a good solution

to minimize printing cost.

When RAL returns the resource allocation results with the cost, RAD is able to

decide an appropriate price for completing the job request.Several factors are taken

into account. First is the printing cost. Second is the system goal, i.e., to make a profit

in this case. Third, RAD must consider the satisfaction levelfrom the customer. Only

when a customer is satisfied with both the price and the service will a price offer be

accepted. However, a better service requires more resources. This leads to a larger cost

and implies that a higher price must be charged. How to find a balance between the

service quality and the price is the main challenge for RAD.

Before RAD makes its final offer, it may invoke RAL several times to explore dif-

ferent possibilities. Eventually, the price offered to thecustomer may contain more than

one option, such as,

1. The 1000 copies can be finished in one day for $200.

2. The 1000 copies can be finished in 1.5 days for $150.

3. The 1000 copies can be finished in 0.5 days for $250.

Finally, RAD offers the selected price(s) to the customer. Different customers have

different views on the price. For the same price, some of the customers may think that

it is too much, while other customers may think it is reasonable. In other words, for an

offered price, there is a certain probability that it is accepted.
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Each systematic goal from the service provider can be expressed using the assigned

resources, the offered price for the resources, the customer satisfaction degree for using

the resources, and the customer acceptance rate for the price and the satisfaction degree.

RAD formulates the connections and makes intelligent price offers that maximizes the

goal.

7.4 Demonstration System

We implemented the “smart document system” using JXTA, an open-source peer-to-

peer platform developed by Sun Microsystems. JXTA is implemented using Java, and it

already implements the basic peer-to-peer functions. These functions are implemented

in protocols. The protocols that are related with our project include:

1. Peer Resolver Protocol (PRP): sends a query to any number of other peers and

receives a response.

2. Peer Discovery Protocol (PDP): advertises contents and discover contents (peers).

3. Peer Information Protocol (PIP): obtains peer status information.

4. Peer Binding Protocol (PBP): creates a communication path between peers.

We implement our functions as services based on these protocols, and these services

are:

1. Presence Service: Built on the PDP protocol, the Presence Service allows a node

to determine and update its role within its cluster, and it maintains the integrity

of a cluster.

2. Status Service: Built on the PIP and PBP protocols, the status service allows a

MASTER to periodically query SLAVEs about their printing status such as the

amount of remaining paper, the amount of remaining ink and the cost of printing

a sheet. The status information will be later used by the RAD and RAL modules

for resource allocation and management.

3. Synchronization Service: Built on the PIP and PBP protocols, the synchroniza-

tion service allows BACKUPs to synchronize with the MASTER periodically.
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4. Job Query Service: Built on the PBP protocol, the job query service allows a

user to request a job and obtain the price offer from any peer.It calls the RAL

module for resource allocation and the RAD module for pricingdecisions. Once

the proposed price is accepted by the user, a job dispatch service will be initiated.

5. Job Dispatch Service: Built on the PBP protocol, this service allows a MASTER

to divide a job into job pieces and dispatch these job pieces to different peers

according to the resource allocation results obtained earlier through the RAD

module. It also notifies the user about the completion of a jobonce the MASTER

has received the completion notification of job pieces from all the dispatched

peers.

We tested our demo system using four machines: one linux platform and three unix

platforms. One of the machine is hardcoded as the SUPERMASTERwith a machine ID

0 and is on all the time, while the remaining machines 1, 2 and 3are normal peers. Each

machine is equipped with different printing capabilities,such as paper size, printing

speed and printing costs.

There are three buttons on the interface, as shown in Fig. 7.4: “who is there”, “check

printer status,” and “job request,” which are used to test different services. On the lower

part is a display area showing the background debugging information. To be consistent,

we have machine 1 join the network and become a MASTER first, and the rest of the

nodes join in the network after machine 1. Although we have done a complete test of

each service, it is not easy to show them all here. Instead, weonly demonstrate the

fundamental services.

Figure 7.4: The interface of the demo system is composed of three buttons and a display

area.
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7.4.1 Presence service

By clicking the button “who is there,” we are able to discover which nodes are in the

network and what roles they currently play. The knowledge ofthe presence of other

peers depends on the role of the current node. A MASTER has themost knowledge,

while a SLAVE has the least.

Fig. 7.5 demonstrates how the presence service discovers the roles of different

nodes. Node 1 becomes a MASTER after joining the network as the first node. Node

2 joins as a SLAVE and later changes to a BACKUP. Node 3 joins as aSLAVE and

remains a SLAVE.

Figure 7.5: Presence service: nodes 1, 2 and 3 join in the network and determine their

roles automatically. These figures show the results of node 1, the MASTER node,

executing the presence service at different times.

7.4.2 Status service

By clicking the button “check printer status,” a node displays the printer status of known

peers. The knowledge of the status of other peers also depends on the role of the

current node. Again, the MASTER has the most knowledge aboutthe other printers,
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and SLAVEs only know their own status. There is a periodical polling scheme running

in the background, from which the MASTER obtains the updatedSLAVEs’ printer

status.

Fig. 7.5 demonstrates the status service when nodes 1, 2 and 3join the network

one by one. From the dropdown menu, more and more printer status are known by the

MASTER. If we choose to display the printer status of node 2, then we have the plot

on the second row showing the printer status of node 2.

Figure 7.6: Status service: the information about the printers’ status grows at the MAS-

TER as new nodes join the network. This is implemented by the MASTER periodically

polling the peers. The peers’ printer status is stored in theMASTER for use in resource

allocation.

7.4.3 Synchronization service

One part of the synchronization service is initiated when a SLAVE becomes a BACKUP.

The BACKUP synchronizes with the MASTER periodically. The synchronization ser-
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vice is shown in the display area of Fig. 7.7, when a node just turns from a SLAVE to a

BACKUP.

Figure 7.7: Synchronization service: a BACKUP synchronizeswith a MASTER peri-

odically.

Figure 7.8: Synchronization service: a MASTER synchronizes with a SUPERMAS-

TER.

Another part of synchronization is done when a node becomes aMASTER. The

new MASTER updates and retrieves the updated RAL and RAD algorithm package

from the SUPERMASTER node, machine 0 in this case (Fig. 7.8).

7.4.4 Job query service

A user can initiate a job query from any node’s terminal by clicking the “job request”

button. Fig. 7.9 shows the input from a MASTER node. However,a job request can

be input from any machine. The user needs to input the printing requirements as well

as the copies to be printed and the desired time constraints.The terminal offers a price
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to the customer based on the results calculated from the RAL and RAD modules. A

user can accept it or reject it. Since only the MASTER node knows the printer status of

other nodes, there is a whole set of protocols running in the background to transport the

job query, the price offer and the offer acceptance back and forth between requesting

peers and the MASTER.

Figure 7.9: Job query service: a user queries for a job service and receives a price

quote.

If different time constraints are input by the user, the price quote may change

since more expensive but faster machines may be used to meet the user requirement

(Fig. 7.10).

7.4.5 Job dispatch service

Once a user agrees to a price quote, the previously stored joballocation scheme is

retrieved, and a job is divided into job pieces and sent to thepre-assigned machines

(printers). A machine notifies the MASTER once it completes its piece of the job.

When all pieces are done, the MASTER sends a job completion notification to the user

at the requesting terminal (Fig. 7.11).
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Figure 7.10: Job query service: a user queries for a job service with different time

constraints and receives different price quotes.

Figure 7.11: Job dispatch service: after a user accepts a price quote, the MASTER

dispatches pre-calculated job pieces to pre-assigned machines. The MASTER sends a

job completion notification to the user at the requesting terminal once all job pieces are

completed.

7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we introduced a smart document system, which provides better printing

services using mature network technology. We focus on the system architecture design
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and the resource management module implementation. Using aP2P network architec-

ture enables the system to effectively find available resources (information discovery),

while the resource management module allocates the resources efficiently and provides

resource admission functions through setting appropriatepricing for the services (infor-

mation retrieval). With these functions, the smart document system not only provides

better printing service to the end users, it also incorporates economic models to allow

service providers to get involved in the decision making without going into the details

of resource management.

We demonstrated the effectiveness and portability of our design using a demo sys-

tem. In our future work, we will incorporate our proposed information discovery and

retrieval techniques into the expansion of the system to a full ad hoc networking system.

We will show that the efficiency of systems using current networking technologies can

be greatly by using our techniques.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

As wireless ad hoc networks and sensor networks become more and more realizable,

this dissertation contributes to the MANET community by focusing on resource-efficient

peer discovery and data routing for both mobile ad hoc networks and static sensor net-

works. Furthermore, a real implementation of a service discovery and retrieval system

has been demonstrated.

The major difference of this dissertation with previous efforts is that we attempt to

solve the information retrieval problem starting from the factors with the largest impact

through modelling the problem, and that we strive to make oursolution as generic as

possible and adjust our solutions to reflect other minor factors through simulations. We

have formalized and shown how to optimize the solutions to several problems related

to information discovery and retrieval in ad hoc networks, namely

• general peer discovery strategies that minimize searchingcost

• a route discovery strategy that can be used for common routing scenarios where

route caches, valid or stale, pervasively exist in the network

• a distributed route discovery scheme that discovers long lifetime routes at the

very start, which is especially effective for mobile ad hoc networks where link

qualities can be quantified by link lifetimes

• a global optimal data routing scheme to maximize the networklifetime of sensor

networks, and corresponding alternative strategies beside data routing for further

lifetime extension

146
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• a smart document system that incorporates the ideas of information retrieval and

resource management in an ad-hoc manner, which serves as a good example for

practical ad hoc networking designs.

8.1 General Peer Discovery

Our study on general peer discovery assumes that nodes and targets are uniformly

distributed and targets are all identical. This simplified model provides a reasonably

generic peer discovery framework to for us to start with, as well as for future researchers

to build more complex models on. From our study, we conclude that:

1. When there is only a single target in the network, simple flooding is a fast yet

efficient solution.

2. When there is more than one target in the network, multiple searches can reduce

search cost.

3. However, more than three searches is unnecessary. It is crucial to choose a good

searching radius in the first attempt.

4. When discovering a few from a large number of targets, cost saving is significant.

When discovering most of the targets, cost saving is negligible.

5. Our proposed ring-splitting scheme is able to achieve near-optimal performance.

6. The “searching area” in our model can be mapped to a hop value and achieve

substantial searching improvement for ad hoc networks.

7. Choosing the right searching strategy highly depends on the amount of available

information about the network parameters and the searchingtask. When there is

not enough information, simple flooding is a fast solution.

8.2 Route Discovery with Route Cache

Route discovery with route caches is a peer discovery problemwith non-uniform and

non-identical multiple targets in the network. It does not fall into the general multi-
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target discovery category. After a separate study on this special problem, we conclude

that:

1. In order to reduce routing overhead from a local searchingtechnique, a caching

technique must be applied. This is essentially the same concept as in the last sec-

tion, where cost saving only occurs when there are multiple target in the network.

2. Optimal local searching radius depends on the caching conditions in the network,

which are affected by node mobility and traffic patterns. Whenthe caching con-

dition is very good, local searching should be restricted toone-hop neighbors.

When the caching condition is bad, the local searching radiusshould be set at

about half of the network radius.

3. We proposed a caching condition measurement scheme to enable dynamic local

searching radius adjustment. Simulation results show thatrouting overhead is

reduced and routing performance is improved using our adaptive local searching

scheme.

8.3 Data Routing in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

After the conclusion of our study on information discovery through peer discovery, we

shift to the secondary procedure: data routing. Data routing is first studied in mobile

ad hoc networks. In this type of network, each node has its ownindividual behavior

with regard to node mobility and traffic generation. The interaction among nodes only

occurs at the routing layer, where nodes have to utilize other nodes for forwarding their

packets to some destinations they cannot reach by themselves. Shortest-path routing is

a common routing algorithm used for these mobile ad hoc networks. This makes sense,

since the shorter the path is, the fewer times a packet is forwarded from one end to the

other, and the higher the efficiency of data forwarding is.

Mobility causes routes to break often in this type of network. Therefore, we suggest

discovering long lifetime routes with short route lengths.A long lifetime route not only

reduces the frequency of route breaks, it also enables a continuous traffic flow during

route breaks by temporarily switching to a backup route during a route break. Through

the study of data routing in mobile ad hoc networks, we conclude that:
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1. Links often break in mobile networks due to node mobility,and once this hap-

pens, all routes containing this link are invalid.

2. The routing layer must test old route caches or discover new routes during a

route break. The upper transport layer protocol also has to change its behavior to

adapt to the temporary route failure. Unfortunately, TCP, the most widely used

transport layer protocol, cannot adapt properly.

3. Long lifetime routes (LLRs) can reduce the frequency of route breaks. The life-

time of an LLR linearly increases with its route length.

4. An LLR with a longer route lifetime reduces the frequency of route breaks, thus

reducing the data routing overhead from route discovery. However, its longer

route length increases the number of hops, thus increasing the data routing over-

head from packet forwarding. To reduce data routing overhead from both route

discovery and packet forwarding, an LLR with the shortest path is desired.

5. We propose a global LLR (g-LLR) algorithm to discover LLRs ateach route

length for any pair of nodes for a given network.

6. We propose a distributed LLR (d-LLR) algorithm to discovertwo LLRs with

short route lengths in one best-effort search. We further propose a fast-switch

scheme, which uses the two discovered LLRs to maintain continuous traffic flow

for upper layer protocols during route breaks.

7. Simulation results show that the LLRs discovered by d-LLR are near-optimal

to the LLRs discovered by g-LLR, and they improve the route lifetime by 40%

compared to random shortest-path routing.

8. Simulation results show that d-LLR is able to improve the routing performance

from all aspects such as packet delivery ratio, packet delivery delay and energy

consumption. D-LLR is also able to improve the TCP performance instantly

without any cross-layer design. D-LLR-FS is able to further improve packet

delivery delay by maintaining continuous traffic at a negligible cost in terms of

packet delivery ratio.
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9. The performance of d-LLR highly depends on the accuracy oflink lifetime esti-

mation. However, the performance of d-LLR-FS remains relatively steady when

link lifetime estimation is erroneous. It achieves this by providing an automatic

tradeoff between energy consumption and link lifetime estimation accuracy.

8.4 Data Routing in Sensor Networks

Sensor networks are often deployed to achieve one global application goal. Often times,

sensor networks require many-to-one traffic patterns, which cause energy imbalances

in the network. Since the premature death of nodes may cause the malfunction of the

entire network, data routing must be designed to achieve energy efficiency and energy

balance simultaneously. Through the study of data routing in sensor networks, we

conclude that:

1. Data routing in sensor networks must be studied from the network perspective to

achieve energy efficiency and energy balance simultaneously.

2. The many-to-one traffic pattern is the main source of energy imbalance.

3. A sensor network deployment strategy can be described by several network pa-

rameters such as sensor capabilities, base station options, initial energy assign-

ment, sensor locations and traffic generation patterns.

4. We propose a general data routing model, a lifetime analysis method and a cost

analysis method to evaluate a given network deployment strategy. Most sensor

network deployment strategies can be generalized by our linear programming

model. Their differences lie in the freedom of deployment parameters and the

constraints on the network parameters.

5. A good sensor network deployment strategy is one that achieves both energy

balance and energy efficiency.

6. Energy imbalance becomes worse when the network size increases, or when the

network goes from one to two dimensions. The maximum achievable lifetime

decreases correspondingly.
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7. The strategy of optimal data routing alone is not sufficient to resolve both energy

imbalance and energy inefficiency.

8. A good data routing strategy should operate mostly at the general optimal trans-

mission range.

9. The strategy of deploying a mobile data sink has some limitations on lifetime

improvement, while the strategy of deploying multiple datasinks can keep im-

proving the network lifetime until the sub-networks becomeone-hop networks.

This is because the latter strategy has a much looser constraint than the former

one.

10. The strategy of non-uniform energy assignment dominates all the other strategies

by achieving both energy efficiency and energy balance simultaneously. How-

ever, it is inherently difficult to apply in practice.

11. Although more intelligent strategies may have better lifetime performances, the

cost of these strategies must be fully considered because once the quality of ser-

vice of a network is satisfied, cost becomes the primary concern for a practical

sensor deployment plan.

8.5 Completion of an Information Discovery and Re-

trieval System

Finally, in order to learn about information discovery and retrieval at the application

level, we designed and implemented a peer-to-peer based “smart document system.”

Although the implementation of this project varies significantly with our previous re-

search, the core idea of peer discovery and information retrieval remains the same.

1. The peer-to-peer structure is a convenient choice for general information dis-

covery and retrieval system designs due to its features suchas decentralization,

scalability, ad hoc connectivity and fault resilience.

2. A hybrid peer-to-peer infrastructure simplifies the implementation of decision

making and resource management.
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3. JXTA is an open-source peer-to-peer platform that has been equipped with basic

functions. New services can be built over these functions through Java.

4. The resource allocation and resource management modulesprovide interfaces

to both end users and potential service providers, thus extending the number of

potential buyers.

5. The RAD and RAL modules should be implemented in portable codes for easy

updating and removing.

The work in this dissertation has demonstrated how to improve the efficiency of in-

formation discovery and retrieval at different network stacks and protocol architectures.

Again, we believe that intelligent models of complex networks are needed to provide

us a better understanding of the world and help us better design much more efficient

information discovery and retrieval schemes.

8.6 Future Work

In this dissertation, we have tried to make our models as general as possible. As a

result, we have made some simplifying assumptions, such as those regarding uniform

node location distributions and uniform traffic distributions in our models. Although

we still take minor factors into account in our simulations and model calibrations, we

intentionally omit them in our model development so that we can focus on the essen-

tial factors when designing solutions to information discovery and retrieval problems.

Therefore, there is still much to be done to extend and enrichour work.

For the general target discovery problem, we assumed a homogenous network with-

out node differentiation. In another scenario, we can consider a heterogeneous network

where ad hoc nodes can choose to communicate with other nodesusing either the local

base station or multi-hop forwarding. In this case, our target discovery problem can be

generalized so as to discover how many searching attempts are required, what are the

searching areas for local flooding, and what are the searching areas when using base

stations. This problem is more difficult than the one studiedin this dissertation in that

base stations may serve as routers for one node to reach another. However, using base
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stations may not be the most efficient approach since multi-hop forwarding has to be

used for the source node to reach its local base station, and vice versa for the destination

node. Therefore, we may start our thinking by simply dividing a network into several

clusters according to the number of base stations and overlapping these clusters into

one multi-tier cluster, although the problem may not be fully solved from there.

For the route caching problem, we restricted our study to limiting the overhead of

route discovery. However, from the simulation results shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, a

bad route returned from a route cache may lead to a sequence ofunsynchronizations

between the routing layer and the upper transportation layer, thus severely deteriorating

the overall performance. Also, considering when there is moderate traffic, the overhead

from data routing will dominate the overhead from peer discovery. Therefore, route

caching may not be worth using at all in some cases. One possible scenario that route

caching is worth using is when the route cache is very likely to be valid, and the traffic

in the network is very low. In general, we should be more conservative in applying route

caches than we have proposed in chapter 4. How to adjust our solutions to reflect the

impact from upper layers and obtain an overall optimal performance rather than simply

reducing routing discovery overhead at the routing layer isan interesting question.

Our LLR protocol performance relies heavily on the accuracyof the underlying link

lifetime estimation scheme, despite the fact that we have demonstrated in Table 5.5 that

LLR-FS is able to achieve good performance even when the errorof link estimation

is large. Therefore, our next step for LLR is to choose a good link lifetime estima-

tion scheme from the existing solutions and experiment to discover what schemes are

suitable for LLR, thus providing a complete solution for the routing layer protocol.

In our study on sensor network deployment evaluations, we only briefly discussed

the effect of data aggregation as a factor of traffic generation pattern. This much sim-

plified discussion does not justify the importance of data aggregation. In fact, data

aggregation alone deserves a separate study. Integrating data aggregation and incor-

porating different data aggregation schemes into our deployment evaluation model are

underway.

We have demonstrated the effectiveness and portability of our design using a demo

system. Future work is needed to incorporate our proposed information discovery and

retrieval techniques into the expansion of the system to a full ad hoc networking system
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and thoroughly test our solutions on this expanded system.
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